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ABSTRACT 

The need to reduce fuel consumption aboard spacecraft and jets has initiated the development of platinum

base superalloys, which are intended to raise the firing temperatures of such engines by being able to 

withstand the arduous environments within the hot zones at temperatures at least 200°C higher than the 

most advanced nickel-base superalloys. The platinum-base superalloy development approach is based on 

mimicking the y/y' microstructures of the well-established nickel-base superalloys, with the intention of 

potentially exploiting the high melting point and environmental inertness of the platinum base. 

This project reports on the high temperature mechanical properties and behaviour of three platinum-base 

alloys, which forms part of the larger platinum-base superalloy development initiative. High temperature 

uniaxial compression testing is employed to investigate the variation in the high temperature strength with 

temperature and strain rate as well as to assess the effects of the deformation variables on the 

microstructural evolution of these materials during a laboratory simulated thermo-mechanical forming 

operation. 

The starting microstructures obtained after homogenisation are different for each material. The 

homogenisation treatment produces a high volume fraction of y' arranged in a dentritic-like network in 

PtsoAl14Cr3Ru3; a low volume fraction of irregularly shaped y' in Ptst>AIIQCr4; and a platinum-rich solid 

solution devoid of i in Ptst>Al IOR14. The change in the high temperature strength with deformation 

temperature for Ptgt>AllOCr4 shows an abrupt transition, which is attributed to the different phase 

transformations that the alloy JIDdergoes during compression testing above and below the homogenisation 

temperature. In contrast, PtsoAl14Cr3Ru3 and Ptgt>AllOR14 resist microstructural changes during 

compression testing and consequently do not display abrupt transitions in the changes in high temperature 

strength with deformation temperature. 

Pts6AllOCr4 and Pt86AllORu4 show extensive grain refinement during hot compression testing. This is due 

to the metal softening events that occur during the deformation experiments. Based upon metallographic 

analysis and the interpretation of the laboratory flow data, the mechanism of restoration is provisionally 

identified as dynamic recrystallisation. In contrast, PtsoAl14Cr3Ru3 did not show a significant reduction in 

grain size, which is primarily due to the inability of the alloy to be deformed to significant strains before 

the onset of cracking. 
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introduction 

CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background and motivation 

Platinum-base superaUoys are currently being developed for use as structural materials in components 

intended for ultra-high temperature applications. The platinum-base superaUoy development is an attempt 

to expand the industrial applications of platinum and in so doing, improve the exporting capacity of the 

local platinum market in South Africa1
•
1

. This approach has evolved as a result of the persistent pressure 

that fuel emissions legislations have been enforcing on industry as well as from the continuous need to 

conserve fuel aboard spacecraft and jets2
• Furthermore, the well-established series of nickel-base 

superalloys, which are the most common group of metallic materials employed in the hot zones of 

aerospace and jet engines, are reaching a limit in operating temperatures3
•
4

•
5
•
6
,7. This is a direct 

consequence of the relatively low melting point that is inherent to the nickel base and it is therefore felt 

that any advances in the quest for higher service temperatures would have to be gained through an aHoy 

development approach 4.11. 

The platinum superalloy development approach is thus based on mimicking the microstructures of the 

nickel-base superalloys with the benefit of potentially exploiting the higher melting point and superior high 

temperature oxidation resistance of the platinum base8
•
9

•
1O

• The platinum-superaHoy design involves the 

development of a high volume fraction of ordered FCC Ll2 cubic precipitates (intermetallic phase) fmely 

dispersed in a more ductile FCC matrix, analogous to the nickel-base superalloys3.4.5.6,8.9,lo. The dispersion 

should be coherene, meaning that although there is a high surface area associated with the precipitates, the 

actual lattice mismatch with respect to the matrix and hence the interfacial and elastic energies are very 

small l
. This presents the system with a very small driving force for precipitate coarsening, thereby 

enabling the material to maintain mechanical integrity after prolonged exposure at high temperatures l
. 

It is thought that the high density of the raw platinum metal would be compensated by the improvements 

made in fuel conservation during operation7
• Moreover, it should be viable for scrapped components to be 

processed so as to recover the platinum economically, therefore the actual cost is not reflected in the high 

initial price of the precious metal itself, but rather by the sum of the refining costs and the charges in 

interest incurred on the capital investment in the platinum consumedH
• Notwithstanding the potential 
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benefits mentioned above, it is unlikely that platinum-base superalloys would replace nickel-base 

superalloys other than in critical components that have to operate at the maximum possible temperatureu . 

1.2 Scope for platinum-base superalloys 

The improvement in the service efficiency of gas turbine materials for both land-based and jet engines is 

driven by the demand for increased thrust-to-weight ratios, superior fuel efficiency and reduced fuel 

emission, an of which are governed by greater firing temperatures during operation1,13. Materials selection 

should be based on the ability to withstand hot corrosive attack from sulphate and sulphite fluxing at low to 

intermediate temperatures and oxidation at high temperatures; high specific strength and modulus over a 

wide temperature range; and good fatigue resistance to thermal and vibrational stress fluctuationsll,23. 

Platinum materials have already found an application in the aerospace industry where they are currently 

being employed in the nozzles of spacecraftsll to meet the arduous service requirements, particularly 

during re-entry to the earth's atmosphere A very small increase in operating temperature is considered a 

significant advancement1, for example, it is possible to increase the output ofland-based gas turbines by up 

to 13% by raising the service temperature by only 55°C, which represents a significant financial gain23. 

The platinum-base alloys currently under investigation are intended to operate at least 200°C higher than 

the maximum operating temperature of the most advanced commercially available nickel-base superalloy 

gradesl,!!. 

Platinum made an early debut in structural materials intended for high temperature applications in the early 

1960's as a platinum-modified aluminide coating, which was later patented in the 1970's2,13. These 

materials are currently being used to protect nickel-base superaUoy surfaces from premature environmental 

degradation, through the improved adherence of the protective oxide to the superalloy substrate; the 

prevention of void formation at the oxide-coating interface; and the promotion of the selective oxidation of 

aluminium that causes a reduction in the oxide growth rate thereby delaying spallation. More recently, the 

use of platinum as an alloying constituent to nickel-base superalloys has been investigated, where the role 

of platinum is to impart superior environmental resistance without comprising the high temperature 

mechanical integrity of the component itself",l!!. Platinum partitions strongly to the ordered phase, which 

is considered the weaker link in the corrosion resistance of such materials!", and so improves the hot 

corrosion of the material as a wholell , The high temperature oxidation resistance is also improved through 

the accelerated growth of the continuous alumina scale and the chromium enriched subscale regionl!!,l'. A 

new class of dispersion hardened platinum materials is currently being developed. These materials are 

alloyed with oxidisable additions of zirconium, yttrium and cerium, which upon annealing in an oxidising 

medium leads to the internal oxidation of the platinum and the formation of finely dispersed oxide 

particles17
• The dispersion strengthening, however, leads to such excessive brittleness that these materials 

2 
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are ultra-sensitive to thermal shock and severe particle coagulation also manifests during rapid cooling, 

which results in a complete loss in high temperature strength and creep resistancel7. 

Platinum-base superalloys would benefit engine components and provide added advantages that the above 

mentioned materials cannot offer. The y phase is a ductile FCC matrix that serves to toughen the material, 

-making it much more capable of accommodating plastic strain than the dispersion hardened materials. In 

addition, since the superalloy is platinum-rich, the entire component would experience superior oxidation 

and creep resistance, unlike the platinum-modified aluminide coatings, which impart enhanced properties 

only to the surface of the component. The high temperature properties of the platinum-base superalloys 

would also be superior to the nickel-base superalloys containing small additions of platinum but at the 

expense of a much higher cost. It is clear that the material choice is governed by the application of the 

end-product and therefore it seems as if platinum-base superaUoys would probably be employed in high

tech applications where the best possible high temperature properties are required throughout the entire 

volume of the component and where cost is not a major consideration. 

1.3 Project objectives 

The design engineer is primarily interested in the high temperature properties of the end product material, 

particularly the high temperature strength, for the development and mechanical design of structural 

components intended for high temperature applications. Fifty percent of the total weight of superalloys is 

still being employed in disk and blade components of gas turbines18
, which are largely produced via a 

multi-step hot forging schedule, during which careful control of the processing parameters is central to the 

evolution of a fine-grained microstructurel9
•
20

• Such a microstructure is critical to the development of the 

mechanical properties required for these components, including low-cycle fatigue resistance, room 

temperature strength and high temperature ductility9.Zl.z2.23. Enabling a superalloy to flow during a forging 

operation is not a trivial exercise as often superaUoys are brittle and hot working operations generally have 

to be performed above the l' ageing temperature to achieve a significant reduction in strength and increase 

in ductility18. 

The primary objective of the current study is to investigate the high temperature mechanical properties of 

three platinum base alloys that have been manufactured and supplied by Mintek. This includes a 

comparative study between the high temperature strength values of the different alloys as well as an 

assessment of the hot formability of the experimental material during high temperature compression 

testing. The assessment of the flow behaviour of the material by means of the analysis of laboratory flow 

data obtained during hot working in order to gauge the hot formability of the alloys is emphasised. 

Microstructural analysis of the hot worked state is also conducted in an attempt to explain the observed 

3 
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flow behaviour. At present, there is little or no published literature concerning the hot fonnability of any 

platinum-base material, as platinum has not made an appearance as a structural material to date. 

4 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Phase transformations and precipitate morphologies in platinum-base alloys 

2.1.1 Mimicking the Y/1' microstructures of nickel-base superalloys 

(a) The basic microstructure of nickel-base superalloys 

Nickel-base superalloys are a commercial series of alloys designed specifically. to resist creep deformation 

and environmental degradation at high operating temperaturesll . The good creep resistance and high 

strength is derived from a high volume fraction of cuboidal shaped l' NhAI precipitates embedded finely 

and coherently in a y matrix (see figure 2.1), which serve as obstacles to the movement of dislocations 

when the material undergoes deformation and/or restoration processes8
,14. The evolution of the l' 

precipitates, which is an FCC ordered intermetaHic phase, is driven by a lowering of the chemical free 

energy, the Y/1' interfacial energy and the elastic distortion energy associated with the Y/1' lattice 

mismatch25
• Equilibrium l' shapes develop as a consequence of a balance between the elastic and 

interfacial energiesz6. The elastic energy is proportional to the volume of y' as well as the extent of the 

shielding interaction between y' precipitates and favours faceting along {OO I}, whilst the interfacial energy 

is proportional to the y/y' interfacial area and promotes compact, isotropic y' shapeS16. The y matrix, which 

is a ductile FCC phase, is strengthened by solid solution strengthening mechanisms and serves to toughen 

the material as a whole. 

5 
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Figu,,,2.1: Scannmg electron micrograph (SEM) s}w"'mg the typic'" mlcro.,I",clur~ 01 a nidd_ha.,., ",upnal/oy. 
CO{1.<i."<Iing 01 T (the large, p,",."eip.la/ex) and T' (thc .<maller pn"cipltal<".') embedded in a r malrix 
(ufl~r r~/e~m" 27) 

(b) !"coarsening and di. ... o/ution in nicklt/_hase .,uJ"'ralioy .• 

The spherical to cubic structurnJ tr:m<;formalJon (see figure 2.2(A» of the i precipitates of nickel-hase 

superalloys is indicative of tile competillon between the ela;tic and mterfacial energies". Spherical or 

quasl-sphcrical shapes are present when the average size in the"(' precipitates is small, which causes the 

mterfacial cnergy to domi ""te". HowevL"J. the elastic contribution increases as the precipit"te continues to 

gro" in an &!Cmpt to minimise the associated interiacial energy", which drives the transformati()/I in 

shape from spherical to cubIc". Thc sphcrical pn:cipitatc dcfonns In isotropic elasticity to"ards a 

~llboidal shape with {IOO! planes and thc shcar dcfonnatlOll on (100) approaches equal extensions In [010] 

and 100 I J "itb tWlC~ the oompre5lilon experienced along [100]" 'The result IS that the stnJ.rn energy in the 

matrix is less than that assocIated \\,th the spherical inclusion. In practice, precipitates actually transfonn 

beyond a cuboidal shape and are therefore observed as being slightly concave 011 the {I OO} faces" The 

clastic cncrS) associated with thc OCtoc'ublC shape is less than that associated wIth the cubic morphology". 

TIns fonns thc basis of thc driving force for the transfonnation from a cubc to an octocube (sec figurc 

2.2(13» by means of single prOClpltates splitting when the y' size is above sOme critical valuc·l\. 

The final shape changc IS a solid-statc transformation from an octocuhie to an octo-dendritic morphology 

(sec figu1'\: 2.2(C» that occurs In a highly saturated matrix". The cohcrcncy of thc "(Iy' Intcrface is 

maintaineod, therefore the format,OlI of the dentritic anns f1erve& to accommodate elasllc stralll along 100l L 

despite thc grO"1h mcchanlsm that forces the eight branches of the octodcntntic structurc \0 extend In 

(111)'°. Seconda')' and tertia,)' bran::hing seqnences could tale placc "hen the dentritic anns arc 

sufficiently separated from one another" The rate of precipitate grov,th is progressively reduced as it 

becomes controlled by the solute diffusion from the increasingly depletoj matrix"'. The yi"(' interface IS 

smoolhcd by the loss in coherency associated WIth !he 3Chon of advanced dislocation trapping". The fuUy 

c, 
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dendritic structure is obtained upon prolonged ageIng, which faciJil<!tcs the coarsening of the octo-dcndntic 

branches" , Tbc l' prccrpitates coar:scn according to the Ostwald Ripening process> where the larger 

procipitate:s grow at: the expense of the smaller ones", thereby giving rise to wider '( channels which results 

in a loss in strength and creep propcrtic. as dislocations are able to bow bctw"",n the precipitates"'_ In 

conuast, it has been observed that .maller precipitates do not necessarily dissolve m fuvour of the gro ... lh 

of larger 0""';, which is attributed to a preferential coarsening behaviour that is detemlined by the 

cohcrenc) strains ofr' precipitate?, The dissolution ofr' is governed by the differences in the local 

stability that is associated with the elastic interact""", and theref,,", it is often ohierved that precipitates do 

not dissolve by a continuous thinning proc,,"s but are ",ther linked by a ""ccessive disappeararn;e of 

indlVlduai precipltates as they become more unstable in relation to one another'"', Tbc octodendntcs Hnally 

transform to fu l1y dentotic structures (sec figure 22(0))"'_ 

r'K"'~ 2.2: 

• 

A • . ". 
/oil/} dl~tllnc. Wid ditrmion , 

• 

Sch<malic iI!lIslml;"" .}",,,,mg lhe se'l""I1<'" of .'"G<"~S"v< .ha~ ehange. Jurmg Ih~ ",Iroclura! 
fi'fJlulum of a T pr<elplla< ,hal gmw./redy (a/ler J"f!f<renc' JU). 

(c) Piatinum-bau super-ulloys a," microstructural ul1alogu~.! "f l1icke/-ba"e .• uperalloy. 

The design of platinum-base supcraUoys i. based on developing 111' microstructures analogous to those of 

the Ulckcl-base superallO)""_ Platinum has excellent resistance to envirOllTIlentai degrndation and an 

extremely high melting point which is thOllght to provide the basi, for superior resistance to high 

temperature oxidallon and cr""p respectively"'_ The addition of aluminiwn to platinum has been found 

,,",ential not only to precipitate the ordered PtJAI phase (r') but also to limit the extent: of loss in the high 

tcmpcrntllTe oxidahon resistance that is associated with the pure plallnum'_ Figure 2_3 shows the 

cqurlibnum binary phase diagram for the piatinum-aluminium system" The following reactions are 

noteworthy ' 
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L ~ (pt) + pt,AI 

pt,AI(Ll,) ---> PMI(OO'o) + (pt) 
""""" 3 

Reaction I is the general eutectic reactIon that starts at 150rC at about 20 atomic percent of aluminmm_ 

It gives risc to an alumiruum eut"cUc composition dunng winch tm high temperature LI, ,;tructure of 

PI_AI is formed, which nentually transforms to [)(i , at lower temperatures. as well as the platmum-nch 

solid solution (PI), Reaction 1 can be suhdi~ided into reactions 2 and 3, Reaction 2 is a congruent 

trnnSfi>rrnatiOll that takes place at 129O"C and 'CI;ults iu the finnalloo of the low temperature rx( (also 

denoted as DO",,) strueture of PI,Al'_ This transfurmaUOII is believed to be similar to the martensitic 

tran.formation observed in the platinum-iron .ystem that occu,-,; in the vicinity of 25 atomic percent of 

platiIrum'_ It IS \lIlCertaID whether the mechanism of the martcn<;iuc ImnSformatiOll in PI"AI proceed. via 

the cla":'lica1 shear mechani.m ob •• rved in the lfon-carbol1 sy.tem or by a mechanism of pure ordenng 

followed by a twinaing proces.l<_ In addition, the enthalpy change. can be very small In non-ferrous 

martcnsitic transformations and non-ferrous martensltes can even be softer than the parent phase" 

Reaction 3 occurs at 12800C and is responsible for the formalion of the platinum-nch solid solution (PI)' 

FlgUN! 2.3: 

!' , 
"" • • · ,~ • -" .~ i; (l T) 

~ 

-• • " " • • • • •• 
n"~_", 

lh~ current hinary plalmllm_aluminillm equilihrium phas" diagram 01 ''''' pia/mum-rich end rufler 
refo~ncf! 34) 

" 
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1.1.2 The dl"ects of ruthenium additions to p[athwm-rlch PI-AI 

Ruthenium has hun shown to p"rtition nc"rly exduSlvely I(} (I't) with eXh'emely low ;;olubility in 1'1,,1.1 

when "dded in qll"nlilie, of aoout 5 atomic percent to alloys of the platinum·rich Pt·AI syo.tcm'····"·"'. AI 

platinum contents greatcr than 73 atomic pC!"ccnt, a cukctoid ml.xture of l'IJAI and (1'1) ",lid solution 

contaimng up to 10 "tomic perccnt of "luminillm and 58 atomic percent of rulhenium exi,t," Small 

additim.s ofrulhenmm (bdow 5 atomic perccnt) increase thc hardncss oj Ihc m"Ic.'Ti"1 sigmfic"nlly (see 

taNe 2. I );0, l~'ohably by " solid solution strmgthming mechanism"o, Larg~'l" additi()n. ()f ruthenium doc, 

nOi neccssarily in~'l"c"~c in the over.ll hardne" of 1'I-Al·l<u florther as the higher content, ()f ruthenium 

lend to mtlumce the volume fracti()n and ,norroo10gy of lhc PI,A] pha~c (scc table 2.1), whi~h i~ 

predom inantly responsihle f()!' thc h"rdcn ing: of PI· Al-Ru,.. 

I he linuted solubility of ruthenium in Pt,Al als() mea", that it i, lin likely that thi s elemcnt would "frcct thc 

tran,f()mlational hehaviour ofthc l ... ccipit"tc ph"sc'. Thercf(}l1:, wthcmum is Seen t(} haw little intlllcnce 

00 the "hilit}' of the alloying system to maintain the LI, fmm of PtAI at low temperature,""'" Thi' has 

been conti mled by the XR D analy.i, condl/Ctcd by Hill "I ai, wh<.'Tc thc CApcrimenl"i XRD tr"ce. oj PI-Al

Ru at room temperature display peah that correspond lO the TXl" f()ml of Pt)AI when compared to 

modelled XRO pattcrns obt"'ncd using Crp-Iallographica"" (sce figure 2.4)"'"". The tr"mforrnali(}n to lhe 

DO" J(}rrn oj Pt,AI re,ulta in a loss in the mahn-precipilale whl'rency which ultimately dimini,hes the 

creep re,i,tan~e of the mat~'l"ial' 

Thc '")'I"IIC;e Cro"'"-likc 1'l,AI slructore (}btained in 1't",.I,I,.){u, (see alloy 9 III table 2, 1) i, related to the 

teh<lgoo.ally dI,tOlted strlocture ()fthe I't,AI phase'. Evidently. the dist0l1i()!l ()ff)O'.1 Pt,Al ,·ertical1y along 

the l",it cell is very slight. thel'efol'e the XRD traccs of Ihc Ll, "nd DO" forms arC yery similar, wilh l.hc 

()nly di't1llgui;hahle ditt"",ncc being: some peak ,h,tortion and ,plitting of the IXJ,. f(}ml at the high 

difti'action "nglc" or intercsl'. In "ddilion, it has bem "lllKkd to by Suss th"t texluring (}f the ,ample. 

could manifcst during thc homogcn,,"li(}n h"Cahncnt (}fthe ~"st f(}rrn of I't",AI,.){u.,", Ibis often render. 

the splil peah, WhICh "rC r"th~'T low in inlemity and thus diffi~ult 10 detect, even more diffLcult t() 

discern"')' Thc pl1:scncc or twins' "",Vor martensiti~" laths in the l'tjAI pha,e i< an indicaliOll of the 

displ"civc irJn,Jorrn"lion from the ~ubi~ to the tetragOllal Sh·locture. Alternatively, this precipLtate 

morphol(}gy C(}uld be due to the relatively high iallice misfit at both room tempt-'l"alll-e (-1 .2% at 24"C) and 

"I elevatcd 1C!np<-'l""ll .. e (-0,97% at 800°C) in Pt,..AbRu.,· , The cJTcct of rulhemum in PI",AbR14 " 

prcdomin"nlly I(} imparl solid solu\i(}n sh'engthening to the (1'1) ph."\se~ o , however, it d(}e, nol aller the L 1,

I(}·DO,. transfonnati(}n s:n~e it sho"",, >loch limited solubi!:ty ill the l't,AI pha,e"'·". Hence, the additioo. (}f 

ruthmium to the I't-AI sy,tem is un,ucce"ful in retain'ng the Ll, fOI'Ill of I't,AI, which is needed fm 

developing a mic""tructu", anal()gom to nickel_I",,,, 3uperalloys. 
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alloy 
.'omposIIJOn of 

i'I-Ai-flu 

PI}.A,I.,RII, 

f'I,,AI,,R,,. 

f'I,~4"-;Jo" 

f'I,,AI,./lu_, 

, l'I,,,1/'fiu, 

f'I,,.1I,fiu. 

, 

li>!,hI/Y twinn~d 1'1,111 ma/MY tIl!d Ihid, grain hIJundary pha", 

I fine sew"d phase PI in a euieCioid mixture 

distinclly rered two-phase 

lighllv twi""ed I-'Iyll malrllC 

lighllv twinned Plyll matrix 

fine .W1cond phase 1-'1 m a eu/ecl("d milClure Ihird twmned pha'" 

""identified malrix phIL"" 

large u"idenlified seovnd phase 

primary and discrete PI,4ltY>'Intied precipilCJtes 

/'1 malrix 

fair(, coarse Jendrilic mi;rlUre ojPI,41 ()lid PI 

twinned I'l y ll wrlh high volume fraclion 

twinned I'l y ll maTrIx 

discrete PI 

Imtwmtled PI,AI malrix 

Widma"-'Iiilien_like Ru plaU!I<'£' 

fine Iwo-pha"" mixture wilh PI maIri;r 

di.I'(;I'(!le I";nned 1'1,111 flJrmmK --Malle.W1 emu' .<;(ruc/ures 

hardness 

3911+1.5 

4.54+11 

443:ffi 

491:1:9 

439:tJO 

434:!:f> 

j3UIl 

Tahl~ 1.1: Ilardne.~, numbers and mlcro.stn/clUral frailsfor _io,,-< P!AINu lernary al/0'" allhe I'laimum-n~h end 
(r<!con.<lruc/ed from references 5,6 mul 36). 
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-•• 
~ -, 
8 oo. 
~ -• 0 

" ". " • 

~ JI,I\ I 
I 

, 
(Al hlgh .... por ... '. PtIAI 

I 
v i[i (B) 11'"PO"'''''OPI>AI 

!l 
(C) (Pt) .. lid .. llIIion V .-

24 25 ZOO 2r a • • " 2 theta (degrees) 

M()JcIl~J ami ~x:penmemal XRD pili/ems (exper;menln/ (races are p/o/led ah""" Ih" m"ddled 
1m,,,,,,) oj" Pd/Nu ternary alloy at the platinum-rich €tid (after reference 34), showing: the high 
temperalU'~I.J,j()rmofP'~41 (Hj the low 
lemp"rmurc I)O"jimtl PI,AI f(J the solid 
.•• :>Julion (Pli phase 

2.1.3 The dfuh of chromium additions 10 1'I-A1 

Chromium pan1lions preferentially to (Pt) but also sbows Iimllcd solubIlity in PI,AI when added ID 

quantiti es of aoolll 5 atomic pcrccllt to platioom-nch alloY' of the Pt-Al "Y"l~m'-" 1bc additi[)n of 

chromium reduces the alummlUm content m (PO and also serves to shift the platinum-nch boundary of the 

Pt,Al phase to higher platinum contents compared to that [)flhc bwary platinum-aluminIum system and in 

so doing, reduces tire width of the (PI)-P1,AI two-phase field' Previou. experimental WU<i< conducted on 

the P1.,Al wCr. t<:mary alloy by Hill ~I at ha. shown that the PI,AI pruClpitau;s display a bimodal 

distribution m siz~, oontaming both maJOf P1,AI, which are coarse procipitaU;s ix-'twccn 2000m and 

lOOOnm in size with angular and cubic m[)(phologies, and minor PI,,Al, which are fine, cllDol<lal 

precipitates located in the (PI) matrix between the major pt,Ar. n le size of the mino.- P1,AI varies 

dependiog on their distance fron, tOO maj[)( Pt3Al and can be as small as IOnm ciosfl:'<i: to the major PI,AI" 

Three separate studies hy Hill el al has also shown that PI01A1"Cr}, pt,.A]-'Cr,," and P1n AIL4Cr/" 

comprise of .mall pmnary P1,A1 surrounded hy a two-phase mixture of(P1) «>lid solutIOn and P1,AL 

lli P1,AI prec'prtatcs arc OOSC!lt from twillS and/or martensitic l<Bhs and is therefore COn3llkTOO as the 

des irahle Ll, r' phase Furthermore, Selected Area D,/fractioo patterns (SAU,) taken aloog too (112) a'Us 

at room tcmperatt"e show superiattice spots that conespond to tire Ll, variant of Pt3A1". l1:Jc lattice 

mlSma!ch i. rq>ortcd as ..(),12'Y. at hoth room and elevated temperature (SOOOCl_ meamng thai the alloy is 

ncar-cohcrent' The cuboidal morphologies observed are consistent with that of th~ nickel-base 
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illp~ralloy" which also have cuboidal preC1p\lalCS wilh bui~. misfil, Ie,,;,; Ihan I ~I" ". It ha, t.e.n suggesl~d 

lhat !he major PI,N fOlm during Ih. homogenisation treatment at 1350"C for 96 hours, whilst t"" mino!" 

)If. cipimte, fmm during Ihe 'low, l'urnacc cooling from the homog~'11isalion lcmperalurc'. which IS 

conSi,l~'11t with that oh~rvcd ror mckd-base superalluys"'. lh. smaller size of t"" minor Pt;AI Li 

allribUled to a ",duchon in the conuntmtion of aluminium in thc immcdiatc sutToundings or the 

preci I"tatcs'. 

2.2 Inbomogcncons mctal flow and flow stress corrections 

2.2.1 Barrellinl/; 

(u) The p"ysi<'ul p"ellomell" of harre/li"1: 

During uma.~ial ~ompre"ion ~sling. a solid ~ylindrical speclTnen of initial h~ight I" and initial diameter do 

i, ,educ~d along it, ,,-,ight h~twccn a pair of open, overhanglllg plalCns m a pro~e"" thaI IS commonly 

tcrmed ·'up:>Cumg· ... '·.,·.,·". The inl.ra~llOn between I"" unavoidable ,uliace a'j)O"ilie, of the deformation 

plalen, an<! thaI of I"" te,t sp"cimen gives rise 10 f,ictional constraint, at the contact surface,""'''"''', which 

retard thc flow 01" 'llCtal dircclly heneath lhc loooing fa<:. in Ihe d. ad ZOllCs (,ec zOnes 1 aoo 2 in figure 

2,5)"''''''''''''''', lU; the extent of defonnation " in~",a",d. so I"" 'p"~lm. n sp",ad, iat. rally _ causLtlg the 

material in ll", if. e defmmalion r~gion (,~ zone 4 in fLgme 2.5) to extend along the fr.;:e illrtace, which i, 

th" pomt of lea,t resistance". At very high ,Irai ns, lill'thee lakral extension IS primarily doc lO the rolding 

ov~r of the sides of thc 'i"Ccimcn (,cc fig-urc 2,5)", The ac~um"lalion of material i, greal. s< at I"" centre 

ol"the specimen (sec dlnC 3 In figure 2.5), whilst Ih. malerial reo,",n> r. latively ulldeformed in t~ region 

clo"",t to the loadi ng- I'ace <3,+1, Fndion lead, lo all inhomogenwu> distribntion ofstrain IIn'ongh t"" cro,,

section 01' the compre,sion spe~in)<''Il.,·+I,'','',"", 
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FigllTl! 26.: 

-,~ .. 
-----0' COl"", .. "",Ion <lXI, •• ~-----

Schematic represematwf1 of ''''' inhomogeneous ,wain dis/ribut"Jn thmuxoout the crtJ",<,<eclion of a 
bwrelled speci"",n, T"" exI<'m of dofonnatwn experienced in each zone is ,elated /0 the distance 
"'''paralln/{ I"" line .• in /h, re,<pe<-1iw ,On",' (",drawn from rt'jerelJCe 51). 

'-, /' , / 

100e...,,1 spr-eilld 

Schematic r,!'",.wn/alum of end foce "Xpanswn due /0 Ihe lateral ,'I{Jt'f!ad and folding """ al Ihe 
'P"c,mm s,d~s (",drawn from l'i!fol'i!n"" 47). 
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(b) Grometn'cal c"anK~" during barrelling 

• 

FigllTl! 2. 7: 

'i! ,, : ;'<f~,"~i \. , ,"1<':,: '-, •• ' " ---., . 
I" ~ " >("·- j 

j , ~ti-- ,. '- ~ / 
._- --f' .~" ~-7"-!---r . I · .. ", : . __ .... / , 

: ' : ""~ --- : ,-,~ : -- ,--------. " 'I , ' .. --- --_ , 
' 1_, " ',' V----:-T', ----- , '1 ':__ d_ .. , : :, 
, ---,,-- -1 ' 
.~ . 

~m 

h ,;.o" i" !>oi"" • • f OO" i ~""" .po, ....... 
h· 0 ("", I "".gIl' o f b",· ... lIed _pee""" 
d ,;.oil, " &..not." of 0",..... 'poe;""'" 
d " oute . _ . ..... f bo.""I1"; .1'"0 ..... 
d '_I_.~" ~f boo-,..lIed 'j>I<i _ _ 

• -_"roe.f ''''''''y.f ..... 'od ",,'h ... 
1>_ < .odiu. of .,.... ........ G ( bul~ porli .. 

~', d"'<n<. f.--o 
d. 'go . 1_ ... d ... ~" f . .... 0 
yo ",. ,_ 1> 
1 , ~ · ...... ln6 

1 
c~iO"QXis 

r 
Sdrematic dwgram sho,",ng Ih~ Re(J/n~'ry ofbolh Ihe o,-igonai _" ,1,,1 cy/ioon=1 ,'pecimen (lml 'he final 
barrell. d -,pcumen (caflslniCled from ",ji.,..,nc, ~ 1)_ 

Doring I"rictional uniaxial comprc'"ioll the ,pccirncn bulges outward to form a barrel shap" of new 

dlm<=ions (""e figure 1.5), By applying the principle of volumL~cooslancy between the initial C} Iindncal 

specimen and the barrelled specimen alld by assumLng that the barrelled radius fits a circular arc, "'luation 

2.1 and equation 2.2 can be wntten for conditions of homogeneous,,·,,··7 and mhomogm.KI\l'.,," ... · .. 

deformatioo respectively; 

d'h _ d 'h 
• < 'r 

Equation 2.1 

'(M'+-d'''· =::(d") 12 " <p , 4 < 0 

Eqllatifm 1.2 
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Equation 2.3 is an analytical solution for the specimen contact diameter after compression, which 

according to experimentalists such as Banerjee41 and Schey47, is extremely difficult to measure physically 

within an acceptable degree of accuracy. It relates the contact diameter (de) to the radius of curvature (Rc), 

the original height (ho), the original diameter (do) and the final height (hf) of the specimen41,47. Equation 

2.4 is known as the new geometrical barrel shape factor and can be used to validate the initial assumptions 

that the volume of the specimen is conserved and that the radius of the barrelled specimen fits a circular 

arc. The expression relates Rc in terms of ho• do. dfand d/,I,4$,49. 

and fo:1
2 

X= R ± R2_-L 
C C 4 

Equation 2.3 

Equation 2.4 

15 
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2.2.2 Buckling 

In order to maintain an axisymmetric mode of deformation during unixial compression testing, it is vital 

that the test specimen be aligned centrally with respect to the deformation platens, in the direction of the 

applied load, and that the specimen remains in this position throughout the course of the compression 

event. Any misalignment that arises during the test procedure could cause the metal to deform 

asymmetrically and the specimen would buckle along its height. 

Metal flow is highly dependent of the temperature of deformation"3
, An inhomogeneous temperature 

distribution within the test specimen will cause an inhomogeneous distribution of flow stress and hence 

strains2. Since the inhomogeneous distribution in temperature is likely to be asymmetric about the central 

axis of the cylindrical specimen, the mode of deformation suffered by the specimen would also be 

asymmetric in natureS3
• A phenomenon commonly termed as die-chilling in the field of metalworking is 

often the cause of temperature-inflicted specimen buckling .. 7.51.53. Die-chilling is brought about when the 

temperature of the two platens are different, causing the specimen to deform differently according to the 

local temperatures at the respective loading faces51. This gives rise to chin caps and chill bands and local 

shear bands develop inhomogeneously through the comers of the specimen53
,54. 

Under conditions of sliding friction (as defined in section 2.3.l(c)), the work that is required to overcome 

the frictional forces at the interface to continue deformation is transformed into heat"7
• The heat is evolved 

in a very thin film, meaning that the temperatures developed are sufficiently high to result in lubrication 

breakdown locally at specific points at the loading face, which cause significant changes in the properties 

of the test material at the interface!!5. Such circumstances can lead to severe specimen buckling with 

associated asymmetric flow"7.!!5. Under conditions of sticking friction (as defined in section 2.3.1(c)), 

however, temperature rises at the interface do not exceed local rises within the bulk of the test materia155. 

The material would therefore deform asymmetrically and the interfacial temperature rises would only 

promote an increase in free surface expansion or barrelling"7, 

16 
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2.2.3 Flow stress correction due to frictional effects 

(a) Stress evaluation 

During uniaxial compression testing a solid cylindrical specimen is inserted between a set of flat platens. 

The platens are driven toward each other at an initial velocity to produce an initial strain rate. The force 

required for this operation is measured and logged as a function of strain. The true uniaxial strain (Sa) 

experienced by the metal during this process is given by equation 2.5, where ho is the original/initial height 

of the specimen and hf is the final height. The true uniaxial stress (aa) is given by equation 2.6, where Fi is 

the instantaneously measured load that is needed to strain the metal and Ai is the instantaneous cross

sectional area that corresponds to the instantaneous load measurements over which the load is exerted in 

perfect uniaxial compression43
•
44

• Equation 2.6 is a simplified expression of equation 2.8, which can also 

be used to detennine the true uniaxial stress. The original specimen height is given by ho, the original 

specimen diameter by do, the final specimen height after defonnation by hfand the final specimen diameter 

after defonnation by d/l
. 

Equation 2.7 is used to detennine Ai, where d; is the instantaneous diameter of the specimen and hi is the 

instantaneous height. Note that both equation 2.5 and equation 2.6 are used to compute the true uniaxial 

strain and stress respectively on ¢e assumption that the cylindrical geometry is perfectly maintained 

throughout the course of the compression cycle. The true uniaxial strain rate (ea) of the metal is calculated 

by the expression given by equation 2.9, where Vj is the instantaneous velocity of the platens, hi is the 

instantaneous height of the specimen, Lis,' is the strain increment and LIt is the corresponding time 

increment. Note that ea is an instantaneous quantity and describes the strain rate at any level of strain 

during non-constant strain rate compression43
•
44

• 

The hoop strain, which is given by eo in equation 2.10, is defined as the strain experienced along the 

circumference of the specimen during uniaxial compression, where do is the original/initial outer diameter 

of the specimen; df is the final outer diameter of the specimen; and de is the contact diameter of the 

specimen48
, The hoop stress, which is given by equation 2.11, is the stress exerted along the circumference 

ofthe compression specimen, where a is the slope of the plot of eo against ea. The hoop stress in tensile in 

nature because the outer diameter of the specimen barrels due to the action of secondary tensile stresses 

during uniaxial compression48
, The representative and hydrostatic stresses, denoted as ar and am 

respectively, are given by equation 2.13 and equation 2.14 respectively, The representative strain is given 

by equation 2.12 and is the strain experienced along a plane through the centre of the barrelled specimen in 

the direction of the applied compression force48
. 

17 
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Equation 2.5 

u·=I~1 
Equation 2.6 

Equation 2. 7 

Equation 2.8 

Equation 2.9 

e = In(2d; +d. J 
6 3d: 

Equation 2.10 

u =U (1+2a) 
8 • 2+a 

Equation 2.11 

18 
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Equation 2.12 

O'r =0'.(0.5 +aX3(l +a +a1)r 

Equation 2.13 

Equation 2.14 

(b) Stress correctitm factors 

One method of interpreting the deformation behaviour of a metal is to analyse the material flow stress56
. 

There are a number of expressions that have been proposed to correct flow data according to a particular 

friction condition. Gleeble® recommends that equation 2.15 and equation 2.16 be used to adjust the flow 

stress according to a friction coefficient57
• No mention is made of whether the coefficients of friction (v) 

for use in these expressions are Tresca or Coulombic in nature. Evans and Schaming43 as well as Chovet· 

et at6 describe the von Mises yield criterion by the expression given in equation 2.17. This equation is 

used to approximate the local equivalent flow stress, where T is the Tresca coefficient of friction. 

Similarly, Zhang et afP' describes the von Mises yield criterion by the expression given in equation 2.18, 

which is also used to adjust the flow stress for a Tresca coefficient of friction. BaneIjee42 describes the 

Siebel corrective function by the expression given in equation 2.19. This expression is used to correct the 

flow stress at low coefficients of friction, where Jl is the Coulombic coefficient of friction. Partender and 

Biinten59 describe the Siebel corrective function by the expression given in equation 2.20. This equation is 

used to adjust the flow stress, where T is the Tresca coefficient of friction. 

19 
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( )

2 
vd 

uC=q 1+-' 
a 3h 

I 

Equation 1.15 

Equation 2.16 

Equation 1.17 

Equation 2.18. 

(Ie = (I (1 + p.d; J 
a 3h. 

I 

Equation 1.19 

Equation 2.20 

20 
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(c) The nature offriction 

Friction is most commonly characterised by equation 2.2146
, which is an expression used to define the 

Coulombic coefficient of friction in terms of relevant forces and stresses. F is the force that is required to 

move the body of mass; P is the force normal to F; ti is the average frictional shear stress which is also 

given by FI Aa where Aa is the apparent area of contact; p is the interfacial pressure (also known as the axial 

stress) normal to Fwhich is also given by PIAa; and Ii is the Coulombic coefficient offriction46
,55. 

F T 
P, =_=-1-

P P 

Equation 2.21 

Equation 2.21 embodies the two most basic of Amonton's laws of friction, that is, the frictional force is 

proportional to the normal force and that it is independent of the size of the apparent contact area55
• The 

relationship is used to describe a sliding motion and is most commonly employed in the characterisation of 

friction in metal forming operations46
, However, the expression is not necessarily a realistic model for 

metalworking processes because when ti reaches a critical value k, less energy will be required for metal

shearing within the actual body of the material with the surface remaining stationary, as opposed to end

face sliding against the platen surface as described by equation 2.21 55
, This sub-surface shearing 

phenomenon is known as sticking friction, despite there not being any actual sticking to the platen 

surface46
,55,56. Sticking friction is described by equation 2.22, which defmes the breakdown of sliding 

friction in term of a critical value of frictional shear stress, given by ~5. 

Equation 2.22 

According to von Mises, the value of k is given by O.577CJ(, where CJr is the material flow stress55
• This 

value remains constant for metallic materials, however, during most metal forming operations, the normal 

interfacial pressure reaches high flow stresses such that the Coulombic coefficient of friction calculated 

from equation 2.21 drops Off5. This poses a practical limitation that is often ignored and hence the 

frequent reports of unrealistically low values of friction coefficients55
• Equation 2.23 is a more realistic 

approximation of the coefficient of friction under sticking friction conditions55 and is the friction model 

that is most commonly employed during investigations of metal working operations60
• In this expression, T 

is the interfacial shear factor or the Tresca coefficient of friction; which is zero for a frictionless interface 

21 
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and unity for perfect sticking friction; and d is the flow stress as described by the von Mises yield 

criterionSS,56,61. 

a C 

T- = ric or T = T ,-;;; 
I I '" 3 

Equation 2.23 

The major drawback with the relationship given in equation 2.23 is the assumption that the material of the 

specimen at the specimen/platen interface behaves closely like the bulk portion of the specimen. This is 

hardly true as often the specimen is lubricated with a third material and/or the chemistry of the interface 

changes significantly during the course of testing due to a combination of specimen oxidation and the 

incorporation of platen and/or lubricating material into the specimen surface under severe sticking 

conditions5S
. 

The effects of friction on the deformation behaviour of a solid cylindrical specimen during uniaxial 

compression testing may be summarised as follows: 

1. When the interfacial friction is zero ('Zi = 0), end-face expansion proceeds freely and the specimen 

retains its cylindrical shape as the specimen expands along the free-surface. The flow stress of the 

material during uniaxial compression is then given by the axial stress, which is a global pressure 

averaged over the total cross-sectional area of the specimen55
• 

2. When the interfacial friction is low ('Zi < k), end-face expansion is opposed by the frictional shear 

stress. The specimen barrels somewhat but the end-face spreads outward away from the central point 

by a sliding motion. The flow stress of the material is slightly lower than the axial stress55
• 

3. When the interfacial friction is sticking at some point ('Zi = k), a small dead-zone is formed 

immediately beneath the loading-face and sliding is confmed to an annulus. The frictional drag 

should be modelled either by Tor by a mixture of 1" and J15. 

4. When the interfacial friction is sticking at all points ('Zi > k), the specimen sticks to the platen from the 

edge inward. A specimen with a low initial dIh ratio deforms highly inhomogeneously and end-face 

growth is predominantly due to folding over of the specimen sides. At higher dIh ratios, the dead

zones interpenetrate thereby resulting in end-face expansion and a steep rise in interfacial axial 

stresses55
• 

22 
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(d) Solving the coefficient offriction 

The barrelling coefficient is a ratio defined by the expression given in equation 2.24, where B is the 

barrelling coefficient; hf is the final specimen height after deformation; df is the final specimen diameter 

after deformation; ho is the initial specimen height; and do is the initial specimen diameter43
,57. 

Equation 2.24 

For a fixed specimen volume, d/ho ratio, deformation temperature and strain rate, the barrelling coefficient 

is related to the Tresca coefficient of friction by the relationship given in equation 2.25, where m is the 

Tresca coefficient of friction; A is an interpolation function; and B is the barrelling coefficient43
. 

Equation 2.25 

It has been shown that A is strongly dependent on the dJho r~tio and that it also forms a linear relationship 

with this ratio, whilst being only weakly dependent on the specimen volume, deformation temperature and 

strain rate43
• A may be solved by interpolating from a host of material-specific parameters that have to be 

determined empirically43. Also, the relationship between Band m is mainly affected by the initial 

dimensions of the specimen, d/ho (see figure 2.8) and only slightly influenced by the specimen volume, 

deformation temperature and strain rate43
. 
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Graphical representation of the relationship between the Tresca coefficient of friction (m), the square 

root of the barrelling coefficient ( ..fjj) and the initial aspect ratio of the specimen dimensions (d/hJ 
when all other variables are fixed (after reference 43). 

From figure 2.8, the square root of the barrelling coefficient appears to take a straight-line relationship with 

m, with all the curves seemingly converging to a particular point43
• This is rather convenient because if m 

could somehow be determined for a single value of B then all the other values of m could be solved by 

extrapolating back on the basis that the straight-line function represents a valid relationship43. The 

coefficient of friction may be determined by simulating the compression test numerically and reiterating 

the input of m into the simulation until the simulated outer diameter of the specimen at the end of the 

compression event fits that obtained physically in the laboratoryso. 

The deformation behaviour of solid cylindrical specimens during uniaxial compression testing has been 

modelled by Evans and Schaming43,44 using a Finite Element Algorithm (FEA), which has a fully coupled 

viscoplastic formulationso. The deformation process is mapped in two dimensions and the specimen 

geometry is defined and discretised into nodal isoparametric elements, which are structured 

axisymetrically43,44. The numerical procedure employs updated Lagrangian meshes to formulate nodal 

tracking and elemental distortion through the duration of the simulation, whilst volume conservation is 

attained by a penalty function43,44. The nodal positions are updated on the basis of the nodal velocities and 

a single-step Euler scheme and automatic algorithms allow for nodal attachment and detachment to the 

platen surfaces at any given stage in the compression cycle43,44. The metal is assumed to behave 

completely isotropically as deformation proceeds according to the relationship given in equation 2.2644. 

Equation 2.26 gives the numerical relationship between the strain rate tensor and the deviatoric tensor used 

to define the simulated metal deformation process44, The specimen surfaces that make contact with the 

platens are subject to boundary conditions in the form of velocities, which are equal to that of the platen 

movement in the direction of loading43
, End-faces are given Tresca frictional tractions as defined by the 

sticking friction laws. The specimen surfaces at the free-ends can deform and bulge freely in the absence 
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of boundary constraints43
•
44

• Figure 2.9 shows the mesh distortion that occurs during a simulated FEM 

uniaxial compression experiment. 

Figure 2.9: 

, 3&' , 
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Equation 2.26 
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"""l 
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A Finite Element mesh showing the specimen geometry and associated strain fields before (left) and 
after (right) compression (after reference 44). 

2.2.4 Flow stress correction due to deformation heating effects 

During the defonnation of a metal, most of the work that is generated is dissipated in the fonn of adiabatic 

heat, whilst the remaining work is converted into energy that is used to drive microstructural changes 

within the materiaI62
,63. At relatively low defonnation rates (generally at strain rates less than 10-3/s

(4
), 

there is sufficient time available for the heat to be transferred away from the specimen before it is able to 

cause significant temperature rises locally within the specimen64
•
65

• At higher defonnation rates (generally 

at strain rates greater than 10-3/s(4), the amount of heat generated is much greater and there is also 

insufficient time for effective thennal transfer away from the specimen, thereby resulting in a significant 

increase in temperature within the specimen64
•
65

• Under such circumstances, the thennal inertia of the 

thennocouple could result in a significant lag in the transfer of the electrical signal, which means that at 

high strain rates there could be a considerable difference between the actual temperature of the specimen 

and that which is measured66
• During a fonnability investigation, it is important that the actual temperature 

of defonnation be known as it provides additional quantitative infonnation concerning the temperature 
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dependence of the flow stress of a material'l. Even in a qualitative study such information is crucial in 

deducing whether a particular flow response is indicative of an actual softening phenomenon due to true 

isothermal behaviour or merely an artefact of one due to the effects of deformation heating'S,,,, 

Several approaches have been proposed for the generation of isothermal flow data. The most common of 

these approaches involves the approximation of the temperature rise with the aid of the thermal transfer 

model given by equation 2.275'1.. The temperature due to deformation heating is given by ..dTacluai and that 

due to adiabatic heating alone by ..dTadiabatic"'. The adiabatic correction factor is denoted by the symbol 11 

and is zero for strain rates less and equal to 1O-3/s and unity for strain rates greater than and equal to lOis"'. 

The fraction of work that is dissipated as heat is given by 18
, where 0.80 :5; r:5; 0.9518

• The integral 

function r ade gives the area under the flow curve, which is representative of the total energy required for 

the deformation process'l."'. Cp is the specific heat and p is the density of the material'1.'3, 

r faBe 
L1Tadiabattc = pC p 

Equation 2.27 

After the value of ATactual is computed from equation 2.27, a straight-line plot of In(O"appamtt) against 

1000ITactual is then constructed, where O"apparent is the apparent flow stress without considering the effects of 

deformation heating and Tactual is the actual temperature of the specimen obtained from the sum of the 

apparent specimen temperature and temperature rise due to deformation heating"', The actual flow stress 

of the material due to deformation heating (O"actual) is obtained by extrapolating back to the initial test 

temperature from the plot described aboveli2
• Similarly, a plot of O"apparent against Tactual would yield an 

exponentially decaying curve, which could also be used to extrapolate values of O"actual (see figure 2.10)'2, 

The entire flow curve can be reconstructed" by reiterating this procedure at an appropriately chosen strain 

increment'l. The temperature rise due to deformation increases with increasing strain, strain rate and 

decreasing deformation temperature1
'. 
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Figure 2.10: An example of a plot of O'apparent (flow stress) against TaclUll/ (temperature) used to extrapolate values 
of O'aclUlll (after reference 62). 

The adiabatic correction factor 17 is a numerical fraction that is representative of the amount of adiabatic 

heat that is retained within the specimen after heat loss to the deformation platens by conductionM
• It may 

only be used between the isothennal conditions that exist at deformation rates::; 1O-3/s (where 17 = 0) and 

the adiabatic conditions that arise at deformation rates ~ 10-3/s (where 17 = 1)M. In general, 17 had been 

considered to vary linearly with the function log(t), meaning that for deformation rates of 10-3
, 10-2

, 10-1
, 

10° and lOlls, 17 would assume values of 0.00, 0.25,0.50, 0.75 and 1.00 respectively69. However, several 

more recent studies have independently provided evidence suggesting that 17 is dependent on strain and 

deformation temperature5Z
,M. 
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2.3 The interpretation of softening phenomena from now data analysis 

2.3.1 The fundamentals of softening mechanisms 

(a) Recovery 

Recovery is a restoration process that lowers the stored energy in a deformed microstructure by a series of 

micromechanisms that involve a rearrangement and change in the internal dislocation structure and 

density70. The process is predominantly governed by a material property known as the stacking fault 

energy (SFE) and when favourable conditions prevail, SFE controls the extent to which dislocations are 

capable of dissociating, thereby determining the rate of dislocation climb and cross-slip within the 

material70. Materials with face-centred cubic (FCC) crystallographic structures have low SFE, which 

means that the stacking fault or the separation distance between partial dislocations itself is large, thereby 

making it exceedingly easy for dislocations to dissociate into partial dislocations71. Under such conditions, 

climb and slip processes are hindered to a large extent and subsequent recovery is limited, Consequently 

the activation energies observed for the hot deformation of materials with low SFE are substantially higher 

than those for self-diffusion and creep processes71, In ordered structures such as y' in nickel-base 

superaUoys, the SFE is very close in magnitude to the anti-phase boundary energy (APB), which is high 

and therefore the likely softening mechanism in such structures would be recovery72. 

Recovery proceeds via two primary micromechanisms; namely, the rearrangement of dislocations into 

stable configurations and the subsequent annihilation of dislocations, both of which are achieved by the 

glide, climb and slip of dislocations 71. Dislocations of opposite polarity on the same crystallographic plane 

a!IDihilate by means of gliding towards each other, whilst dislocations of opposite sign on different planes 

annihilate by a combined glide/climb process70, Screw dislocations, on the other hand, would annihilate by 

cross-slip70. The lowering in the dislocation density by a gliding mechanism can occur at relatively low 

temperatures, whilst glide/climb is only possible at relatively high temperatures70. Cross-slip takes place at 

high temperatures for materials of low SFE. The activation energy decreases with increasing dislocation 

density and decreasing annealing times when recovery is controlled by a thermally activated glide 

process70. Dislocations with low angle misorientation (less than 15°) rearrange into lower energy 

configurations so as to reduce the stored energy originally brought about by the deformation process, and 

in so doing, annihilate under favourable conditions70. 
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(b) Recrystailisation 

Recrystallisation is the dominant softening mechanism occurring in materials with low SFE and involves 

the nucleation and growth of new strain-free grains within a highly deformed structure71
• Recovery in such 

materials is delayed as glide and climb processes are difficult to achieve and the resultant accumulated 

strain provides the driving force for softening by recrystallisation72
• A minimum level of stored energy is 

required for the initial nucleation process and to sustain subsequent growth73
• Nucleation occurs when a 

crystallite of low internal energy grows into a deformed portion of the material that is separated by a high 

angle crystallographic misorientation (greater than 15°)70, The micromechanisms that govern 

recrystallisation are thermally activated and diffusion controlled, therefore the temperature at which 

recrystallisation takes place is reduced as the annealing time is increased70. Clearly, recrystallisation and 

recovery are competing processes. Recovery is not possible once the completion of recrystallisation has 

been attained, which is characterised by the consumption of the entire deformed substructure '0. 

(c) Dynamic recrystailisation andflow characteristics 

Dynamic recrystallisation is a restoration process that occurs during the hot deformation of materials of 

low SFE74. It involves the birth of new strain-free grains, which are nucleated at pre-existing grain 

boundaries (see figure 2.1 1 (a» of grains that are already in the growth stage within the deformed material 

(see figure 2.11 (b» 75. At relatively high initial grain sizes and low strain rates, a band of recrystallised 

grains thickens at prior grain boundaries (see figure 2. 11 (C»70. A necklace-like structure may be 

developed when there is a large difference between the sizes of the initial and the recrystallised grains 

(figure 2.11(b) and figure 2.11(c» and eventually the material becomes fully recrystallised (see figure 

2.11(d»7o,7s. Thus new grains originate at old grain boundaries but since the material is continuously being 

deformed, the dislocation density of the new grains increases, thereby reducing any driving force for 

further growth7s
• The final effect is a cease in the overall growth of the newly formed grains and therefore 

the size of the dynamically recrystallised grains does not vary with strain when the rate of work hardening 

is balanced by that of dynamic recrystallisation70. 
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(d) eel 

Figure 2.11: Schematic representation of the typical microstructural evolution expected during dynamic 
recrystallisation (after reference 70). 

A superalloy exhibits limited dynamic recovery during continuous plastic deformation due to its low SFE. 

The state of recrystallisation within a grain during deformation is referred to as being under alternative 

variation70
,7S, meaning that at the onset of deformation, there is a distinct variation in dislocation density 

and corresponding structure in every grain within the material, which causes an increase in stored energy 

within a grain that is unique to every grain7s
. The general profile of the flow curve in figure 2.l2(b) is 

typical for a material that undergoes dynamic recrystallisation. The dislocation density increases until 

some peak stress «Jp) is attained, which corresponds to a peak strain (Ep),3, at which stage the accumulation 

in strain is sufficient to provide a driving force for dynamic recrystallisation to occur by creating an 

embryo which acts as a nucleation site70
,73,7s. Important to note is the critical strain (&c), which corresponds 

to the critical stress «Je), required for the onset of dynamic recrystallisation. During continuous 

deformation, the dynamically recrystallised grains would again increase the stored energy and revert to 

unrecrystallised grains iteratively until deformation ceases70
,7S. Since the extent and mode of deformation 

is unique to each crystallographic orientation of every grain (referred to as texture), several alternative 

variations may coexist within the material70
• 

The commencement of dynamic recrystallisation causes a substantial drop in flow stress, which is 

associated with dislocation annihilation76
, however, the effect of dynamic recrystallisation on the actual 

shape of the flow curve can only be viewed visually after the peak strain73
• Figure 2.l2(a) is representative 

ofa typical flow curve observed at low Zener-Hollomon parameters (high temperature and low strain rate) 

when the critical strain for recrystallisation is greater than the strain needed for the completion of 

recrystallisation70
• Under such conditions, sufficient time is provided by the relatively low deformation 

rate for effective dislocation rearrangement and material softening prior to the onset of a subsequent 

hardening cycle, thereby giving rise to the oscillating flow stress pattern observed18
,70. Figure 2.12(b), on 

the other hand, is a typical flow curve obtained at high Zener-Hollomon parameters (low temperature and 

high strain rate), where insufficient time is available for alternating cycles of hardening and softening to be 
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clearly visible and the material remains in a partially recrystallised state as subsequent cycles of 

recrystallisation start before previous ones have completed18
,70. The strain required for the completion of 

recrystallisation is therefore greater than the critical strain for recrystallisation and a single broad peak of 

flow stress, which is indicative of the average flow stress condition, is observed at and beyond the steady 

state strain, denoted Es70. At this stage, the rate of hardening is balanced by the rate ofsoftening76
• 

Figure 2.12: Schematic representations of the shapes of flow curves under conditions that favour dynamic 
recrystallisation. Figure 2.l2A illustrates the cyclic peak stress when Ex is less than &c whilst figure 
2.l2B shows the single peak stress behaviour when Ex is greater than &c. The inserts in both figures 
represent magnified portions of the flow curve (after reference 70). 

(d) Static and metadynamic recrystallisation 

Static recrystallisation takes place in a previously hot deformed material when subjected to a subsequent 

annealing treatment'°. The amount of stored energy, which is controlled by the hot deformation 

parameters, along with the annealing variables, determines the kinetics of the static restorative process45
•
70

• 

Metadynamic recrystaUisation occurs during the cooling process after deformation in the presence of 

recrystallised nuclei when the critical strain for the initiation of dynamic recrystallisation is exceeded45
,70,77. 

Some grains, which were favourably orientated, would naturally have restored to a certain extent and 

aligned so as facilitate easy mobility of subgrain boundaries during the hot deformation process". During 

a post-deformation annealing treatment, the nuclei which have already formed during the deformation 

process would grow in an attempt to consume the heterogeneous, partially dynamically recrystallised 

surroundings without the incubation period that is usually required for the initiation of recrystallisation (see 

figure 2.13)75. The kinetics of a metadynamic recrystallisation process is also a function of the rate of 

cooling from the deformation temperature to room temperature20
• A material which has undergone partial 
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dynamic recrystallisation will possess a microstructure that is extremely heterogeneous in nature and 

would comprise of small dynamically recrystallised grains which are nearly dislocation-free; large 

dynamically recrystallised grains with a moderate dislocation density; and large unrecrystallised grains 

with a relatively high dislocation densitylo,45. Certain regions within the material would grow during the 

initial stages of a post-deformation annealing treatment according to the mechanism of metadynamic 

recrystallisation, whilst other regions may recover metadynamicaUy or statically if the level of deformation 

is either below or above the critical strain for recrystallisation respectively70. 

I Incubation period 

" I 1 
___ «I 

~--
& 
! ~ 

+ onset of MDRX 

IogImI 

Figure 2.13: Schematic illustration of the extent offractional recrystallisation against annealing time, showing the 
onset of metadynamic recrystallisation (MDRX) (after reference 70). 

2.3.2 The identification of recrystallised grains 

Notwithstanding the effects of static restoration on the overall softening response of the material, it is the 

dynamic restoration events that govern the flow of metal during the blow of a forging process. Dynamic 

recrystallisation, in particular, is a very important consideration during the forging of superalloys as it 

lowers the mean flow stresses significantly, thereby reducing the upsetting force required for 

deformation74,78. Although flow data analysis provides valuable information concerning the occurrence of 

dynamic recrystallisation, it is considered ideal practise to attempt to validate such analysis with 

microstructural observations 79. 

Generally, recrystallised grains are distinguishable from unrecrystallised grains on the basis of the shape 

and size as well as by the internal dislocation densityI8,19,lO,61,71,75,SQ,81, However, since deformation is 

carried out during the nucleation and growth of new grains that have recrystallised dynamically, the 

variation in grain size and shape is not obvious and consequently the task of visually identifying 

recrystallised grains is extremely complicated10
• Furthermore, the softening kinetics at high temperature 

often makes it very difficult to distinguish those grains that recrystallise dynamically from those that 
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recrystal1ise statically and/or metadynamically; although it has been suggested that metadynamicaUy 

recrystallised grains often differ in appearance from those that recrystalHse dynamically on the basis of 

more wen defined recrystallised grain boundaries", In some cases, a time delay of merely 1 second 

between the end of the deformation cycle and the cooling of the specimen to room temperature would 

cause the metal to recrysta11ise staticaUy and/or metadynamicall~o",. In addition, the evolution of new 

phases during cooling from the deformation temperature could at times make it difficult to relate the frozen 

(or quenched) microstructure to the actual hot-worked state of the materia165
,SI,82. Under certain 

deformation conditions the dislocation structures and densities are very similar between different grains, 

despite these grains possessing different times of recrysta11isation-state variation, which further 

complicates the exercise of visually identifYing dynamically recrystallised grains's. 

Sometimes dynamically recrystallised grains can be identified on the basis of the large amounts of residual 

deformation displayed by individual grains and by the grain elongation observed in the direction of the 

dominant metal flow'l. Dynamically recrystallised grains are often serrated along the edges prior to a 

subsequent nucleation event, which usually occurs at prior grain boundaries that give rise to distinctive 

necklace-like structurest9
,80,8t. This is a direct result of dislocation sub-boundaries with medium to high 

misorientations that are developed during the transient state between newly generated grains and initial 

grains during the nucleation stage80
• Also, in the early stages of deformation before the peak stress is 

reached, grain boundaries can be unstable and may appear irregular, wavy and bulged or can bow outward 

due to the gradient in the local strain and the inhomogeneous substructure that is developed by the 

mechanism of grain boundary sliding or shearingCi3
,80. It has been suggested that when small recrystaHised 

grains are observed in the vicinity of the tips of the larger elongated grains then the softening mechanism 

could be metadynamic recrystaBisation as the growth of the smaller grains is "pinched off' or hindered by 

the recrystallisation process72. 

2.3.3 Zener-Hollomon parameter 

The Zener-Hollomon parameter (Z) (see equation 2.28) captures the effects of both deformation 

temperature and strain rate on the microstructural evolution during hot working and represents a 

mathematical expression for a temperature-compensated strain rate. The activation energy may be 

estimated by the slope (K) of the In(a) versus Iff plots at various strain (see equation 2.29)58. The strain 

rate sensitivity in turn may be estimated from the slope (m) of the In(a) versus In(e) plots at various strain 

(see equation 2.30)58. The benefit of the Zener-Hollomon parameter is discussed in detail at a later stage 

(see section 2.3.4). 
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Z=e'expJL 
RT 

. n~~n~ ExpressIOn for the Zener-Hollomon parameter ' , , . . 
where: Z == Zener-Hollomon parameter 

&' = strain rate 
T = deformation temperature 
Q = activation energy of the material 
R = universal gas constant 

Q=KR 
m 

Equation 2.29: Expressionfor the activation energy of the materiat'. 
where: Q = activation energy of the material 

R = universal gas constant 
K = slope of the In(aj-against-lITplot 
m = strain rate sensitivity 

oln(u) 
m = oln(e') 

Equation 2.30: Expressionfor the strain rate sensitivity of the materia(5. 
where: , m = strain rate sensitivity of the material 

a IntO:~ = slope of the In( aj-against-ln(t) plot 
aln& 

2.3.4 Effect of deformation parameters, annealing variables and initial grain size on the size of 
dynamically and statically recystalUsed grains 

The deformation parameters, strain, strain rate and deformation temperature have a direct influence on the 

flow stress of the material. The well-known Hall-Petch relationship indicates that a particular 

recrystaUised grain size is a function of both the material flow stress as well as the initial grain size15
,78. 

The kinetics of dynamic recrystallisation are accelerated by a smaller initial grain size because there are 

many high angle grain boundaries, which serve as favourable sites for the nucleation of dynamically 

recrystallised grains2o,7o, The amount of stored energy in a deformed material, which provides the driving 

force for dynamic recrystallisation, also increases with a smaller initial grain size70, The rate of nucleation 

is thus accelerated, dyltamic recrystallisation proceeds more rapidly and can therefore be initiated at a 

lower deformation temperatureZO,75. The critical strain for the onset of recrystallisation steadily decreases 

with decreasing flow stress and Zener-Hollomon parameter, and the size of the dynamically recrystallised 

grains decreases with increasing flow stress, manifested by decreasing deformation temperature and 

increasing strain rates (increasing Zener-Hollomon parameter)20,75. 
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At intermediate to high strain rates, flow softening in low SFE metals is often attributed to dynamic 

recrystallisation which arises due to the effects of deformation heating61
,64. However, in certain 

circumstances, adiabatic heating can lead to flow instabilities in the form of adiabatic shear band 

forrnation63
. Dynamic recrystallisation is also favoured by an increase in strain, which would promote a 

smaller recrystallised grain size 70,83. The size of the recrystallised grains will approach a minimum at the 

strain required for a steady state flow stress (ec) and will not change during further deformation7o
• Often 

the metal finds itself in a partially dynamically recrystallised state and the microstructure is heterogeneous, 

comprising of both recrystallised and unrecrystallised grains80,81. In such a case, the unrecrystallised and 

recrystallised grain sizes increase with an increase in the deformation temperature, whilst the 

unrecrystallised grain size decreases and the recrystallised grain size increases with increasing strain 

rate63,7!1,83. At some critical strain rate the size of the unrecrystallised grains approaches the size of the 

recrystallised grains and the material becomes homogeneous63,78,83. A similar trend is observed for an 

increase in strain, that is, the unrecrystallised grain size decreases and the recrystallised grain size increases 

with increasing strain until some critical strain is attained where the microstructure becomes 

homogeneous63,70,78,80,83 . 

The process of dynamic recovery tends to be hindered at low deformation temperatures, which raises the 

internally stored energy of the material and thus reduces the annealing temperature required for the 

initiation of static recrystallisation70. The micromechanisms that control static recrystaUisation are 

thermally activated processes and therefore the relationship between the annealing temperature and the rate 

of static recrystallisation is given by the Arrhenius equation70. The annealing temperature at which static 

recrystallisation starts is thus reduced as the time of the annealing treatment is increased70. The stored 

energy of the deformed material, which represents the driving force for any form of recrystaUisation, is a 

direct function of the amount of deformation or strain70. Therefore, both the nucleation and the growth 

mechanisms are accelerated and the nuclei generated per unit volume of material are greater at a lower 

annealing temperature for a higher strain, owing to a smaller statically recrystallised grain size70. 

2.3.5 Kocks-Mecking plots 

Figure 2.14 is a schematic representation of a flow curve for a metal that typically undergoes dynamic 

recrystallisation. The work-hardening rate is given by the slope of the flow curve up to the peak stress 

(ap)lI4. The slope of the flow curve initially increases linearly due to work-hardening, which is associated 

with an increase in dislocation density, after which the slope gradually changes to a slower linear decline 

before it rapidly decreases to zero at the peak stress73
,76. Initially, it is the dynamic recovery restorative 

events that are the main causes for the changes in the shape of the flow curve, however, dynamic 

recrystallisation also commences within this strain regime, which results in a much more rapid and obvious 

change in the slope of the flow curve'3.80.85. The point defined as the strain required to achieve a steady 
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state flow stress (sss) is indicative of a stage where the flow stress becomes invariant with further straining, 

reflecting the balance in the rates of hardening and restoration76. The flow stress of a material that only 

recovers dynamically during deformation is given by a Ss(e)84. Such a material would undergo dynamic 

recrystallisation without displaying any visible signs of a peak stress73.84.8S,86. Instead, the flow curve 

remains smooth before and after the critical strain for dynamic recrystallisation, which suggests that the 

material undergoes dynamic recovery only80·84. The flow stress continues to increase until such a point that 

the progress of dynamic recrystaUisation is balanced by the ongoing work-hardening events that occur in 

the unrecrystallised portions of the material, marked by the peak flow stress (apeak) which is attained at the 

peak strain (Epe~ 76,84. 

G 
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Figure 2.14: Schematic diagram of the flow curves for a material that typically undergoes dynamic recovery only 
and for one that typically undergoes dynamic recrystallisation only during hot deformation (after 
reference 84). 

The Kocks-Mecking plot (see figure 2.15) is of paramount importance as it serves as the only reliable 

indication of the initiation of subgrain formation associated with dynamic recrystallisation73. The 

procedure involves the plot of the work-hardening rate (fums) against the flow stress (a)73.84,85. The 

point of sudden inflection from the linear dynamic recovery regime is indicative of the critical stress (ac), 

which corresponds to the critical strain required for the initiation of dynamic recrystallisation (sc)'3.84,8S. 

This noticeable change in the work-hardening rate is associated with the large reduction in flow stress with 

increasing strain due to the annihilation of dislocations during the nucleation and growth of new strain-free 

grains within the materia173.115
• The point where the work-hardening rate intersects the flow stress axis is 

indicative of the peak stress, beyond which the work-hardening rate is negative as the flow stress begins to 

drop off significantly due to the rate of dynamic recrystaUisation surpassing that of strain-hardening73.80. A 

plot of In(oo/8s) against s can also be used to yield a point of inflection that is representative of the 
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critical strain values73
,84,85. Alternatively, - (00108 )Iocr may be plotted against cr to reveal a more accurate 

value for the critical strain for dynamic recrystallisation, which is given by the minima in these plots73
,85. 

Figure 2.15: Schematic illustration of a Kocks-Mecking plot, showing the work-hardening rate against flow stress 
for a material that would recrystallise dynamically and for one that would only recovery dynamically 
(after reference 84). 

Flow stress tends to follow the variations. in strain rate during constant platen velocity uniaxial 

compression testing due to the high strain rate sensitivity of the flow stress at elevated deformation 

temperatures84
. The peak stress, which depicts the balance between restoration and work-hardening 

events, is very complex under such conditions8o
,84,85. At relatively low strains, the work-hardening of the 

material is balanced by both dynamic restoration processes and the progressive strain rate softening that 

occurs as a result of the continuous reduction in strain rate during constant velocity upsetting84
. At higher 

strains, the work-hardening is initially complemented by the strain rate hardening response caused by the 

continuously increasing strain rate, whilst strain rate softening due to decreasing strain rate becomes 

dominant towards the end of the compression cycle84
• The interactions between the strain and the strain 

rate hardening and softening events complicate the peak stress values as the work-hardening rate 

undergoes a series of sudden increases and decreases in flow stress and the scatter in the work hardening 

rate is increased (see figure 2.16)'3,84,85. 
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Figure 2.16: An example of the large scatter obtained in the work-hardening rate with respect to flow stress under 
conditions of variable strain rate compression (after reference 87). 

2.3.6 Aspects of nickel-base sllperalloy forging 

It is a general misconception that the development and production of superalloy materials are solely 

directed at the manufacture of components that are intended to have good creep resistance during service. 

The capability to withstand creep defonnation is the primary function of superalloys but these materials do 

need to meet other criteria depending on their intended application74
• When creep is the primary mode of 

defonnation, then the material should be as course-grained as possible74
• This is often achieved either by a 

directional solidification technique to produce single crystal materials or by a post-defonnation heat 

treatment in order to facilitate grain growth at high temperature74, The aim in both techniques is to 

maximise the diffusional distance that atoms have to travel as they migrate through the grain itself toward 

the grain boundaries11l
• Grain boundaries represent regions of high energy that are able to accommodate 

the accumulation of matter during creep defonnation (that is, under conditions of relative low loads and 

high temperatures)18. However, a fine-grained material is the more desirable when the loading conditions 

in service are arduous'4. This is most commonly achieved by some thermo-mechanical process at the 

manufacturing stage of the component itself. 

Various fonning schedules have been developed for the forging of superalloy turbine disks. One such 

processing route involves the initial ageing/homogenisation treatment of a cast billet followed by a 

complex multiple-stroke forging operation18
• The forging process serves to convert the billet into the 

appropriate shape as well as to control the microstructural evolution and hence mechanical property 

development of the final item, that is, a fine grained material with i dispersed fmely and coherently in a y 

matrix19.74.87, In order to achieve this, the processing conditions have to facilitate efficient metal flow 

during the blow without cracking as well as allow for the generation of the appropriate phases and 
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microstructure that will yield the desired properties19
, The y' solvus temperature, for example, has to be 

exceeded in order to achieve sufficient ductility and flow stress reduction during the blow1ll
, In the same 

instance, forging either above or below the l' solvus temperature has a profound affect on the creep 

ductility of the superaHoy material54
• The conventional forging operation of turbine disk involves a series 

of initial strokes to reduce the cylindrical billet vertically along its height followed by several subsequent 

blows and finally a machining operation to form the final artic1e19
• 

During an industrial superaUoy turbine disk forging schedule, a cylindrical starting billet is forged in two 

separate stages known as the preform forge and the finish forge19
• During performing the upsetting process 

has to achieve an appropriate mass distribution within the forging mould and the microstructural evolution 

of the material should be carefully controlled with regard to subsequent forging strokes19
• During the 

finishing stage, a disc close to the ultrasonic contour is forged within small tolerances and the forging 

parameters are controlled so as to avoid any modifications to the microstructure (for example, the 

suppression of grain growth) that had been developed at the end of the performing stage19
, The 

temperature, strain rate and upsetting strain during deformation as weB as the lubricant, cooling rates, 

temperature of the dies and interstroke times and temperatures are carefully controlled to produce the 

required properties55
,7l1,lI3. The material undergoes various softening processes during the forging schedule 

including dynamic recrystallisation during the strokes, which is the crucial restorative mechanism 

') responsible for large flow stress reductions that facilitate substantial billet reduction without the possibility 

of crack formation in the article itself". Unavoidable surface frictional forces and inhomogeneous 

temperature distribution throughout the volume of the billet result in an inhomogeneous distribution in 

strain (see figure 2.17), which in turn results in an inhomogeneous distribution in microstructural features 

and mechanical properties19
•
117

, In addition, the deformation parameters are carefully controlled so as to 

enable good control over the microstructural evolution of the material during the strokes. Since the 

cooling rates in industrial forging operations are almost always slow, control of the microstructure during 

the stroke also influences the microstructural evolution during interstroke periods, where static and/or 

metadynamic recrystallisation are prevalent and often override the effects of dynamic recrystallisation45
•
78

• 

The refined grain size is attained by achieving a balance between the benefits of billet height reductions 

and power consumption by the forging tools in overcoming large flow stresses and surface friction as wen 

as the complex relationship between the processing parameters of different forming steps and their 

respective effects on the microstructural evolution83
• 
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Figure 2.17: Finite Element Model output, showing the inhomogeneous strain distribution that arises during the 
hammer forging of a turbine disk (after reference 88). 
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Experimental Procedures 

CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

3.1 The high temperature compression dUatometer 

3.1.1 General set-up and components 

During the course of the current study, the Theta® Deformation Dilatometer was used extensively to 

conduct high temperature deformation experiments. The apparatus utilises the principle of induction 

heating to heat a metallic test specimen to a preset temperature and deformation is carried out in uniaxial 

compression. The high temperature deformation tests that were conducted on the experimental material all 

adhered to the following procedure: 

1. The testing environment was evacuated to achieve a high vacuum of 10-5 torr. 

2. The specimen was heated at a chosen rate to a preset deformation temperature. 

3. The temperature of the specimen was held at the deformation temperature for 10 minutes in order 

to allow the temperature to equilibrate throughout the volume of the specimen. 

4. After soaking for 10 minutes at the holding/deformation temperature, the specimen was deformed 

under variable strain rate uniaxial compression to a preset level of strain. 

5. At the end ofthe deformation cycle, the induction heating process was ceased and helium gas was 

injected onto the specimen immediately to cool the specimen down to room temperature. 

Figure 3.1 is a full view of the high temperature deformation testing apparatus that shows the general setup 

of the Theta® Deformation Dilatometer. Figure 3.2 shows the interior of the main housing of the Theta® 

Deformation Dilatometer in greater detail and figure 3.3 is a photograph of the highlighted region in figure 

3.2. 
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The if (radio frequency) solenoid coil (see figure 3.2 and figure 3.3) is doubly wound. The outer coil is a 

water-cooled rf coil that is directly connected to the if generator, which is housed in the main console (see 

figure 3.1). The inner coil has one closed end and small holes machined over the entire length that allow 

for the injection of the quenching gas directly onto the specimen. The rf generator feeds the rf coil with an 

alternating current at high frequency to produce a varying magnetic field, which induces eddy currents in 

the specimen. The power associated with the eddy currents provides the source of heat to the specimen. 

The maximum power output of the rf generator is lkW and the operating frequency is 400kHz. 

The thermocouple (see figure 3.4(a» used to monitor the temperature of the specimen is a type K 

thermocouple, which has platinum wires and is thus capable of withstanding the harsh experimental 

environment and hence maintain reliable temperature readings at testing temperatures as high as 1600°C. 

The thermocouple is spot welded to the surface of the compression specimen in the middle along its height. 

In order for thermocouple to be spot welded effectively and to ensure that the weld is not damaged 

significantly during the course of the experiment it is necessary to remove as much of the surface oxide 

from the specimen as possible before welding. 

The platens (see figure 3.3 and figure 3.4(b» used for deformation are inserted into platen holders that are 

held against the platen supports with platen clips. The platens are manufactured from quartz glass and are 

therefore capable of resisting heating by induction (note that the platen surfaces in contact with the 

specimen are located under the rf coil (see figure 3.2». The front-end of the fore pushrod (see figure 3.3) 

rests on the surface of the left platen that is also in contact with the specimen and the front-end of the rear 

pushrod (see figure 3.3) rests on the lip of the right platen. 

During compression, the fluid flow rate through the hydraulic pump (see figure 3.1) is adjusted to move 

the deformation arm (see figure 3.2) at a desired rate. The deformation arm causes the left platen support 

(see figure 3.3) to move toward the right whist the retaining pins hold the right platen support (see figure 

3.3) stationary. This movement in tum causes the left platen to move the fore pushrod towards the right 

and in so doing, the core of the LVDT (Linear Variable Differential Transformer) (see figure 3.2) is 

disturbed. This disturbance causes the piezoelectric in the L VDT to provide a voltage signal that is related 

to the amount of displacement that the pushrod sustained during the compression cycle. In the event of the 

right platen moving due to the platen twisting within the platen holder, the movement of the rear pushrod 

will compensate for any discrepancy in the displacement measurement. The L VDT has a displacement 

limit of 2mm from the rest position of the core, which implies that a specimen may be compressed by a 

maximum of 4mm. If the set displacement is not within this limit, then the deformation arm will, in 

theory, continue to compress the specimen indefinitely. During compression, the load cell (see figure 3.1), 

which is located on the deformation ann, provides a voltage signal that is representative ofthe resistance of 

specimen to the deformation process. Several compression tests were performed on mild steel specimens 
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and excellent correlation was established in the load displacement measurements obtained for separate 

tests conducted under the same set of deformation conditions. 

The specimen, with the thermocouple attached, is carefully inserted between the pair of platens (see figure 

3.2, figure 3.3 and figure 3.4(b)). The specimen/platen contact surface is lubricated with circular tantalum 

foil pieces in order to reduce the surface friction during compression. The foil also limits the extent of 

pitting as the specimen surfaces tend to stick to the platens at high temperatures. Once the specimen is 

properly in place, the thermocouple is plugged into the power source provided (see figure 3.2) and the 

thermocouple wires are carefully aligned flat along the grooves in the left platen (see figure 3.4(a)). 

The temperature and time are entered into the computer programme and the temperature control feeds a 

voltage signal to a thyristor, which in turn sends the amplified signal to the rf generator. The controller 

then regulates the temperature according to the temperature signal that is read from the thermocouple. 

Since the rf coil is water cooled and therefore at a much lower temperature than the specimen, care is taken 

to prevent the thermocouple wires from making contact with the rf coil. When contact is made the voltage 

signal from the sensor is disturbed due to the large difference in temperature that the thermocouple has to 

read within a very short period of time. Therefore, a eu-Be clip was made especially to hold the 

thermocouple wires firmly in place along the grooves found in the left platen in order to prevent such 

contact. The weights pulley (see figure 3.2) is adjusted so as to hold the specimen firmly in place between 

the two platens by means of pulling the two platen supports (see figure 3.3) toward each other. At the end 

of deformation, the rf generator is switched off and helium gas is pumped directly onto the specimen to 

quench down to room temperature. 

All compression tests are performed under high vacuum at a pressure of about 10-5 torr. A high vacuum is 

needed to remove as many oxygen atoms from the testing environment as possible so as to limit the 

oxidation of the surface of the specimen, thereby preventing any interference with the signal from the 

thermocouple, and to limit the oxidation of the stainless steel interior of the main housing. This pressure is 

achieved in a multi-step pump-down sequence, which utilises a standard suction pump and a diffstak 

pump, which is equivalent to a high pressure diffusion pump. The first stage is known as a roughing 

phase, which involves the pumping down of the testing chamber (ie. the main housing). When the 

roughing pressure is about 10-2 torr then the backing phase is commenced. This involves the pumping 

down of the bottom section of the diffstak pump. At this point the diffstak pump is heated. After 

approximately 30 minutes, once the diffstak pump has heated sufficiently, the backing process is stopped 

and the high vacuum diffusion pump-down is started. Testing can commence when the high vacuum 

pressure reaches about 10-5 torr. 
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Figure .1.3: 
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highlighted In Ihe figure 3.1. 
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n,.,.,e 3.4: Photograph., showm;c 
(a) Ihu mocoup/e used 10 measure Ihe .IT",cimen lemperature 
(h) plal~ns us"d/or tk(ormaliun 

3.1.2 Programme control and data acquisition 

(a) System requi~~menl.' 

• control heating rate to a ma'<imum temperature of 14000C 

• hold temperarure during soaking period up to rempemtures as high '" l400°C 

• hold temperature constant wring dc-formation up to temperature, '" Jngh as 14000C 

• read voltage signals instantaneou,l:y from thcrmocooplc 

• pcrfonn real-time conversions of voltage signals to temperature value-; in de 

• r<.>Cord and st.orc temp<-'f"d1ure values dunng ddonnation 

• shut down IT generator to commence cooling at the end of overshoot period 

• control dcfocmation to a maxImum displacement of 4000 mICrollS 

• read voltage signa],. instantaneously from L VDT 

• ]X-TIorm real_time conversions of voltage signals 10 displac<.-mcnl \alue~ in micron, 

• record and ,1orc illsplacement values during dc-formation 

• rcadlrccognise and store negative dlSplacemcnt values we to thermal expansion (durlDg 

heating and soakmg periods) 

• provide a displacemc-'1lt rdcrCllce based On the voltage SIgnal from the L VDT afkr thermal 

expansion to initiate the stan ofddonnation 

• read, rocord and store displacement values due to overshoot 
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• comrol ddollnation up to a maximum of 4()()() microns, t"king mto aCCO\lnt n~gatiye 

di;;plac. m.nt duo tl>elm"l . "panSlUll, p<:l8iliw displac~ment du~ to the demed nommal 

di;;plac~men! input and the nces;; po,itiv. d"pbcement duc \0 o\ieT8hoot 

• ~"'"k a ,;"fcly measURO to abort <leforrna(ion wh~n ma"imum displacem. nt ~"CCCd8 4000 

mICro", 

• read ,-oltag~ signals mi;umtaneomly from the load cell 

• p"rfunn r,," l-tim<; CUl1vcr<1un' U I' volt"He ,ignal. (0 10aJ val ue, inne"''lons 

• record and stor. load nlues during d. SJr. d dispbcclTl<.TI( mid overshool periods to a 

maximum of 5000 nev.'\Ons 

(b) Programme cDde architecture 

A computer program,-,-,.:: wa, ,witt. n m Visual C'" codc to control(hc operation ofth<: 1beta" Ddom,a\ion 

Uilatometer, wh,ch,.,-",t all tho 'yskm reqUlrc,-,-,.::nts (:rder to ,,"ction 3.1.2(a». Figur~ 3.5 is a flow chart 

illustrating th~ hasic cod~ architecrure of the programm~ IieveloJl"d to control tl>e oJl"r"tion of toc 

instrument mid to acqum, th<: rele\iant data Junng 8uch llpcration. 

The set"up 8lag-e m\iol\i~s 1k de[mi{ion of lhe 8yskm vanables such as lhe Ji8placemffit, temperature, 

load, samplmg size: constam para,.,-",ters such as the displacement safcty margin. sc"ling i"clllIS I'<'qUl[cJ 

for measurffi ,ystem variables, ",'\mplmg rate, overshoot default a"erag"'g factor,: and ,ystem an-ays 

r~quired for 1k reading and stOling of (he measurcd system \iariables. 

The user is I'~quired to inplllthree sy;;tem variahks to the mal nti'am~: ie heating l'at~, holding teml>e rature 

alid desired di splac~m~nt_ 

Based on thc user input and (he ""t-UPlllforIll"tion, " cut-off dispbcemcnt i8 calculated ha, ed On the sum 

of (hc desired di,plac~mCIlt and the '"fcty margin laking: in(o ""c(}\Jnt an estimawJ o¥~Tshoot Jisplacement 

minus "n ~'1imatcd dlSpl""~,-,-,.::nt due to th.nnal ~"p"nsi"" of thc 'pecimcn Juring hcating. 

The display in the T.VOT window in the control c~ntre ,hows the amount ofdispiacem"nt th"tth. LDVI 

can accommodate. 11,i , vari.s with eyery compr. ssioo test as thc "djmtmcnt of the COR' of (he LDVI 18 

~xtl'em"ly sensitive to tho positioning of tho 'Jl"cim. n l~w •• n til. pMcns. If thc cut-off dispbccmcnl 18 

grcakT (han the LDVI range display, tocn tk test will he aborted otherwise th o cootroller would n(){ haw 

a tln"l displac~mffit as a reference and th~ instrom. nt \\111 compre % the specim"n indefimkly until toc 

Jcfom,ation ann i;; reset manually_ Thi, is to ensul'e that a platinum specimen. \\ihich " eXlrc,-,-,.::ly 

eXlX'n8i\ie and difticultto manufacture, i, not was<~d in an umuccessful t. ,!. If the cut-off d1Splaccm~'Il(18 

lc&lthan thc LVDT Tange Ji8play, then the Ie;;! pl'oceeds_ 
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Tk ,ystem is commanded to output ~ volt, 10 thc ,kformaliOll arm to commenoe the oompn",lOn neTIt. 

lhe Ilmcr" 'lane~l and the counter hegins to clock. 

Th~ voltage signals ootained from the thelTIl{}(;oupk, th<: load cell and Ih~ LVDT are sampled "00 ,oak~llo 

proviJc valu<:s of temperarur~. load and d isplace~nt. 

Ar thi, point th~ counler clicks al inc,emeul of on~. If Ihc counter <:xcud, f.() ()()() clicks Iheuthe lesl " 

alxJlted as il i, unlikely Ih"I,"1 th<: given huilt·i n sampling rat~. a comp,ession cyd<: would c~o~<:d 6(1 ()()() 

sampl~s. Once agaiu, this is to ensur~ thm the defolTIlJtton"rm ~an h<: re~t manually as it wos likdy to 

h"w ~o~r<:"cd thc 'l"'~im<:n beyond the l~vel of the d~sir~d di'plocemeut. lft~ Counte. i, k" Ihan 60 

()()() c1icb then the te,t proc~ed,. 

lhe 'yslem is comm"mkd to Output 0 volts to th~ Mtormation arm in order to deactLvale tll<: oomprcsslOn. 

The timer i, stopped "nd tk oounteT OC""" 10 diok. 

At thi, pomt " ,1"lu, oommand i, <:"ahli,hed. If the Slatu' is "T" then the d~sired displacemcnt W"' nol 

achi~ved aoo the t~st is ahorted. If the ,,"tus is "'I" then lhc ,k'"Cd Ji'plac<:meTIt was achieved and th~ 

programmc pro<;ceds to ascertain th~ overshoot. During the oversh()()t lK'iod. the rut<: of Incr~"'" m Ihc 

dispbc~ment decre"se, WIth inorcasmg '"mphng ~ount. If thi, rate of increasing di,plac~ment i, greater 

than the default overshoot ,ertmg (set at zero) then th~ ImJ, d"place"1llCTII "nJ t<:lllpCralur<: valu<:i; aT<: 

rc~o[{kJ and storcd "' t<:mporary valu"". Th~ rccord of temporary valoes halts when th~ rat~ of increasing 

displacement ,tarts to ~come neg"ti,," (that '", the rat<: "I which displaocm<;nt accumulotes Mcrea,es) due 

to a springhack effect otthe Mform.ation arm a, comrre"lOn h"It,. 

At this IXli nt the m"infran~ is nlt~d, which rrigger' :he deaclIVatlOn of Ihc rf gCTI<:rator. 

1 he following mformallOn i, displaye~l "' array>; 

• numher of ,ample, 

• ,ampling lim<: 

• nwnher ot overshoot ",'\lnples 

• &'\mplmg time tor overshoot 

• starting displacement 

• cutoff (de",ed) dispb~emcnt 

• final (achwl) dispbocment 
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Expmmcnlai Pr""~J,,,.., 

SETUP: INPUT DESIRED 

VARIABLE S HEA.T I'IG ~fE 

COC STMT PARM~ErERS MAINFRAME fK)LDI ~G TEMPERATURE 

Ngu," 3. 5: 

SVSfEM ARRAYS DlSPU\GEME~T 

CALCULATE CUT_OFF 
CVT-O FF < 

~ ISP LACEMENT 
CUT_OFF> 

LV DT RJ\'.I3E LV~T~E 

PROCEED OUTPVT~VTO ,~, 

~-. DEFOPf..tATIOC ARI\A 

I 

TI~ ER STARTED SM'I'LE A~~ SCALE 

VOLTAGE SK;~AlS 

<OO~ COLMER CLIC KED . OO~ -

OUTPUT IN TO 
PROCEE~ 

OEFORMAT~ ARM 

r l ~ER STOPPED STATUS COMMN>D DESIRED DISPlAGHIE~r 

NOT A CHIEVEO 

DESiREO DlSPtACEMENT 

AC HIEVE~ 

DISPLAY ARRAYS ASCERTAI\ OIIERSHOOT PONEROFF 

How chari ,howir'S ,h~ wd~ unhiledure of;/w programm" ·"sed to C(Jilirol Ihe Theta TJRjormati01J 
DilaIOm<l<r. 
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3.1.3 Temp.raturo control 

TIle following problems with regard to the IemjX:YJture conllol were experienced upon the commencement 

ofkslinll'; 

1_ Heating was acllleyed without any tempeYJturc control (ie, th~ rf generator appeared to feed the 

sp"cin>"n with either max imum power or z. '" power), 

2_ Temperalure was not controlled during the holdmg/soaking penod (Ie. kmp,-,mlUre nUC(ll~l"d 

drastically ahout the set holding temperarure)_ 

3_ Temperatures above 1250" were not attainable. 

In ordel' to solve thes e problems. knowl edge had to be gathered OIl the pilenome"" of mduction h"~ling "n<.i 

the funcianKTIt"b of lemperarure control. 

(a) Ileatillg J!heno"'~na in the Theta'" D~for",alion Dillflomera 

lhc initlal ,tage of h~anng" predominantly by induction, The rf g~"IKnlOT ptovidcs the rf coil w!lh an 

alternati ng CUtT. nt at a frequency of 4{)()kIL •. to produce a varying magnetic field, Tbe magnetic field 

thread> through to the specimen to itl<.iuce a voltage therein_ Eddy currents /low in the speCLtllen and 

POWC'T IS comum"d m Ill<; n;si,tanc" 10 form the basis of k~1 geTh-'T"tion. Skin dfecl is a phenomenon 

inherent to induction heating, It involves th e generatIon of eddy cutT. n\, at the ,urface of the ,pccim~'Il. 

within the specimen itself The heat does not have to pas> through a ,urface layer of high thel'mal 

reSlst"nCe and therefore the inducnon heating prOCL,' i, much mon: r4pld than any fonn of direct dectric~l 

resistance ll eating. As tin>" progresses during heating. the heat" conducted from the "urface of the 

'pecimen toward th . centre_ TI,e heat probably does not equilih""te within the specin>"n betore it can be 

conduct. d from th. 'pecim. n to the pbtens and radiated to the environment. In order words, heat is 

continually and dynamically being supplied to the specin>"n surface hy induction and COndllctC-d 10 th~ 

centre of the 'pecimen and toward the platens Therefore, the rate at Wllich h~at has to be Il'cn~T~lcd by 

induction decrea>es with time a, the thermal gradient hetween the ,urface and th~ c. ntr" of the 'p"cim<:D 

kvd, oIT~nd ~s th~ heat is slowly conducted to the platens and radiated to th. environment. 
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(b) Temperature "o"trol 

Thc \cmperat= co~trol must 

Receive " voltage signal providcd by \he \hcnnoc"up1c r"P"'<e~ting the actual mea<llfed 

temperamre 

2. Compare this ,ignal wilh anOlhcr vollage .,ignal representing the de<ired temperature 

3 Initiate a corrective action ba<ed on thi.' compari<on 

Sel-po;JlI 

1lie ha.'ic function of the temperature controller j, to adjustt~ power thm is output from t~ If g~'ncr"\or 

to Ihe rf coil hy means of comparing the »erualtemperamre of the specimen measured ('1,,) \0 that of t~ 

s.ct-point (T,), v.hLch is the comparative voltage .,ignal that must be pr()vided hy t~ co~troller_ The set

pomttcmp<.'Iature m this ,ystcm "a manual setung, which is the mo.,! .,imple and inexpensive "'ay of 

achieving a set-pomt 'ignal. 

On-offcomrol 

On-off control involves an electronic respO/l<e whereby the po,,-er ()utput i< either completely "n 

(represe~ting the maximum power output) or completely off (representing the minimum power output). 

which is the simple,\ fom' of control acti"". When thermal losses arc steady state, lhen on-off co~trol 

manife't'lll equ"lly 'paced intervals "r on and ,,!T cycle" bm them'al lat; oficn results m a periodic 

\Cmperalutt Ie,poll'" ("'c figure 3 .6). 

-'I 
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Fig""" J.6: "iemp",aluYe versus time uurw" ililMralmg me pm'wic r~mp"ralu,~ re"pons", which ;,' lYrical or an 

on-off control oc/ion. 1he red mrw imncaJe" Ihe Irend IMI Ih~ _",I_point temperature follow.<, Ih, 

blue "'''''' indicates the power ""'1"" re.'pon.W and Ihe K"een curv. indica/e.< Ih , Irend IMIlhe ar1>lai 

lempero/ur~ oj Ih" _'P""'men ji)/I"w,~ 

The power output is temporarily turned off when T, reaches T._ To till-'1I contmucs to nsc until a pomt IS 

rcacmd whereby tlw heat that has already been delivered to the speclJlleU is sufficIently di"lpated to the 

platens and cnv;mnm=t so as to cause Ihe temperature ofthc spcClITlCn to drop, during which the power 

output remail1.'l off. AI this point, the)lOW~" turned [)n ma:umum output again and T, increase, until T, 

is r;,achod again, thereby initiating ancthcr cycle_ '11m period of a cycle i. d~pendent on th~ tim.. coostant 

of the heating and cooling processes and the respocllve .1""". that represent the heatmg and cooling rates_ 

"hleh arc always vcry different. 

ProW,linnol hand,,!idln co!'rro' (l2-wrmamiWn) 

11Ic proportional bandWIdth i. the fractional pt;rcentage of the inslrumc'Dt ove" winch the full range of 

powcr control acts. Thi. control action attempt. to achieve better response than on-off clIltrol by meam of 

applying power to the difference in '1'0 and '1' •. fiquatioo 3 I i. the expression that i. used to delenlline the 

actual po"cr output delivered (W) wben incorporating the effects ofpmportional bandwidth control, where 

P is the proportional gain (in percent) of the temperature programme controller. 

W = P('l'5 -'I'D) 

Eq,"mull _1, I 

,2 
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The dfecl of widt:ning the proportional bandwidlh is dcmonSlralcd in the wmpcralure , -ersus time outputs 

shown in figure 3.7(a) to figure 3.7(f). The curv~'S show that widening the proportional bandwidth reduces 

the tendency for overshoot in To. lbis is achicvcd by means of allowing for fastcr response. to the 

changes in T,. However, the curves alw indicate that this reduces the sensitivity of the temperature control 

and thc responsc is undcrdamped progressively and eventually reaches inSlability. 
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, .... . 
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i~mp",aru"" ver,lI. lime CUIWS iII~.traling the elfocl 0/ the proporlional bandwidth control aclion 
On Ihe heating responSR 0/1"" metal sp<!cimen. 
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1nt.gralJ,vmlrol a-fOnsi<mti 

The error Slgnal that exists after proportional bandl,idth control IS amplified and Integmted unltl T, is 

reached. Equati<ll 3,2 i, the expressioo used to dctermine the actual pow~r output dehered (W) by 

mcorporaUng the corrective cllccts of both proportional band"idth control and mlcgral controL "here I IS 

the mtegral gam pammcl~T (in perC~-nl), 

W - P[(Ts·To) + IJ(Ts-Toldtl 

E~uation 3.2 

The ef[""l of increasing the integral control is shown in fIgure 3.l!(a) to figure 3,g(d) The imegmted error 

signal is then nso'" t o provide an addItional ootpul conlrol signal upon heating in order to hold the process 

al the desired temperature and so doing, the peak temperature i, reduced \,ith increasmg L 

,., 

,. , 
~ ,-
1 "" 

,- ,- • -.. j , 
, - ,. - . , " ,. 

" .. '" 
fa) J-' - WOW"'c. 1- 100," 

" .. ,~~-~~-~~~-~~-~~, 
,-

~ " .. 
~ n oo , ,-
-~ . -

,- '" ~ , ..... 
-~",~~",,,,~=,:c~,t" .. · i ... ... ... ,..: . 

'C .. . " 

(cJ P- 6()(!ff""C. I - }(J!;' 

, 

i , 
"" 
" .. ---------1 
,-
,-

,~ 

, 
" , - '" - •• 

B • • ,. , 

(bJ J-'- rl()()W"C.I- JIJ:';' 

" . ::::: ' 
,b.iL'--;:,--;:;,=~~~~;:::: i , . . ... ... ... ... , ... 

H •• ,., 

«I) P 6001r c. 1 N i 

Figure 3.8: Tempera"'"" wrSIiS lim e ",a,,".I' iIIuslralinii Ihe effiel oflhe mleiirai wn"o/ action on lhe heating 
""spo"",,, oflhe melai .'~C!men 
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/krivalivc conlrol (f)-cons/anli 

~ oveTI;hoot and instability associated with proportional bandwidth ronlrol is compensated by derivative 

conlruL The signal i, diff~'T~'tltiated and provides an additional output cootrol acti"n upon coohug. Figure 

3.3 is the expressIOn used to determine the actual power output dchvm:d (W) by incorporating the 

corrective effe\:ls of proportional bandwidth control mtegral control and derivative control, ",here D is the 

derivative gain pammetcr (m pcrcmt). 

W = PI(Ts-To) I l,/(r.-To)dt 
a 

D-(Ts-Toll a 

llIe effect of derivative c()lJtrol IS ,h"wu in figure 3 .9(0) and figure 3 .9(b). Derivative control opjlOSes the 

oorreclivc actioo "f pwportional bandwidth and integral control by assistmg in dampening the oscillations 

that a()OOmpany narrow proportional bandWJdths, 

". c---------------, 
C " 50 

i " .. .. "". 
i " .. 
~ " .. 

n •• ,., 

(a) P- 600W"C. 1- I.f', D - a i.l 

n • • .., 

(h) P- 600W"C. I - h-', D - lOs 

F''K''''; 3.Y: l'empnalurt! wrsus lim_ CUtvU j/lu.llraling lhe _ff_a o[ lhe d.,iVallve cornrol on Ihe healing 
resporue o[tIn- mNal spedmm 

(c) FinaIformulotion 

PID (pwportional bandwidth, '"tegrated lime, derivative time) constants were used to address the afon:

menlioned problems a.sociated ",ith the heating capabilities of the instrument, which seemed characteristic 

of OIl-off cuntruL 

Finrly. gi,'en the romplexity in Ihc sequence of heating e,'ents taking place in Ihc specimen as pn:viously 

de><cribcd, it "'''' found lICcessary to uSC more than "nc PID group to achiL"Ve an q>timum heating 

j) 
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respoo"", lmt1ally, three PID groups with tv.'o PID boundary pomts were used. 'J'h.. boundary points 

represent the transitions in temperalure at whieh the PID constants ehanged according to tm,ir setting<. 

Generally, extremely ,,~de pIql<>rtional band,,~dths (between 200 and 350) and very shon integral and 

dcri;,atJve constants (betwcen 1 and 3 and 3 and 9 respectIvely) had to be programmed. This wM based On 

the rapid heating rates mvolved in induction heating, 'J'h.. PIql<>rtional bandwidths werc Increased wilh 

incrcasmg PlD group, given the relatively slower healing rales associated WIth cquilibration of heat within 

the spocimen M time progresses. Accordingly, the time constanl!; (both integral and derivative) were 

reduced "jlh increasing PlD group. Table 3 1 is a summary of PlD coostants programmed for the system 

("ith an additional PID group that wM added fo.- a :Iin.,,- tuning to the heating response). 

PIDgroup PID boundary P I n 

, 
"" 

, 
I ",,'C '" 
; 800"C ;00 , 

~- , f flJO"C m , 
Tabk.l.l: FifUli PlIJ CQn,<ianl.,-ji" achiIN;ng f!plimum ~almg ,,".pon~. 

'J'h.. PID constants gavc an excellcnt response in tm, healing of platinum specimens in the Theta" 

Deformation Dilatomcter, Thc rcsultanl conlrol includes: 

L Ncar-perfect temperalure tracking in T, with respect to T, betvv'ccn SOO°C and 1400°C 

2, A maximum o~ershoo! of 5°C for a period of5 second.. 

3, A holding capability of± 0,5°C dunug soaking 

4, Up 10 1300ac in 120 seconds and 14006 C in 190 second.. ,,~th the response mentioned in 1,2 

and 3 above , 
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3.2 l\laierial 

Thr~~ platinum-base aJl<Jys w~c pr<wiJcd by MinICk Wilh lhe following pcrccnlagc alOmic composition>: 

I. Pt",AI:oRu., 

2. Pt" .AI: ,cr, 

3.2.1 Matl'rial bi'tor~' 

The mdividual tnl'taJ ~l~menl' w~r~ arc melted and cast into a mould. T~ molten cast was stirred and 

allowcd to ,01Idil::" in an inert Cn\iIrOnlTlCni. The whd cylindrical ,pccimcn, werc lhcn manufactun:;d from 

lh~ cast hill~l' using ,~ciali 5<'d tooling ~quipment. 

3.2.2 Hl'ut treatment. 

The cast alloys wCre homogeni sed at 1300°C for 96 hours under argon gas. aficr which lhey ,\ucnched in 

wat~r. Pust-stress ann~aJing h"at tr~alm""ts wer~ p"rformed at 12()()"C unMr argun gas at nrying tirr"" . 

fol lowed by a walcr quench . 

.1.3 :'Ilkroscopy 

3.3.1 Specimen .ectioning 

The compr~ss.d barr~J-'ha~d specimens were ,ectiuned in t~ centre along t~ axe, parallellO lhe awhed 

load using a lnlcroslicer. Buckled sp"cimen~ w~re sectioned a.s C luse to t~ centre as possihle. 

3.3.2 Specimen preparation 

T~ ,,,,,jj,,,,,,d sp"cimens we re hot mounted, The hut muunted specimen, wCrC >,'TQund 10 a 1200 gril linish 

ami poli,hed usmg dmmoml pa'te 10 " 1 nucrOn limsh. No\C thai tbe contact ends of homogenised 

compr~ss ion "p"cimens w~,~ ground on 6()() grit pap"r tn remo\ie as much uf the oxide as possible , 

Howcver, grinding was not particularly ,ucce"ful in r~moving all t~ oxiik as ~xc~ssiv~ grinding would 
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, '"" "'" ,',i, "," 

c",ily Imvc inlnxluccd bcvd, intu the CuniaCI cn,!>. Bcwllc,1 cl1<ls rcsuH in specimen buckling during 

unixial comp]'ession te'ling 

rhe "",tioned 'p"cimens were electro-etched in a ",Jution conlJining 25g NaCI cryslals ,1i8wlwd in 20ml 

of 33% dilute Hel with 90ml of distilled H,O at 6·9V using alternating cun-ent and J graphil" counter

el ectrode 1m- 45-90 second,. Thi, e lching teclmique gave ,alisbclory etched surt:ace8 fo], optical 

mwro8Copy and scanning elecll'Oll micro"copy 

3.3.3 l\licTo,eup}' techniques 

Optical microscopy was conducted on til. Lelca" mi~wsc""" using '\om"rs1<i interterence contra,l for 

phase an,1 grain houndaty enhancement. Scmming Ekdron Microscopy (SEM) with electron 

hactscJttered de~c~on (EBSD) ami second",,), electron detection (SJOD), Eledron Diffraction 

Sp"ctro,oopy (EDS) with EBSD "nd x.ray mapping with JOBSD W", con,luctcd un Ihe Leica'~ 440 

mi~w",opc. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS I 

ANALYSIS OF LABORATORY I'unv DATA 

4.1 Introduction 

A series of high temper:!ture compression tests has been perfonned on the experimental materials using the 

1bcta" Deformation DJlatomcter, ThIs chapter deals with the analysis of the laboratory flow data gathcrud 

dunnS the oompressron testing exercise, in an attempl to assess the value of such data in pro,'iding insight 

tn the hot deformallon behavionr of the material. TIns IS m view of the fact that often microstructural 

observations cannct alone provide conclnsive details concerning certain aspecls of laooralol)' simulated 

metal forming operations and hence the analysis offlow data becomes the only reliable means of assessing 

the flow bcha,iour of the material, l1Ie manner In which the flow data analysis is presented in this chapter 

allows the reader to =ss the appropriateness of the specific apparatus ~'Il1ployed in providing usdul 

information concerning the hot formability ofpJatinnm-basc alloys. 

4.2 Calculation of strain rates 

In order to show more quaolita(ive results concernmg the effects of the compression testmS variables on 

(he mIcrostructural evolution of the material, it is imrerative firstly to determine the stram rates durtng 

each compress'on test. This tasI< is relatively simple under conditIons of constant stram rate testing, dnring 

which the velocity oflhc deformation ram dc\;reases at an e~ponential rate SO as to provide a constant true 

stram rate throughout the course of deformation. Under such conditions, the strain rate of mte:rcst is 

SImply given by the final ram vd,x;ity divided by the nominal strnin input However, in the current study. 

calculallon of the stJaIn mte is slightly more complex, as the strnin rate changes continuously with strain, 

1bc change in the strain rate increases expooenlially with increasing strain, which is a consequence of the 

exponential im;rease III lrue stram with the Illcreasing reduction of the specimen height <furing the upsetting 

process. 
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time (6) 

(6) al "aryi"g ikjiH711atum l~mpt!rtJ.lu"", 

fi"tg"u.f.l: PIOfS of tru~ OfT«i" against sampling /"' ... far each rompYnton I~sl condl/cl£d for PI".AI",Ru, or 
V<Vylng Tam ""locili~~ (0; and deformotioo I~mp"ralures (/», 

Figur~ ,/,2: 

" 
" 
o.~ , 

" , " • 
~ 

0.3 -

0.2 _ 

o , 

0 
0 , , , 

lime (s) 
• 

I<KXrC, 1 .110 

--I4(ll"C,O.I!. 

! __ I:nJ·C,O_lI. 

Plol .• of'''''' ,"Train aga;1fSI sampling I;Me for each of 1M Pt,.AI,,/'r. spt!cimen.< cQmpw.'<""a to 
significant !drain (Ie_ e>G.3) at varytng deformation condit,,;., .•. 

Ideally, an individual strain rntc soould Ix: oompulCd and quoted for evc') wain Incremen. as sampled 

from the LVDT during oonstant vdoeity romp"''''lOn tc"ling. How"'''1:,",!his "ould make subsequenl 

calculations (such,", the calculation of !he Zt..'I1I:r-HolJomon parameter (flee section 4.6), which rcqui res a 

single value of strain rate and temper-rum;), nearly imposslbh:_ Conscqu~nlly, it """ d~~~cd to quote a 

siugle value of strain rate for eacb rompres.ion test "bich would best describe the actual stram rate 

cond'tion. The displacement daia that was logged from the LVDT "as convened 10 true stJain data '''ing 

equation 2.5 and plotted against the respective time increm.mts (..,., figure 4.1 and fignre 4.2)_ Figure 43 

rcprcsents a magn.fied portion of the curve shown in figure 4_1 (al at O_06/s_ Since individual valoes of 
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Re,ult! f: .~nal""" </Taoorotmy FI",,, fN.,,, 

stmin rate are determined by taking the gmd!ent at each time increment. it is important that the scatter III 

the raw data shown in figure 4.3 be reduced as the incremental values or gradients arc very sensitive to the 

cxact values oftme straio It fur thIS rrnsOll that the raw data was filtered so as provide better quality in 

the true strain data used to compute the incremental gradient' or strain rates. Once incremental values of 

strain rates were tktermined from the filtered true strain dara, the values were summed and divitkd by the 

number of samples to produce aquantity that can hest be de'iCribed a. am ... n nominal strain rate (H). 

\Vhen conducting an investigation on the mfluence ofllle Icstmg variables on the high temperature strength 

values, it i. nece,S3ry to OIIce again tlctcrmine SUItable values of strain rates. This is done by means or 

crnplOyUlg the same method that was used to dcternune the mean nominal suam mte except that 

incremental gmdients arC or COIJrsc computed up to the level of true strain that corre'pond, to the high 

temperature strength value (ie. the YIeld point). TIns ~alue of strain rate, which is described as the mean 

strain rate (i;,.), is quoted as an approximate value because of the unavoidable inaccuracies that arise when 

uSJOg the small quantities of clastic ,umo in the eomputati()ll of the gradients reqtured fur the 

determinalJon of ~ lbc mean nominal """in r.lIes (HI) determined from this procedure antl the 

corresponding rounded-off values (0 as well as the mean stram mte' (tv) that corre'pond to the ,tmln rates 

at the high temperatu re strength values have heen quoted in table 4.1 for easy reference. 

O~ 

o.~ 

0.032 

O.02B 

C 0.02~ , 
" 0.02 
• , 

0.016 

0.012 

0= 

O~ 

0 

F'l:u,~ 4.J: 

~!>' 
raw data ",.r r 

I j,-'r-i 
, ....,..~ 
~, 

~tter .. d data 

, 5.1 ~.2 ~.3 ~.4 ~.5 5.6 5.7 56 5.9 6 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.~ 6.5 6.5 5.7 6.B 6.9 7 

time (5) 

Plots oj Ir"e S!rmn agmnst ,rompliNg lime for PI"",tI,,j?ll, defom"d al a tk}iJmwtirm lemperature oj 
141}tPC The plOIS represent a magNified portion ojlhe mla .. drown m figure 4. I (a) atIlJI6i.' 
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lesl l' ("C) It! (Is) t(/~) t" (Is) 

uoo 0.062 '''' , 
2, PI.,AI,,JU., OHM " 

n.51 

il -, 
1.23 

O.IIU 

HOO 0.098 , , 
0,097 

uoo 105 u 

~. Pt..,1I,/.'r, NVV n.l09 " m' 

Tahk4.1: 

V.lll Iff-

"00 

"00 
uoo 

/300 w' 
,-

"00 m' 

"00 
1300 m' 

"00 m' 

<c' 

Tabulalion of deformation temperature m, me"" ""minal.,'rain rale ('b) and mmn nominal . .zrain 
rale ~Slimot~ It) for weh comp.-e,,-,ion [",Iji" PI",lI,!I(u, and 1'1,."11,,j:r+ i &' i., lhe aael yalu~ 
delermiMd from Ih_ [roe ,<lrmn-agai",,"',ampiin)! Ii"", plol., a{ Ihe m(mmUm leI'", of 'train 
experienced du";n?,[rn. compns3iun le.'[ (",d if i., Ihe value of/&' rounded ()f! i" is an estimate of the 
slrain role experi.need lit III. ,,,,,,,I of slrtlin corre,'pn"'lln?, [0 1M hi);II "mp"'al.u"" .,/rcn);lh 
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Slrnin raleS ofO,Olls, (l,lls. (l,51. and II. fur Pt."AI"Ru" and 0.11. and 1/, fur Pt."Al JOCr, w~r~ the milial 

If) targets at the outsel of !he ""Tics of compression tesTS. 1bc relatively poor displacement control of the 

hydraulic pnmp made it impossible 10 achi~v~ lh",,~ ~xacl values of strain rates. however, it was possible to 

obtain t values of 0.0618, O. lis, O.5ls and I .2!s fur pt."AI",Ru, and 0 II. and I II. foc Ptw\lLOCr, (sec lable 

4,1) by adjusting the ml<J of fluid flow through the pump. The excess slmin accumulaled Wnng 

DOmpresslOll at 14000<': (al 0,51s and 1,21.) fur Pt.x.AJlJU14 and al 14000<': (at 1.I1s) for Pt.oAl,,,Cr4 is a 

result of the unavoidable ov"",hoot in displacement that occUr!; at hlgh~r nun vdociti~g where 

displacement ccrttrol is increasingly compronused. 
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4,3 Fundamental Stress Analysis 

'The load-displaccment data that "as logged during compression testing is shown in figure 4,4 and figure 

45 under the different defunnalton conditions. This infonnatlon is used to compute basIc mechanical 

stresses, IIlIIIltlly the axial, hoop, hydrostatic and "'p",oentahvc stresses according to equation 2.6. equation 

2, I I, equation 2,12 and equation 2. 13 """!"'dively. Figure 4.6 and figure 4.7 are plots of hoop strain 

against axial strain, which gIve slopes that an; ncccssruy for the computallou of the hydro<tatic and 

representahve stresses according 10 equation 2.12 and equallon 2. I 3 respox;tively. These stress quantities, 

whicl! fonn the OasIS for subsequent anal)sis, are pJoucd against the axial Slrain and arc sbo"n in figure 

4,X and figure 4,9 for pt".AI'ORu4 and in figure 4 10 for Pt."A1,.,(:r. 

= ,------, = 

z = 
" • • 
,~ 

0 
0 

Figure .J.J: 

, 
~ j 

?; = :_ 1«Xl'C 

'--1:i!OO' C 

,~ 

_ 0.,5/'5 

~ -- 1300' C = __ 1250' C I 
_ 0..115 

--o~ 

,~ 

0 J , , , • 0 , , 
d'$ptaccment (mm) displacement (mm) 

(a) til varying strain rtll~ (h ) at varying dofurmatiun temperature 

P/"" of I"ad against displacement fur each compression /e,<r condlic/pd for Pr~I"Ru" at 14()ffC 
""d varying strain mt~" , (a) and 0, l is and varymg ckforltUltion temperotllre,< (/J) 

= 
~ 

?; = 
~ = 
,~ 

0 
0 , 

d;splacelTl9nt (rrm) 

, 

-- 1~oo"C 11s 
__ 1~Co.1'" 

--13OO'C,D,1Io 

Plals of/oad "l'aim1 dI'sp"'a"",'" for ~aclr PtasA/,err, ¥cilTlO! C<Jmpre.~",d t" .• iK"ificant .,-rrain (i p. 
,;>0.3) at varyrng defonnation """dillulIS. 
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(a) til varying strain rate.' . ) al varying deformallOn temperalur~ .• 
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4.4 Friction 

4.4. 1 Inbomogennlu, <kformation 

Unavoidable friction at the loading fuce during uniaxial compression testing inhibits the free flow of metal 

directly beneath the platens, thereby furcing the comp"'<sion specimen to bulge outward into a barrel 

shape_ 1lIe result of this change In specimen geometry is an inhomogeneous accumulation ofrnetal and an 

inhomogeneous distribulion in grain morphology throughout the cros ... ..,ction of the matl.lrial as deplcted 

in figure 4.IL Metal flo" is heavily retarded in zone A, which known,", the dead zone, and the matenal 

remain" n:lalivcly nndefunncd with a microhardness of nearly that of the orisinal matenal. Tn L:()I)C D. the 
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materia! is /rec to flow oun.ard and accumnlate, to 3 certain extent. The mi~rohardncgs is S!i!;hl!Y higher 

than that of the original matcria! and oftllal in 70ne A. Metal shear cause, significant accumulation of 

materia! in mne rI, where the microhanincs> is signilkanUy highcr than lhat in zones A and [) The 

measured microhardncss is always highe.t in the centre of the spocimen in lonC (' whcre thc pileup of 

material is the most severe . 

• , 

zone A (41211V) 

"'icrohardm,.< oj'.,tarling 
muteriul - ·W7JW 

zone C l4S4fJV) 

zoneB (461H V) 

zone D (419HV) 

Fig"re 4.11: ri;;h! micrographs showing Ihe Yarialion in th" m;cro.<truc!urul pmjile ,,,!ee (he cmss-seclion oj a 
d-/"rmed .'p,,,,i"'en due ro rhe harrelling _If_c/· 
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4.4.2 Finite Element Modelling (FEM) 

(a) Introduction 

Upon Ih<; initIal inspec(lon of thc uniaxial stres, data and from the variable microstructural profile 

ol"ervoo across Ih<; spocimcn cross-section, It seems that the presencc of friction at the loading Interface 

between specimen and deformation ph.!t;n gi,'es rise to spcciIl!<;n barrelling and hencc an inhomog~ncous 

deformed microstructurc. This means that any attempt to relate the deformoo microstructure to ,ts 

corresponding flow data would require an appropriate adjustment ofthc flO'." data according to the 'pecif,c 

frictional cOIld,tiOil ""fl"ricncoo during the specific compression test. Su~h adjust:rn<;nts arc oft~n based on 

th~ usc of flow stress correction models (see sect'on 4 4.3) and require the input of a ,uitable coefficient of 

frictiOil. 

In addition, the deformed mIcrostructure is dependent on the magnitude of strain l1arrcll Lng results on an 

inhomogeneous strain d!st:nbution aero"" th<; specimen cross-scctiOil such that tIx: nominal stram input is 

not ~qual to the local strain where metallographic analysis of the <kformcd microstructure IS conductc;d. It 

is therefore """"ssmy to sol ve th~ local Slown val ues so that an appropriate level of mam can be correlated 

to the friction--c(){TeC(ed flow data and deformed mICrostructure. 

(b) De"'-Tiption 

Finitc Elemcnt Modelling (FEM) is a mathematical tool which IS widely m'ployed in soh'ing compln 

multi-,'ariablc physical problem' numerically. It was dccidoo upon to develop an FEM using the softv.are 

ABAQlJS"' 6.2 Standard in order to solvc both (he coellicicnt of friction and the local strain valucs for 

each compression test. The first stq. is the re-eonstruction of the starting solid cylindrical specimen 

structure in two dmlCmion" which IS represo.;ntcd as th~ r~ctangubr structure as sh(mn in figur~ 4.J2(a) 

The geomeoy is then d,ocretisoo in a sequence of fmite elements, by wluch each element is teprcscntati,'e 

of a dli;crctc portion of the actual continuous phyi!ical structur~. The fimt~ ekments arc jolOcd b)' a series 

of node, to form an endosoo mesh. ABAQUS'" 6.2 Standanlulllisc>; an implicit analysis, meauing thai a 

Ne"ton-Raphson iIlCr~men!al-it~Tatl'" melhod is used to output oolutions to non-linear problems. Unlike 

a linear problem where a solution can be provided by solvmg a slOgk system of equations, non-linear 

problcms require either incremental times or load ,;!eppmg. A convergence m Ih<; time/lo ... d Incr~'TIlCnt is 

obtained "ilhin each Iteration before procooding (0 a ..,b,.,quent iteration. Since the specimen is 

,}'mm~oic ... L it is onl)' nccessal)' to model one eighth of the structure, This IS less cumbersome than 

modelling the entire structure and also reduces the computational and simulation times substantially, 

Boundary condItions arc set '" all the bordern of th<; structure, The lower end ofthc structure is Ii~~d and 

tOO upper end is subje~ioo to a vanable ",\ocJty, whilst the outer bound.'U)' IS free to deform and expand 

laterally. The Upp~T boundary conditIO!\, "Illch is entered as a vanablc velocily, is based on the velocity 
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calculatcd from the displacemetlt-agaitlst-samplillg till'" plot. as a fuoctioll ofreducillg s)X:cimell height 

'The velocity data is then incorporated into the FEM via a short subrootine encoded in I'ORTRAN'" SO that 

as tM spocimen heigli IS reduced by an merement the FEM "",,urne, lhc value ofvclocily tha.l corresponds 

to the tleW spocimell height. 'Th~ loadillg lIIterface is also subjected to Tresca friction. which cau""s lateral 

nodal displace""'nt. ABAQUS" 6.2 Standard US"" the nodal rnspJacements ill its analysIS and computation 

01- the strain "ithm each discrete element, 'The fitlal in]Xlt parameter is the nncorrected now data, that is, 

the unia]nal stress am UlliaXial "train that is calculated from the raw load-<lisplacemcnt data, which is 

specific to each compression test nle FEM is viscoplastic, meaning that def[)fmation is plastic in nature. 

Althoogh the FEM docs require the input of YOl.mg's Modulus in [)fder to rutl, the e~act value has no 

bearing on the .imulated results. It" f[)f this reason that Young's Modulus w,," simply taken,," the room 

temperature YOUtlg's Modulus for pure platinUIll 

(,,) St>iution and output proaduu 

n", procedure for solving the coofficienl of friction rnvolve, the reiterative input of values lor the T reSCa 

coefficient of friction until the geolMlry of the simulated def[)fm~d .tru~-ture fits tha.t of the actual 

defo,-n,.,d sp"cimen The value, of the Trcsca coefficient 01- friction. the outer barrelled diameter of the 

delormed specimen actually m~asurod, th~ mter barrelled diameu.r of the 1k-f()fIMd structure simulated, 

the nOllllnal strain input and the localised strain is given in table 4.2 Although the FEM is lwo

dimel"ional m its constructIon. It is possible to output strain i tl three di""",,-,ions, 11Ie local strain values 

quoted are the slIIlUlaled slmlll values in the directiOtl of the comprcssiotl axis, which is cotlsistetlt with the 

metallographic analysis conducted in the plane of the deformed specimen sllCtlOned vcrtically along the 

compresSIon aXIS NQt~ that all simulated main outputs ar~ logarithmic slmin (LG) and no! plastic 

equivalent strnin values (PEEQ) as IS li"cquently reported itl similar work. that have been cOtlducted by 

other researchers such as Sheen"" and Buchanan"' [t seems more surtable to ootput LG mams from the 

FEM as the /low data lIIput is based on the true axial stram, which is logarithmic in nature. Output of 

PEEQ woold lmply that the input and ootput data are not physically consistent. The development of 

[oca[,sed strain within the simulated specimen during uni"-"<Jai compression 1.., depict~d in figure 4.12. Trn. 

FEM is capable 01- generating outpllts ol'locahsed strain value.., within each d,screte element at any giv~n 

l~vel of ncrninal strain, 'The formatIon of the barre[ shape and the lnerease in the outer diameter of the 

compr~"ion spccimetl ,,~th mcrem;ing nominal straitl is also illustrated In figure 4,12, Note that the 

simulatod eOlrtact diameter of the s'J'CCimcn docs ne( oorrclau: with the actual contact diameter "" well as 

tM SImulated out~r diamet~r does with the actual ooter diameK-r. The effecl of a pure frictJ<Jnless 

condition at the loading fuce is dcmonmaled in the simulations shown in figure 4.13, l1!c specimen is 

scm to deform homogeneously in perfect uniMia[ compression and the solid cylindrical shape of the 

sp"cimm is maintained at the end of the compression c)'de l1!c plots in figure 4.14 show the hooar 
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deJl"ndence of the localised strain development at the specimen centre on !he nominal strain under 

different deformations conditions. The similarity in lhe gradients of these plots at different deformation 

cond.tions indicates that the devclopment of 1ocaI1sed strain is independent of the deformation temperatun. 

and strain mlC. The plots in figure 4, 15 show the development oflocaliscd strain against lhe nominal stroin 

underdiffemlt conditions offiiction. Clearly, the friction coruhtion docs intluence the development of the 

localised strain at the specimen centre. 

TlJbfu4.1: Tahulalion of Ihe numerlrni OUlpliI from 1M FEAI for PI.,AI,rfiu, and Pt",,4Iul-.'r, C<!m"..~."""d at 
va/')'ing deformation temp!!rotuN' and ."rain rot"'. ,..helT: 

r th. Tre.<caC()i!ffici~ntoffrictwn 
d,. - outer b"",,,lIed diameter of the deformed "p"CI=n ocluollv '''''''Slired 
dft - owu b"",,,lIed diameler oflhe deformed.,true"',.., simulated hy 1M ,..I-J,{ 

d~ - Wn/oct <iiameln of the ""farmed !iJ>ecimen octua/Iy _o.""",d 
d" - conlacl di~ter aJthe &;formlNi "rvctu~ .";mu/ni"d by the Fill 
s naminal in!"'t .'fIrain 
lsi effecllw local .• lm;" at cent"" OJIM .'!IFudlilT slmuialeO by the FEA! 
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(<I) 0.28 

M fUll 
f/)IUI 

NIt~" i./2: FEM SiJ.",IUliml.< (I"" legmd indica/e. 1m: I~I OJ I<»:ar;thmic , .... ain) <! I'I . ...,AI,,,R~, <vmpr'lliwi gl 
1350"C '" 0. /1. '" l",rffiSi"g oomi"t>J strains. 
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(a) LG OI/tpul (hi I'I-,'FQ IJuipUi 

f,gllt'e 4.1.1: FEAl out!"'/'< showing fhe geom~l~v of the simula/oJ dFji""",d .<Im,.'''''' filr an mpul Tre.I'L'a 
coeffiCient "j""'" and a .'pf!dmcn hdXhl ,."rmcfjon 0/41)')' 
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Fig""" <1.14: Plo/.< of SlInulawd localislI!d /oK"rilhmlc ."",in "l("ln.1 nOfmnal lru~ .frain ",pur jor Pr,.,AI,rJi." _ 
shO>llinK the imJep,,,,d~,,,~ oj/hit! I{"-'aj,~d ""am "n Ih~ deformatION com/itions. 
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] 0.6 
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" "-----~ 

o 0,1 0.2 0.3 O,~ O.~ 0.6 

nominal strain input 

Figure 4.1:5: Plots of the sImulated localised ioganlhmic strain agai""t tile nominal true slram input for 
PI..,4.lujl.u, upset by a -1m, height reductIOn. TIle graph s/r,,,,'s Ihe '!foci oflhe magnitude of/he 
1"",.<ca eo<ffJ(;i<m oj jriClion 1m I"" m"K"itude 'if tho /ocaIJ"od strain deveio{JCd In the ""nl ... oj 'he 
simul"l~d slruclur< at the cf!mp/o/lOn 'ifth. dejorma'",n <yd~_ 

".".3 Flow .trc .. cor,..,ction due to friction 

lb<; now stress of a lmtal i~ !he most common and widdy us.;d material property that is ass=~d during 

the analysis ofmctal formmg opcratiotl.'l_ It is given by the truc a-xial stress, which is determined from the 

axial load (or Ih<; forc~ that acts parallel to the pnnciplc loading axis In unia...ta1 compr~ssion) and the 

c",",-sectionaJ area ov~r "Inch the load IS exert""_ The cmss-se~1iooal area is cakulated on the basis that 

the specimen deforms homogeneously durmg uniaxial compre..,ion, that is, the specimen retams ih 

cylindrical gcOlmtry throughout tlx loadmg ey~nt Friction howey~r, as prc"iously rru:ntlOned, cause~ th<; 

spoo::amen to barrel dunng deformation, mcanmg that loc cros~-~eCll(}nal area is no longer given by 

.quation 2.7. Furthermore, the COlll!nuous mcrrns<: in load wilh Slmlll sugg~sts corrlinuOlls work·hardening 

during the compression ewnt, "kn:as it is actually an artefdct of surhce mction. 'Iberefore, it is 

necessary to e1nc](iale th<; dfecls of frictIOn on the flow data as best as possible, in omer 10 as"""" th~ 

actual behaviour ofth. material dunng hot wrnking baood ()I\ soch data The flow str",. is corrected for 

fri~'liOll as .hown in figum 4 16 and figure 4.17 fur P4.sA1,cRll; and in figure 4.18 fur Pt,.,AlLOCr, according 

10 the model. d • .cnbed by Gle~bl." I, Gkleble'" II, the voo Mise. }ield em.rion and the Sicbel correction 

function, which are given by "'Iuation 2 15, ~quation 2.16, "'Iuation 2. I 7 and equatioo l.2U. 'lhe Trcsca 

coefficient!; of friction thaI are solvoo by the FEM ar~ used in the model. to adjust the flow stress 

applOpmldy according to the particular compression t~st The mcthod oftrealmg the problem of rrictlon 

during uniaxial compr=ion by adjusting flow stresses "ith the usc of friction models is consistent with 

that lR'P"'led by Parted., and Biinten'" 
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TIle output for the specimen ouler diam eter with strain for the various friction models is shown in figure 

4 19 and figure 4.20 for !'to.sAhoR ... and in figure 4.21 for Pto.AIIOCr •. lb.; curve. show thai the Gleeble'" 

I, GJeeble"' II, the von M~. yield criterion and Siebel corroctivc models do not predict the ,-alues for the 

imtial and final orner diameters of the compression specimen within close range of the actual diameter. 

measured However, the barn:Uing model (see "'Iuation 4 I) give. excellent correlation between the 

simulated and actualmitiaI and final outer diameters of the compression speC1men. Consequently, the 

entire flow curves are adju.md according to the corI«loo flow stress accordIng to the barrelling model as 

shown in figure 4,22 and figure 4,23 fur Pl.oA1,nRu. and in figure 4.24 for Pt..Al"Cr, 
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Equation 4.J: E:<prf)s~i(m jiJr ,"" bOJ7'l!lIing modd us"d 10 adju .• ' flow dala for Ih" eJ!tXlS affriction. M-here: 
fro iniliai heighl of wecim~n 
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Ftgure.f.19: Plots ,howing rhe variation of Ihe .peclIM-n ouler diameler wilh InJe Slr",n for 1'1"./J 1,,}l.u, as 
pr~d;cledfor h~~""ow;d",ormation (homo),. rh~ batnlling model (hM I}, 1M Gleebk'"' IjrlCli()n 
model, the Glu M. fl friction model, th~ von MI5es YI~/d c"le~jon and 111£ Siebel con'<'<:/I\'£ jun(;/IM 
aJ l41JiYC lllJdvary;nl' ~/FGin rate •. 
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Plou shOWing 1M varia/IOn of Ihe .<peei"",n nuter diar/ll!/.,,- "'ilh tnie strain for PI.,AI"IIII, as 
predicted for ~€1!<?a~s Ikjotml11ian (homo), 'he harrel/ing moatl (bar J). the Gleeb"'''' I frictiun 
model, the Gleehle II jricllon moJd, the von Mises Yield crilenon and the Siebel COI'I'eclive JUnction 
a/ 0.11< ond varying defonTll1lian lemp<ratur<!S. 
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Plols sh,,-..ing Ihe variation of III<! .'pec:imen outer diamei<, with " .... ,I',min jor PI""H,J'r" a.< 
pntlicled jur h<mtOgeffeuus dejurmaliOlt (hUI1l<JJ. Ihe barrelling model (bar I), lhe GleeM/ " lfric1i()n 
nKXl. 1, ,he Gleehle'" 11 PiCI;"" model, Ihe v<Jlt Mise.. yield crileriun and Ihe Sirbel wrreClive /uncliOtl 
al varyinl( de/urmal1<m c()(Jdlljun;' 
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rlgUN 4.22: l'1"w curve. jil, PI,.AIIIII.~. <to pred,cl~d for homogeneous deformation (homo) and 1M hl117elimg 
mvdei (bar I) Q/ 14()if'C and Mrymg strain raUs 
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model (ba, I) "I O_li~ an" varyin" ckjorma/ion ~mp"atul'f!,'_ 
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~,-------

__ """'" (14O']'C, 1 Is) 

_ b.r I (1<11ll"C, H' I 

homo (14O']'C, 0.11.) 

___ b.r I (1<11ll"C, O. lis) .-
homo (l3OYC, 0,110) 

....... _- ... 
___ bar I (l:nTC, 0.11&) 

,'-----
o 0.1 0.2 ,. " true strain 

Flo", curves for each PI",AllIj."r, specimen c(}mpre.~",d /0 ,,-jgmjiaJnt _,Irai", (i< p.>O.3) D." 
{In!dided fur honwgeneou£ de!ol7lfation (ho(llo) and I"" barrelling model (bar 1) at vaJ)"mg 
de/ormalion conditiONS. 

4.5 Flow slre!ls corl'fftion due 10 deformation beating 

o..>fonnation heating refers 10 the wort.. that is generated in the form of heat during the deformation of 

metanic man:rial<. During mechanical straining at rntermcdiatc Lo high strain mit;s (~ "- O.lIs), there is 

insufficient hmc available fort:he fulJ trnnsfurof defunnatlon heat away from the SPCClll1CD Consequently 

the temperature of the ,;pecimen ri= and in some instances, this It;mpcrnlurc increase can .ignificantly 

affect the flow behavIOur of tile material. Equation 1.27 is used to analytically detcmllnc the tcmpera!urc 

rise due to defOrmation treating (lin. Nol<; that during the analysis, the Imnperature rise due to 

dcfunn:IIJ.oD heating is I:Ikcn as admbatx; heating only, that lS, tIIc valuc of AT_ determined from 

cquation 2.27 i. birun as Lf/:"""'. 

The flow st:n:ss valucs fur each compression test arc filtered so as 10 reduce the as .. "",iated scatter. TI,e 

area under each flow curvc, which gives the value of IiDIi fur a sp..:ific !let of deformation conditions, is 

then cstunatcd llSing the mclhod uf Riemann summing This mcthod mvulves the construction of 

rectangular um!>; at =a11 increments of strnin as iJlustrnted in figure 4.25. The area of each rectangular 

uml can then easily be ca.lculated and the 5IlIII of tile calculated areas fur all the units plOvides an estimate 

of tile total area under the flow curve (IiDIi). -[be ''llllles ofEDE determined b,' this method arc tIIen used 

in conjunction with thc room tempcmture valnes of """cific heat (C;) and density (pi lOr pure platmum 

along "ith the apPlOpOate valucs fur yin the dck->tminatJon uf AT Thc change in AT with strain is shown 

m figurc 426 fur \he various delOrmation conditions. 
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0.002 0,000 O.OCI'! ().OCI'! 0.010 0.012 om. 0.0'6 0.018 0.020 om;> o.02~ 

tru ~ . Ir. in 

Fieu", 4.25: Magnified porlwn of a filt~red flow cMrve ililLltrating lire proadure ofRJemann summing lIratis ~sed 
for J.otermimng Ih~ area ~fI(ler Ihe flo", ClIrve, which is rtP'"'semativ, of the EDE The rtClangular 
c,,,,.trud.,. "'" used to apprm:imat~ Ih_ "",a Iln&.r IM}low curve wlIhm a .<elected slram increment. 

ro, ~,-------

" o 0.1 0.2 0.3 OA O.~ O.~ Q. l 

tru~ .tr&in 
(a) al varvmg slr<1", r<Jles 

0.00". 

__ 0..1111 

--"~ 
,~ 

" 0..1 0.2 0.3 0.. O.~ 

true strain 

(1)) al "'vying de/ormalion IOmperotures 

PI,,(> "jlhe rise in temperature duo 10. adiabatic h~almK """'''.1'/ !nil' ,I'train for Pi .... ·! I ,!II.u, 

II was ancmpted to reduce the scatter in the [n(a) veniUS lOoolf plocl by excluding the data of the 

rornpressKln test that W3li conducted at J250"C lbe a(ilabatie stress values (ie, the stre .. vatues that "'" 

not corrected fur deformation hcalrng effects) at 125(rC are too large, In relation to the adiabatic stress 

values at the other deformation temperatures, to include ill the In(a) v,-"sus 1{))()1f pJct. and would thus 

increase the scatter in such plots, TlJc curves shown in flgure 4.27 and flgure 4,2K illustrate the scatter 

associate with .ud plots with and without rncluding the data at J 250"C respecti, ely, The Impro, ement in 

the scatter is demonstrated in the shape of tile rurv"" shown in fignre 4.28 lbe isnthermal curves that are 

8i 
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constructed usmg the values of flow stress that were extrapolatoo from figure 4.28 are shown in figure 

4.29, 

:: I 
•. 6· 

•. , 
:3 .. 
5 " •. , 

•. , 
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L ..... ' (0 '5) 
lr-r (0.2) 
Lne..- 10.3) 
Lrl8ar (0 .• ) 
L.....-10.5) 

Hg"",4.17: Plots of In(o) aga",.,/ liT m diffirenl ,I'lrains JiJr 1'!.,.11,f11-~. ~."<I!d Iv d~l~rmlil<! !h~ val""." of 
i.<olhemlal .",..,,~, al diu;,rM! .,tra"'~. Ih i .• "lhermal .'"".'is js rlel~rmjned by extrapolating bock 10 
Ih~ ac!~al wmperature aJ the specifl!Rn when accounling jilr t~m""ratu", ri.,",.' dll~ to dcji".mmion 
healmg. The plots have been CO/1duc/ed III deji".mallOn t~peralure., {)J 1400"C. /350"C. /3(/(/"C 
and 125(/"(' 

" 
~ 6 , 

I .,51 
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, " I 
• " 

" 
." , 
. 1 
,~ 0= 000062 0 00J63 O,WJ6.4 

lIT VKl 

0' 
--- 0.15 

0' 
---0' 

--- 0.' 

---0' 

1Ioe ... (0.5) 

Lnear (0.-4) 

L<-(O,J) 

L.....,. (0.2) 

Lne.., (0 15) 

Lnear(O.l) 

F'I:"'" 4.111: 1'/"',1' of /n( 0) agamst III" at diJforMI .,trains ji)f" Pt,.,AI,Ji.II, 1I."<I!d 10 delermme the value., (if 
;sotbemlal .1"tJ"i',~I" at different .,Irain.~ The i.wJ/iK!rmal .,Ins. is ""krmined hy ntrapo/ating hack I" 
!he actual U!!mperal~re oJ!m, specimen ... hen aCc"Olintingji)f" lemp<!railin rise.' due '" de/ormalian 
healing. '1)", p/(J/s have been c"Onducred at deJormalioo temperatures of 14{)()"C, 135(f'C and 
1300"C. The dam at the defOrmation lemperalllre 0/ 125if'C has been omuted deliberately so {)s 10 
improve the strmghl/me fit aJthe CUrve.l" 
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Figun -1.29: Adiabatic (wilhou[ co"ecli(}n fiJr dejimnaJion healing "ifix/.<) and ;,wthcnna/ (wllh e<>rrectiun lor 
deformalloN h.atinR _lIe'('/.<) flow ""rve_' .<ho",;nR I"" effiCI ~r /"" dejormahon I~mperature on Ihe 
;wrhermai floW' behaviour <!f I'I""ll,rfiU4 Tn" noIaiion bar II re)'r.l' 10 the flo., Slnss rhat hIlS bun 
adjusted by ,hi' barn/lin!'. model. 

4.6 Zl'nl'r-Hollomon pliramH~r 

1lIc microstructure of the hot worked material is governed dyrn\mically by the deformation conditions. 

Microstructurnl evolutlOn IS dnven thermodynamically by the effe~tive strain and kinetically by the 

dcfurmation temperature and Slrain rate during the hot deformation process. The Zener-Hollomon 

parnm~>(LT (Z) IS often used to relate the observed hot worked behaviour of the matcnal in ICnns [)f th~ 

stratn rate and deformation temperature ,,'!th the flow stre .. experienced during deformatIon, Thc value of 

thc Z in contcxt of the testing technique currently employed is invaluable. The overshoot in strain that 

occurs at O.j/s and I ,2/s means that a dlrcct companson bet,,-cen the observcd microstruetur~" obtaitted at 

these strain rat~s eannot be conductcd simply on the basis of stram rate and temperature Instead, the 

difference in the effective stram and the influence of the effective strain on the Z and henee on the flo" 

stress also has to be taken into account. 

Whell the material beIng investigated is reasollably well characterised and the activatioll ellergy i. known 

at the spccifk deformation condItions being employed then Z is usually determined directly from equation 

2,2R by means of inserting the appropriate values of deformatlOIl temperature (T), stram rate (e) and 

activation en~rgy (Q) However. "hen the materIal IS kss ,,~Il characterised as is Ptw\ILoRu., tkon it is 

n=ssary to dctenlllne the activation energy for each set of deformation condlti[)ns investIgated. 

Accordittg to 7.hang t l at". Q is dependent on the parameters m and K (see eqnati[)n 2.29 and "'Ination 

2,30 respectively), "hieh are solved directly Hum th~ slopes of the pl[)(S of In(,,) versus In(O (see figure 

4.30 and figure 4.31) and In(,,) versus 1fT (sec figure 4,27 and figure 4.2g) respectively. 
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.,en.,ilivily (m) ul differom'lrains. m i$ dere,mmed directlyfrom tile slopn ojl"" JO"peelive curves. 
The plo!., h""" been <"""dueled ul true STrains above and below 0.1. 
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The riots hCNe been conducted at lrue strains only ab""e 0.1. The data allrue strams belo", 0. } has 
noJ been Included in the plots .<0 10 imrraw tile straight line fit oj the ",rve.< 
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In order for Q ftnd hence L to be ,olved for a specific deformatiOll test, it i, n=sary to det~rmine m and 

K at the end of delonnation, Ihat is, at the highest level of strain experienced d..-ing a particular test (see 

tahle 4_3)_ How~ver, overshoot at I_lis re,ult, in a nominal strain input of 0_69, which is a maximum level 

of strain and is not attained in any other test. Thi, mean, that the In{<J) versus In(O plot cannot be 

eondncted at a strain of 0.69 as there is only one data point available (ie. at 1.2Is). Similarly, overshoot m 

O.5ls leads to a r\()/l\inal strain input of 0_59, which is attained in only OIIe other test (ie_ at I .218)_ This 

implie, that the In(o) versus In(e) plot conducted at 0.59 strain would probably lead to an inaccurate 

det~rmination of m and thm Q and Z as there are onl} two ,ets of data points available at this lev~l of 

slrllin. the benetit of solving Z by the method employe<l by Zhang el at'" is that 7 can be determined at 

various lev~ls oEstrain soch that a constitutive equation can be derived 10 describe the variation of Z with 

strain at a p>lI1icular deformation temperature and strain. Thi, mean' that Z at the end of the defonnation 

cycles at 0_5/8 arid I _21s can be solved from the respeclive con,titutive equations by extrapolating to Slrains 

of O_S9 and 0.69 respectively. Alternatively, a trendlin~ that tales on the fonn of a straight-line function 

describes the variation of Q with ,train (o;e.e fig..-e 4.33) and can be used to extrapolate values of Q al 

strai"" of 0.59 and 0.69 lOr the t~,ts condncted m strain rotes of O.S/s and 1.21s respectively. It is 

imperative that the constitutive ""Inalions be used to describe all values of Z in order for the extrapolated 

vlllues to be comparative to the values detennined directly from the data obtained from th" In(o) v""us 

In(E) and In{ 0) veTSuS If[ plots. The pi(* of m and K ftgainst true strain that are nsed in order to ""I~e Q 

again't true strllin (see figure 4.33) .00 hence Z against true strain (sec figure 4.34) arc shown in figure 

4.32. The Z values of interes!, thm is, at the end of defonnation, have been snmmarised in table 4.3. Note 

that the constitutive eq nations take the form of a tllird order polynomial funetion and in most cases cannot 

oc used to accurately imerpolftte ~aJues ofZ belo'" true strain, ofO. I. 

,~ 

/ 
,.~ 

0355 

0.35 B~ 

0_345 , ,= , , , o34 i / " 11000 _ 
0.335 • ~ " 
,~ / ,= 

0.325 , ~ 
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iNe strain 
, 

" 
,., ,., ,. 

"' '" 
(oj '" aga;,,,, tr~e "train 

true stram 

OJ K againsllru~ .,lra", 

Figure 431: PIOIS or m aKai",t true strain (a) and K again"l tru~ "train (b) /ilr Pt,."Allr/lu, u"ed t() .,,,Iw the 
variation "r Q with Ir~" "Irai,,-
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Figure 4.J.I: 1-'/,,15 cljZ agarns/ rru~ strain for Pt.,,41,J?u. at different deformation condilioliS. 
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(L) wilk SlrGm. 
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4.7 Kock.~l\fffking plots 

'me Kocks-Mecking pkll show, the work hank-ning rale plotted agairul the corresp"nding fl"" su"", 

values. Example, of plots oftJus nature arc glYCll by I1gure 4,35 to figure 4.31 for frictionless flo" and by 

figure 4,3K to I1gure 4.30 for fictional flo". Thr.: relative critical ,Ire""" fur lhc initialion of dynamIc 

recrysmllisation (cr.) are given by tbe inflecllOll pouns in the curves., which arc marked by the arrow". 1bc 

~Titical ,train, fur thc initiation of dynamic rocrystallisalioo (,,) are OOtallled from tIK: corre'ponding 

critical st=,,,, in the flow curv"" (,"" figure 4,31 to figure 4,44), ",bich are also marked by arrows. 'l1'e 

rclevat\t results ftave been ,nmmansed in table 4.4, No value or" eould be determlnOO for pt."AI,,,Cr. at 

14()()OC (at 0.1'") doc 10 too large a scatter in the flow sl=s dato. and a value of &, fur Ptw'h:R14 al 

1250"C (at 0, lis) could not be delemllnoo 

,,/loy conditi()ns 0< (frictionl~ss) tc OriC/i()nle",,) <k. (fricti()nal) ~, (frio-Ilo",,!) 

, /-'1",AIJrfiu, r-;41'¥)OC OJJ6.'5 U 0.U5 " ,." 
, PI,.,AI,~u, 141J1Y'C, 0, h 87. 1 0,15 78.3 0.075 

, I-'f ""If Jrfiu, 14{/O"(~ OJ/x '" I 
0_15 m ,. ", 

, J'I,.,AIIJ/~. 14WC, ].:.'$ '" 0./5 169 0.14 

, Pr",41,rfiu. 135(/"('. UJ·'$ '" 0,12 '''' rUI 

, Pr",AI,rfiu. /.'lOOT, U.lix m 
" 

,.", 124 0.16 

, PI",All,jlu. 125(rC,0.lix 

, /-'!.,.AI"/~", UOO"C, Uf. '" 0./3 L nl "" 
, 1-'1".41 j~r. 1 H){)"C, O.l(, r----=-
w. PI",AI,,/_'r. I IJIIWC. 11.1/. m 0.17 '" 0.10 

Tob1e4,4-" Sllmmary vj Ihe cl"llical slresses (crJ and critical "trains r'J "hlmned from ,"" kocks-At,ding fAor, 
jo.- Ihe jnitiation oj Ifvnamk: l'i'c'Y"lalli.m!wn ji)r f'I,.,4I,J/u, and 1'I""4I,,f,'r. al diffire>l! deji)l'7na/ivrl 
condi!io"". R~.""/I., jiw ho!h jriclionG! and/rlclionless conditlOns ore ",.,s~nt~d 
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Reml" I: A""Il"i' ofLaborotory Flo ... Data 

= 1 , 

-. ~ • 
" "- • 

> 3OJ 1 • • , 
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• • 
E ~ • • 

'1· 
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! .00 • 
• .... , I 

.00 .~ .00 .00 ", .~ .00 .~ 

Jaw stress (MPa) 

Fig"'" 4.35: Kods-Meckjng plot for PI.,AIII/<.u, d,:/i".",ed al 1401f'C and I.P, for fricUoniess flow. The crlUcai 
.<I,~.\~' for d ... "",k "'CIY'tcJ/jsatiO/1 is >..;.,,,~ bv 1"- infl_eliOt! poinlthill is marked by the arrow at 
1711.lfp« 

= 
= • -. • 

" = "- • 
• = • , . ~ • 

• , 
• ~ .00 • < 

i .00 

00 

, 
• 00 1!i2 1(;4 H;6 158 160 162 1601 166 168 170 '12 17 • 

tow sllWS (MPa) 

Figlll't' 4..16: Kock.<.M~ding plot f()(' PI."Alu/<.~. deformed a/ J.lf)if'(.' and 1.2'" .Ii'" fi'iel,,,,,,,,- flow. 'I'h~ cr1/lCal 
sm,.I'.< fiw dynamic recrystallisaljOt! Is given by Ihe In.liecljO/1 point Ih'" ;.1' marked by Ih~ n"""w at 
I6YMp"-
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'.' 500 1 
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" • • '00 
;; • 

. ~ 300 • 

• • e • • = • , ···,t ! '00 

" ,~ ,~ ,~ ,~ ,~ ,~ ,~ '" 
!low stress (MPa) 

Fig .. ",4.37: Kocks_Mp<;/an)'. plo/jur Pr~hJl.u. defOrmed at U()ff(' and (Uhf'''' l";cli'K1Ie.~\' flo"" Tile critical 
_"re.',' jii" dynamic nJcryslailisatiO'l I"~ given hy lhe injledmn pomt ,hat is marked hy the arro .. nl 
15QMpa 

= .. ~ • 

• • 

" = • 
• • , ~ • 

-j.. ... 
• • • , ~ 

~ = • 
~= 

• • 
OJ 100 j •• .. 

, • 

" 
, • 

00 ~ '00 '00 "" m ,~ ,~ ,~ ,~ "" now stress (MPa) 

Figure 4 . .11'1: Koch_Afedung pl"l for ['rwll"fi"_ ikfilrm<!d aJ 1400"(' ""d IUA /",. fria;,,,,,,i flow, The cri/leal 
.<Ire.~\' Jill' dynamic r"crystallisation i_' given by Ine rnjleduin point thar is marked hy rhe armlt' at 
12j,lipa. 
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ro n H " " 00 ~ M 00 M 00 ~ M 

low stress (MPa) 

F<gUn 4.39: KtXks.H~dillg pia< jiJr PI.,;! iu/lu, tkfomwd at J4{)(J"C and 0. fA /or/ricri(}nics,I' .flo..... '{'he critical 
.IYe,,, fiX' Jjmamic recryslalli,m/i()n i,< Kiwn by {he injleClion point Ihal is marked hy [he arm", 01 
~7. 7Mpo 

'00 • • 
'00 • • .. ' , . 

' '!-• ,~ "- , 
• '00 
1" 

, 

• '00 • 

i 00 
, 
, 

, 00 , 
• , 
! ~ , 

, 
00 , 

, 
0 , 

00 " 00 " n n " ro .. ~ "' low stress (MPa) 

Fq:ure 4.40: Koct,,-A/edlinJ.', p/ol jill' PI,.A I,Ji.u, defOrmed 01 f 40(?C and (). rc< jor frictional flo,,_ Tino crilical 
"rre&< jiJr dynamic recty,Jlolli.ation i,' given by {he Injlrcl",n p()im Ihal j" marked by!he orr"", a/ 
7~311[X1_ 

'14 
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FigliTe 4.41: No .. C~TV~,' for frIctionless conditions for PI."AI",lIIl, deformed at varying strain rates shOl"mg th~ 
criliclll strain_' fi". dynamic rl!crvslallisarl"" thor are marked by the arro .. 's. 

=1 •• 
• 00 I . , 

~ 120 J 
• __ 0.51 • 
., 100 _ 

~ • 
__ 0.11s 

• 1/. __ 0._ 

.w------
o ~-~------

o 0.3 0-4 0.5 O.~ 0.1 

true $tr~ln 

Figu,.., 4.42: Noll' curves ji" frictional conditions for PI.,.~I,oRli. de}Ortru!d 01 varying .• Ira;a rates shOl"mg the 
cri/lcal SWains for dp,amjc ncrysl<lllisalion rhol are mcukeJ by rhe arrow .• 
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true strain 

d=·' 
__ l3CXl' C 

__ l350' C , 

--,~ 

1"'1:"'" 4.43: Flaw CUrI'«S for frictionless condr/ians for PI,.,A/,,fill, tkformed at varyin)< lem~ralu,If.' .,/r""·lffg lire 
enU=' .>tramS for dvnnmic ri'C!J~afljsarion thai O/'I! marked by tM arrow~_ 

=--

" ~ ~ 1:o!J / 

.. 100 -

~ ~ _ I" 
··I.o1OO'C : 

, ~--- .-
0.' 0.. 0.5 

true strain 

rwu,,, 4..l/: Flaw curv~y for fric';""al """dili,m.' for PI .. 41"Jlu, <kjamU!d at varying I~m~raru/'f!s shiNing the 
critlcal .,/rmn .• far dynamic rl!C') ,.ftaJli •• ",;an ,hal ,,~ markzd by the orrmrx. 
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,~ __ 1<1OJ"C, 0.11. 
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o 0.' , .• 0.' 

true strain 

f"tgllu4..J5: Flow CUT"',' 1Ql' fricliol1ie •. , conditions for ~lJCh PI~IJI/._'r •. ,~d""'n compre .. ",d 10 sigmficant 
stroins (6 ) 0.3) ,rformed at ~ng lkfonnalion comiilions sh(JH'ln" Ih~ crilical .>train.,jor tivnamic 
recrysla/lisotjon thai are markd by the ""o",,S. 

1-400· C, H. 

__ , .j()J"C, O.' Is 

__ 1DJ"CO.l,. 

, , 0.' " 
true strain 

Figlln 4 . .#5: FI"", CUN£i jar [ricliooai romifio1l$ £lJCh Pt.vll,,/.'r, specimen compre.<Sed to signrjicant simms 
(s>113) deformed at varytng defonnolion rond,ua,,-, .• how;og Ihe cnlical _'trains JOT dyn(llflic 
recryslalliSt1lion that are I>1i1YIa?d I1y the arrow.'_ 
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&sulu I: AnalwE. ofLaborotory Flo.,. fJaW 

4.8 Summary of flow data analysis 

L The calcubjon of the stram ralc as a mean nominal strain rate acconhog to the method descri~d is 

beneficial io that the wain rate at the high temperatu,", proof strength and at the end of the deformation 

cycle can ~ differenti~d during non-constant strain rate compression testing. 

2. The contmuoos increase in the measured load with stram and the mhomogeneous distribution in the 

;:nun morphology across the verticalsectioo of the barrelled specimen suggest that friction at the loading 

fuce docs influence the flow beha~iour of the material "hen compressed to significant strains 

3. The FEM srows that friction canses the compression specimen to barrel during deformation such that 

the localised strain at the centre of the specimen is sigruficantly greater than the oommal strain inpnt. 

4. The FEM predIcts the outer diameter of the compression specimen ",th good accnracy and the 

contact diameter" ith less accuratel), 

3, lbc FEM suggests that it is the frictioo DOndition and hence the ,urface finish of the compression 

specimen that determines the e~tent of barrelling and hence the extent of straio and microstructural 

inhomogeneities within the material during compression testing using tantalum lubrication. 

6. The von Mises yield cnterion and the Siebel corrective function do not predIct the mitia] and linal 

OIlter diameters, whilst the barrdling modd gives good correlatIon between the a<:tual and predicted onter 

diameters of the compression spocimen. 

7 lnsnfficient infurmauon With regards to the material density at the temperatures of defonnatioo and 

the effucts of strain on the adJ3batie cIITCClioo factor leads to inac~'Uracy dnring the cxtrarolation of 

Isothermal stress "alues and COIlsequeniJy_ no useful deductions may be inferroo about the affects of 

deformation hmting of the true flo" behaviour of pt",,1I11ORu.. 

8, The Zener-Holloman parameter has OOen determined for all the deformation conditions investigated 

for Pt",AllORu, as a functIon of main according to the method dcscn~d by Zhang EI al" 

9. lbc Koch-Mecking plots show that the criucal strain (for mctaI flow adjusted for frictional ell'e>cts) 

fur Pt,.Al",Ru, increases with increasing strain rate and decreasing deformation temperature. nle flow data 

uocd in the plot", have beeo filtered to reduce the seancr associated" ith the work hardening rates obtained 

during n()n-coostant strain rate compression testing and therefore the critical stram strains for d}l1amic 

rccryStallisatJoll should be viewed with caution, Nonetheless, it is poSSIble to conclude that the preseoce of 

inflection points m the Kocls-Mecking plotli at least suggest the occurrence of dynamic rcc~stallisation. 
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CHAPTERS 

RESULrs II 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

5.1 Starting state 

1bc mIcrographs m figure 5 I(a), figure 5_2(a) and figure 5,3(a) illustrate the as-cast, inhomogeneous 

miC!l.l«tructures of Pt,oA1JORu., Pt" AlJOCr. and Pt.,AIL4Cr,Ru3 resp<>cti~'ely Figure 5_ I (b), figure 5 _2(b) 

and figure 5,3(b), which represem regions within the micrographs in figure 5, I(a), figure 5.2(a) and figure 

5.3(a) respectively at higher magnification, show that the alloys comprise oftwophascs In the as-c",,1 ,rate. 

namely phase A and phase B. The elemental C(\mposition of the two phases were identified by EDS 

analysis, which showed that for PtI6AI" Ru. phase A is ~nriched in aluminium and depleted in ruthenium. 

whilst phase B is rich in ruthenium and deficient m aluminium; for Pt.,Al"Cr. phase A is rich in 

aluminium and depleted in chromium, whilst phase B is rich in chrom'um and depleted in a1um'nium; and 

for I't."AI ,4C., Ru, phase A is enriched with aluminium and chromium and deficient m ruthenium, whilst 

phase B is enriched "uh ruthenium and deficient malummium and chronulIm_ 

FIC"'" J,l: 

f 
I , ., J 

--:-/"'-/ / 
i. 

{,; 1 

(aJ /""-magnification (h) high magnificallOn 

Light micrographs si1awIIIg Ih~ cast microsl",,'JUr<! of Pt.uJi"fiu4 h<!fiW<! 'h~ /wmoi.",m.<ation 
iNamwnl at 1300"(,'for 96 hours_ 
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Figure 5.3: 

(a! low magmjic{)iIOll (bj high magnijiciJ/um 

f.ighl micrographs sh"'''ing Ihe CIISI microS/I1lClllre of PI."AI,,{."r, before the iwmogenisa'ion 
Ina'"",nt al ! 3OO"C JiJr 96 hours. 

(ai low magnijiciJ/ion (b) high magnificallOll 

Lighl micragraphs showmg tho cast microS/rUClllre of i'1."AI,';::r;lu, befon! ,h~ homogemsatlOn 
Ir~Qlm"nl at l3()()"C/i!r % holUs. 

Aftcr thc homogcnisat.on heat treatmcnt at 13()()"C lOr 96 hours. I't.tAILl,R .... is devoid of an)· dcndritlC 

features sccn in the casl state (see figure S.4(a) and figure 5.4(b», The use of x-ray mapp.ng (see figure 

5,7) shows an even d.stribution in the coocentration nf the platillllm, aluminium and ruthenium conTents 

and thus indicates that Pt.oAlLURu. i, .mgle"phased in the homogenIse<! condition, The single phase is 

bclie,ed to be a plallOum solid solution which had been frOlen in from the homog~"!lisatioo temperature 

durulg quenching, 

10U 
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The micrograph in figure 5.5(a) shows the homoge~d mlcroslructure and the shape and sizc of the 

grains of P1o.AI",cr, after ~ homogenlsation treatment The microstmcture has none of the dentritic 

,Iructures c~ldcnt in the cast slate CIo .... .,. mspcction at highcr magnif1cation (see figure 55(b» shows that 

the homogeni=:l struc1me is two-phased, compri~ing of a fine dispersion of small block-like p=ipllaI:C 

structurcs (phase B) In a matrix phase (Phase A). TI!c elemental colICentnrtion of pha.<;es A and B were 

analysed u.n.g x-ray mapping (sec figure 5,8), which showed that the precipitate structures (phase B) arc 

rich in alnminium and depleWd in chrominm, when:as the matrix (phase A) is rich in chromium and 

depleted in alummium. Consequently, phase A was provisionally Identified as r and phase Basi, 

lhc homogel1lsed microstmc\me ofPt...,AI,.Cr,Ru, after homogenisation at 1300°C for 9b hours is shown 

in the microgrnphs in figure 5.6{a) and figure S.6{b). 'The two-phascd microstructure is retained aner the 

heat treatment and is charncll.:riscd by a net-like second phase structure. X-my mapping was employed in 

order to analyse thc distribution in the elemenlal conccntmtions of phases A and B (see figure 5,9), wmch 

showed thal ~ precipitate structures (phase B) "'" rich ill alummium and depleted in TUtheuium and 

chromium _ whereas the matrix (phase A) is cnriched with ruthenium and chromium and deficient in 

alumimum Consequently phase A was provisionally idcntilled as r and phase Bas y. 

Fig",e 5.4: 

taj /"", magnifica/ion 

r,i;:ht miCfVj,'1'aphs ;h""'ing the homogmi ... d miCTQ.,rrucIUT<! of Pr..,Ai,.Ru; qfler lhe heal trrotmmt at 
1300"Cfor 96 hOllrs, 

1111 
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FillUU 5.6: 

(a) /"", magnifica/ion (b) high magnificaUQf1 

Ughl mier''1:raph.I' .,ho'Winj.! the hf!""'I,'t!nrscd mieroslrudufY 'if i'1,..1iur,., alk,. Ih~ hml Ir<!a/men/ at 
13rxrl'for 96 hours 

(hi high magnificmiun 

Ughl irlicrographs showing Ihe holtl{)genised miCIVSInlClJlre of Pr".AluCrj/u, after me hem 
Tremmenr al 13()if'Cfor 96 ho~rs. 

1112 
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Figure 5.7: 

Result> II: £xper, .. .,mal ~,"It> 

(b) pltJllnum (e) alumi~ium (d) rulhenlum 

X.rlJ)' map> <f PI,.AI,,,Ru, In Ihe homogenised SlaU, slwwing Ihe disl1'i1J1l1ion in the eoncmtrlllion of 
dement... (JCr'><" Ihe mapped region The x-ray mops tire ;~ bI1ct-SClll/ered e/e"tron deliXtion (BSED) 
made, whilst Ihe aCh<a/ Image is in Ihe se{'ondn/y electron d.lem01l (SED) mode. Ali image., are if 
Ihe .",m" mag,,"ude. 

(a) S£},I_SED Image of the mllf'ped rl!?ion 
(e) rotICentrtJIioo dislribulion <f lIIuminium 

concentrtJIio1l di"lrihuJion of pI<1linum 
conCO!nl1'a/ion di"l1'ihuJi01l of ",Ihe"ium 

X-rlJ)' map.' of PI,.Ai,,,cr, In lhe homoge~ised slate, showing lhe distribulion in Ihe concentration of 
eleme,,~, (Jcr,'" Ihe mapped region. Blue indictJIes an area enriched In {'(mce/llration of a parlicular 
element, whitsl green indicate, an area depleled in COlSCenl/'alion of that e/elffent. The x-rlJ)' map' 
are i~ bact-sctJIlered e/ectr01l dl!lection (BSED) mode. ""hil"t the =,"111 image i, in ,he uCOffdary 
deClron deNcrW1I (SED) mode. All im(Jge" aTe oflhe .• ame mag"it~de. 

(a) SEM-SED imGKe of ,he mapped regio~ (b) c,mcentrtJIion di"trim.tI()~ of plalinum 
M concentration di"trim,tlM 'If {J/uminium (d) cOl1CmtrtJIion dislrlm,tiot! of chromium 
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(a) ;"'<Iii" (b) pialimun (c) ru,henium 

Figur~ 5. 9: 

(d) "Iuminium Ie) chromium 

X-,«I' map.' of P'.,Ai,,cr~uJ in 'he lIomogenised ."al~ ..• hawi">: 'he di .• lribulion in lhe IXmCeniralUJII 
of el~m""ls ucro.<S lire mopped region. Blue intiicale.' an area _icW '" concenJratioll of a 
partic"/IJT element, whilst"reen intiicate .• 1m l1T<!a depleled '-11 cotICf'nlraliOll af lhal eJemelll. The x
rlJ)' map.. are III b<>d<-scartered electron ,k"'clion (BSED) 11W<k, ... hll., ,ire ocruaJ image I. in the 
.wcondary eleclran deteclion (SED) mode. All image:. <lrf' of lire .ame magnitude. 

M SEM-SED Image (b) concentration dislributian of platinum 
(c) cancetJlration di.,tribulion of rulhen;um (<Q concentrOlion diSfTiINtion of aI"minium 
M concenlration dislribulion of chromium 
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5.2 StJ"C§5-strllin and load-displacement dahl 

'I he load-displacement data gathered during the series of compression tests were converted to true streos

true strain dam and plotted in figure 5.1 U and figure 5.11 for I't!l6AIIORu, and in figu", 5.12 and figure 5.13 

for Pt..,AllOCr,. Since PI,.,At,.Cr,Ru, could not be delOrmed to 'ignifICant strains without cracking, it was 

not found necessary to present the true ,1ress-true strain data OIl this alloy as the true stress-true strain 

curves were not needed for an analysis. The",fore only the load--di5plac~ment curves for Pt.vAI14Cr,Ru, 

are preoonted (see figure 5, 14 and tigure 5.1 5). 

rhe true/flow stress data obtained for the compression testing of ?t..AI!(IRu; were adjusted fur surface 

friction at the loading lac., according to the barrelling modeL These flow curves, corroooo for friction. are 

shown in figure 5.10 for Pt..oAI,oRu; defonned al varying strain rntes and in figure 5.11 for I't~IIORuj 

defunncd at varying defonnation temperatures. With the exception of Pt,."AllORu; delonned at I 250"C at 

O. l/s, the flow sire" increases until a peal< is reachcd, after which it gradually decreases until the end of 

the defonnation cycle. For Pt""AllORu, deformed at 1400"C at 0.5/5, the flow stre .. inc",_= until a peak 

is attained, then gradually decreases until a steady state in the flow stress in reached. This steady state 

"'presents a transient .tate during which the flow stress remains invariant with increasing true strain. Fur 

Pt..-,AILORu, compr<>Sl!Cd at 1250"C at 0.1 Is. the flow stress inc"'H.<;es and then reaches a pseudo-peak where 

the flow stress shows a slight inflocti"" point, at which point the now stress decr""ses slightly followed by 

• gradual increa"" until the end ot the defonnation cycle. 

The true/flow stress obtained fur l't.,AllOCr, compressed at 1400"C at buth O.lIs and I, l/s and at 1300"C at 

O.I/s were adjusted for surface friction according to the barrelling modeL The"" friction_corrected Ilow 

curves are ShoWTl in figure 5.13 for 1't.,AIIOCr,. Note that under the,e defOJ1Tlation conditions, the flow 

,'tresses increase until peaks are reached, after which they gradually dec",ase until the end of the 

dcfonnation event. The ~-stress is particularl~ pronounced for Pt"AI"Cr, compressed at 1400"C at 

1.1/,_ At llOO"C (at O.I/s), the flow stress continues to inc",ase throughout the compression cycle, 

displaying two inflection points (see figure 5.12). At 12UO"C (at O.lIs) and at 130U"C (at 1.1/.), the flow 

sires ..... inc"'H.<;e throughout th" ",latively short deformation cycles (see fLgllre 5. 12). 

The load-displacement curves tOr Pt"Al,;Cr,Ru, (sce tigure 5.14 and figure 5.15) show that this alloy 

could not be dcfonned 10 significl\1lt strains without cracl<ing. Tbc sudden l1uctuations observed in the 

load data indicate the occurrenc.e of cracl<ing within the specimen. Note that the di,placement never 

exceeds 900 microns as tbe desired displacement had to limited during testing in caoo the load was to reach 

values much gr""ter than 5000N (that is, the upper limit of the load cell), th"",by possibly intlicting 

damage to the load celL 
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- l300"C, U is 
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5.3 The deformed state 

5.3.1 Ptw\I" Ru. 

Light mlemgnlphs were taken of Pto.Al,oRu4 alter hot compression testIng to show the deformed 

microstructures. The mierogmphs .ho"11 in figure 5.16 were taken aI the centre of the compressed 

,;pcclmeM. which correspond to the effective Jocalised strain values that were determined by the FEM 

analysis. All the micrograph. at lower magnificatiOll (~OO figure 5.16), "'th the exception of 1400°C at 

051~ and L2h, show that duplex m1Crostructures arc obtained for Pt.,;Al,oRu4, These duplex 

microotructurcs compnse of large, dcfonned gmms with highly irregular gram boundaries elongated in the 

direction appm><imatcly normal to the principal compresSIon axiS. 'The larger grains arc Ie~s well defim d 

at 1400°C at 051s and 1.2Is. All the micrographs at higher magnification (sec figure 5.11) have been taken 

locally in the vicinity of the grain boundaries of the larger grams mown in the highlighted regions in figure 

5, J 6 and show the smaller rccrystallised grains at higher magnificatiOll. 

(e) 1400"C, 1I,j/" (d) 1411if'c. 1.1!s 
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(0) 1350"C, 0,1-(, (jJ I3(1O"C, (I_H 

(gi 115(f'C. 0,1", 

Figllu 5.16: Lighl micrographs :Jmwing deformed micro"fnlcture,' of I'I,.;1J ,J(u, under different deformMion 
<xltldilioo,'. The m;aogmphs were laken at the centre of 1M "'''''pressed specimens which 
correspond to the ejj~cliw Iocahsod Slrai" value$ thai were tkl~mlinro hy Iho l'l'J.f lIf1aiysis, 

(ai UOif'C.0.06/$ (b) 14WC. 0. 1/.1' 

Ill' 
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(d) UW'C 1.21; 

(e) 135(FC, O_I '~ (j) 13IXi"C, llli' 

(g! 1250"C OJ(, 

l"«<I,." 5.17: l~ght micrographs :JWWUfg th~ dEfi>rmM mic""tnl{:/ur~.' o/Pt".,AI"l/u. undEr different dEformation 
mmJjlio"s. 1he m,,:mgraph., .. cr~ laIa", wilhin Ih~ "'gi~_' highlighted in figure 5.16 M higher 
magnification. 

'" 
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Table 5, I is a tabulation of the Zener-Hollomon parameters (Z) for Pt.nAlIORu. and the corresponding 

rankings in the size, of the recrystaHlsed grains (RX--OS) and micmhanlncss me",mrcmcnls It;'; 

important to realise that th~ ta.k of detcrnrining the me of rccrystaJhsed grainJl by means of physical 

measurmneni is daunting, du e to the elongated and irregular geomw-y of the.;e gnu,lIS. Instead. it IS easier 

to ,imply identify or rank the comparative gram mcs with respect to the deformatiOfl conditions by visual 

inspection Tlus method suffice, to.. a qualitative .tudy of this nature, The tabulation III tahle 5 I indicate.; 

that the RX-GS increase. ,,,th decreasing values of Z, Cooversely, the microhardne .. numoor decreases 

\\~th decreasmg values or Z, Therefore. the size of the rc<:rystaUised grains decreases with increasing 

detormaUon tmnperature and decreasing strain rate (mdicatoo hy increasmg values of Zener-Hollomon 

parameter), which gives rise to Iargcr "a1ucs in the measured microhardness 

lest Z «r) RX-GSNnHng micmhardne .. (HV) 

I JIJlPC, I. 2"" IJjxld' 6121]j 

14()()"(.', O.51~ 3,7xfO' 

I2J()"C (), l i s 3,~x/(1' .< 

/3(}(}"C. ().H !JX /(1' 551145 

/J5(?C, {I. Ii., 8.2xlrl 515·43 

14(J{f'C o. f'~ J.lxlrf 524=57 

14 (}Irc. () a6-'s Llx HI , 496,49 

'[ubI;, 5.1, Tabulation "I' 'hie YI,cry.,lal/ised wuin "jze (Rl(--GS) ra~kmK from ,m, .""al/e,,1 JlX·GS I" lurgesl la
GS under di]pYI,n' derurmalion cu"dilions for PI",4/"ll.u~ ,'he JlX _G~ india,. ind,cal~ Ihe ",,,IU"g 
or Ih~ RX_CS from fi"est to coarsest in a,'1C"ndi,,¥ order. The cv"""porKlmg microhurdne ... values, 
..-hich na"" b""" tah>n wilhin Ih~ "'Kiun of "",Iullographtc inle"'SI, are 0/,<0 /i,'I~d for th~ (aJJirent 
deformation condili'm,~ 

5.3.2 1't • .AilOCr. 

Light micrographs "me takcn of Ptt.Al lOCr4 atter compression testing to show the dcfonned 

microstructures, The micrographs sho\\TI in ftgure 5, \8(a), figure 5. 18(b) and figure 5 i8(c) were taken at 

thc centre of the compressed specimens that were deformed at 140()DC (at O.l/s), 14()U"C (at UI.) and 

13000C (al 0 lis) respectively and correspond to the effectivc localised Slrain value, that were detennined 

by the FEM analy,is. Under these deformation conditions. the microstructures obtained comprise of grains 

havmg irregular ,hapcd grain boundaries. Figure 5 18(g), which" a micrograph at ,lightly higher 
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magmficatioo of lh<; microstructUl\; shown in figun: 5, J8(c), m.:m'~ a large ddortn<;d grain, elongated in 

the direction normal to the applIed wmpressive load, with highly irregular grain boundaries (see region AJ 

and smal~r gmi", also with irn:gular, wave-like grain boundaries (sec region BJ. 

(1)) 14fJif'C. /,/!~ 

(d) 13()(f'C, U is 

(~) /200"C, (Uls (f) llOODC,O,]/s 
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(IV 130fPr,IIIh (h) 1200"(',01,.< 

FIg"'" 5.11: Light micrographs shvwillf( lhe deformed microslnlctllres 0/ Pt,.,AI,'!-'r. deformed under differelll 
c()lIdi1iO/l.~ 

The mIcrographs shown in fIgure 5.1 S(d), fIgure 5.1 S(e) and figure 5.1 S(f) were taken as close as possible 

to the celUC of the buckled compressJOn specimen, 11K: microstructure obtained for Ptw\lIOCr. after 

deformation at 1300°C at L1ls (sec figure S.18(d» .hows relatively large deformed gmins, elongated in 

the direction roughly normal to the primary oornpression axis, In contrast, the microstructure obtallled 

after deformation at I 100°C at O.lIs (see figure 5.IS(f» .!!""'s relatively large undeformed grains, A 

duplex microstructure is obtained for Ptu.Al",('r. after deformation at 12000C at 0, lis (sec figure .5, 18(e», 

compnsong of large graUlS, some of which contain a sc<:oru phase (s~'C region A) and some of which are 

devoid from this second phafll' (s~e region IJ) '/be 'CCond phase is shown in lIgure 5.l8(h) at slightly 

higher magnifICation. X-ray mapping (see figure 5,19) 'was performed withon this magnified region in 

order to m,estigate the elemental distrihu!1on of the {wo-phase microstructure obtained at 1200°(, at 0 1/ •. 

The analysis revealed that the pn,'CiPltatc phase is rich in aluminium and slightly depIcted in chrominm 

(sec figure 5, 19(b), whilst the matrix phase is slightly ~--nrichcd on chrominm and depleted in aluminium 

(sec ligure .5.19(c», l1Ic distnbution in the eOJlC<,"lllIation ofplaunum is uniform across both phases (see 

figure S.I9(d». Consequently, the precipitate phase was provisionally idel1lified as y' and the matri~ as y. 

Similarly, x-my mapping was also employ~--d to analyse the apparently singJc-phafll' naLure of region B (see 

ligure 5,18(e», The x-ray maps showed a homogeneous dJstribullon in the concentrations of platinum, 

aluminium and chromIum within region illn figure 5.18(e). NOlC that 0!h~'I than at 1200"C, f'l."AJ'OCr4 

remamed single-phased after compfC:'lSIon testing, n-.e single-phase nature was oonfinlloo by x-ray 

mappIng 
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(a) Imagte 

(h) plaliltUlll (e) alummium (d) chm"""", 

Fig"n 5.19: X_my maps <If PI.,AIIj:r. after defomlation al f lOO"C al OJ/s. showing lhe distribulion in Iho 
«mccnl,ufion of demenl., acrms Ihe mapped region BI~e Indicales un Meu Olli"iched in 
ooncenlrallon of a particular demenr. whilst green illtiicafes an area depleted in CONCentration of 
lhol de_nt. The x-ray map.< are in back-scattered elc-ctron detection (BSED) mode. ~'hilsl Ihe 
aclual Image i.' in lite ._."OMary eleetro.. delee/ion (SE/J) mode. 1111 image.< 0'"" '11;" .""'''' 
magniNide. 

((1) SMf_SE/J image ,111", mapped I"Cl(i<HI (b) ctmc~ntra/ion di.I'lrihulllm o/,plalinum 
(e) C()~","ntratil'" &,/rihuliun '1 aluminium (d) ctmc~ntralion di.,lrihUlilm u/'ehromlum 

5.3.3 Pt .. AI .. Cr,Ru.. 

1bc micrographs in figure .~,20 show the deformed microstructures of I'tooAI ,4Cr,Ru, under different 

dcfinnation conditions. All spoximcn~ buckled dunng compression and thcJcforc the micrograph, wCrC 

taken as close to !he centre of the buckled spcelnx:ns as posSIble. The first fi:a[urc of notc is !he presence 

of a second phase after deformation. X-ray mapptng (sec figure 5.21) was employed in order [0 determine 

"hether the second phase "'-as 1 "Ibe analysis revealed that the second phase i~ rich in alumInium and 

slightly depleted in ruthenium (see figurc 5.21(c). "hil.t the matrix phase is slightly enriched In ruthenium 

and depIcted In aluminium (sec figurc 5.21(d)). The d15lnbuliou in thc concentratiou of chromium (see 

figure 5.21(e» and platiuum (sec figure 5.2I(b» is uniform across both phases. Consequently, second 

phase mIS provislOIlally identifioo as l' and the matrix as y. TIle presence of t is observed undcr all !he 

deformation cortditious explored, even at temperatures '"' high as l4()()"C, The l' precIpitates were initially 

cxpectcd [0 coarscn significantly and perhaps evcn dlSsolvc at deformation temperatures exceeding the 

I I, 
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homo.JCCn'~1hon tcmp"'ol\l1<l bUI this os rouI obsc ... cd (-'C( lig..rc ~_lO(a» Aft ... o;Icfwm:Il,oo al ] 4OO"C. tho: 

materia] lS mlaClallhc cCI_re of I"" "flec lIOCn (,..;c figun: 5_20) hut cracl .:d to"ord. the ~urf:J,,", ~nd edg~ 

n;!p""s (sC\: fIgure 5 20) The cra<:k ing could ho due to tile hIgh hoop Slr~'!l~U thai ac<:umulatc in thi ' 

','glon ofTl>e specImen due I<J se , erc met~l sheaL 
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Resu!" Jl: E<p<rlment<J! ReSH!u 

!Ki !2111.f'C, 

Figllu 5.10: Lighl m,crOK'"ap/!s mowing Ihe tkj()rm~d ""erosinx:lun:, or PI.,;JI,,tr,;/u, 01 d'ifen:nI dejormllfion 
C<Jnd'lions. 

IP 
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Re"u'" II: &peri""'"'UI Rill"I" 

(aj image 

(bj platinum M roth""ium 

(d) aluminium M chromium 

Figure 5.21: X-my maps oj rt,.,AI,j:r JRu, after dejCKmalion at 14()(J"C. ,howing the d;"lribulion in Ihe 
<"Oncenirulion oj demems <>crillS Ihe mapped region, Blue indic<1leS <1n arM enriched m 
<"OtICrnlmtion oj a particular el<m!ent, "'hi"1 ween indicates an area deplded in <"On<-'<!mmlion of 
lhal elemem, The ,,-ray map" a," i" bad:"c,ut"rro eie,'tro" delee/ion (BSt.'Dj mode, whilst Ihe 
actual imaKe ;,' i" th" "oc{mdary eledmn dd,,,,linn (SED) modo. All imaKe" a," oflhe .'arne 
maKnitu<io. 

(u) .~·EM·SED Im!lge (b) <"neemration diSlrihwion utpiuU""m 
(c) coneMlration diJlribution o{'rUlhenNlm (d) concemralion d;"lribulion of alumimum 
(eJ concemration di'lribu/io" n{'chmmium 

After deformation at lJOO°C (at IO"/s) (sec figure 5.20(e)), the t precipitates appe1lr (comparatively) 

undeformed, which i. prohably due to the small amount nf input .lr:1in (refer t[) f'gu", S. tS for the small 

input di.placemelll which i. indicative [)fthe small input strain), Cracking i. ohserved mainty between the 

precipitales in r, "hieh is un,"peeled due to the more ductile nalure of the matrix. II could be that the 

ultimate tell.ile strength of the matrix is 'ignificantly lower than the yield .trength ofthe preeipitale phaoc. 

which mean. that the matrix crack< , .. it take. up the load beyond the ultimate tcll,ile :>/rcngth "hilst 

deformation in tlte precipitates is still in the ela.l;" regime Closer examination at IDI,ch higher 

magnification is needed for a more confident explanation. Some cracks also appear to he assisted by 

"" 
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porous suess ralscrs wtthm the material. Crackong is less severe after dcfolll:lation at 1300°C (at lO ' /s) 

(sec figure 5.20{d» th:m at 1200°C (at 10"/5) (sec figure 5.20{g) and could be attribnted to the hIgher 

deformation temperature which allows for some recovery of strain, Similarly, cracking is less severe after 

deformation at 1200"C (at Io-'/s) (sec figure 5.20{e)) than at 1200°C (at 1O-2/s) (= figure 5.20(f) and is 

probably as a ",suit of the lower level of induced slrain al the higher <lrain rate (refer to figure 3,15 for an 

indication of the respoctive strains at 1200°C (at 10 'I~) and at 12()O"C (at H)"/s), ",-hieh arc given by the 

respective inpul dIsplacements), The material is unaltered after dcformallon at ll(l(l"C (at Io-'/s) (,"" 

figure 5 .20(h» due to !he negligible lIJIlOUnt of pruslle 'tmin "'put (""" figure 5, 14). 

5.4 High temperature proofSirellglh (Oht .. ) 

High temperature proof strength values (0",,,,) were obtam"" foc each compression test performed The 

values of 0 .. ", are estimated at the appropriate level of true stress where the increase in true stress wilh 

increaslllg true strain deViates from loncarity (sec figure 3.22). This tranSItion point, "hieh indicates the 

change in the mode of deformation from elastic to plastic, is given by 0 ... , as shown in figure 5.22 -[be 

values of n"", thai arc obtained by this methoo arc given in table ),2. Note that the strain rates 

corresponding to the values of 0 , ,,,, "hleh are quctcd in tahle 5,2, arc the mean strain rales (&,) that have 

hccn dctcmuucd according to the procOOure OiIlm"" III section 4.2. Thi, has been done so that the values 

of ot.", can be related 10 an appropriate value of stram rale that corresponds most closely to the actual 

stram rate experienced ata particular valneofo",,. dnring non-constant stram rnte ""mpression ttming. 

'" " 
"' "' " I~ " ~ 00 

• • 00 , 
• ., 
• 0 " O"htp, 

" " 0 
0 .. ~ o O~ o.o n .. ..~ 0 " om ., 

t fUli sin"" 

F'K"'" 5.21: Plot oj troe Sf",,,S a~ain.<i !rU£ ,<train Jor Pr,.,Altrl-'r. at a deJormorion temperatu" oj 14000c and a 
""'1m strain raI~ oj /Oo/~. 1he ~re~n Ii"" repre.«!nts an ~xtrapo/ation ojrlle regIOn where rhe 
incrI!a.'" in lrue .>!rI! .~-.; wilh fruo slrom is linear TM poinl al ",hich ,'''' inc"a,." in fr~. Sf",S,< with 
Irue .Ilroln devial"~ jM'" /inearuy i., marked by lhe high lemperature p"l(if strenglh, d<nnl~d hy II>:! 
,ymho/ ~p In thjs case, "'"', IS determined as 28M/-'a. 

ll~ 
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·~. T 1'<') t,M -, PI..,4I,J/", '"00 'ff' " 
, Pt,..,lI,,fi ... {.I(I() ur " 
1- Pt"" 11,,/1., '"" /If' " , I'I.."UttfI, .. , "" ,~ " 
., Pr",,!IIIII.~1 1350 .u' " , Pr.,A.I"II.~. BOO 'ff' " 
,. I'Iwll ,./( ... 115lJ T u" OS 

• PI",,~IJ.."' • '"00 ,~ " , 1'1",,1/,.('.1'. "00 '"' T " 
" P, ... ~I"'-h "00 u, T " 
" ,....~/"Cr. "" ,.' IH 

/1. Pt .... I'J..·'. 1100 ,,' '" 

" l'r.."l1,,{:.';, BOO II 
I ue '" 

u. hwU,I:."Ih<, UOO 'ff' " 
H. h.."II,".",JIM, "'" m' m 

" ",-JIJ,;R", "'" 'u' 1M 

" ~1,.I;'Awl BOO itT' '" 
" 1'1,.,II,.t:rj/us BOO 1fT' IJ5 

" 1'twI/,~",,H •• ,,., liT' ;OJ 

-~ "'..-tI,~.,It •• ,~ .. ' ". 

Titbit J.1: Tabu/aim" "Ihlgh ~"'perahlrt! pmof..tr.>ltf.l}J (""'" willr CTV"'.'I/'O'fdItlg <kfOrrrtd''''' lmlpera/tlIY'.' 
(1'j WId _"" >4MIn rnU .• (r..)_ 
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Th~ chang~ in a~l~ with defoanation temperature for Pt..,Al,oRu,. Pt,..AI,oCr, and Pt~)A),.Cr,Ru, at a mean 

strain rate of H)"'/s is shown in figure 5.23. The change in a .... with defonnation temperature for 

Ptw\I ,.Cr,Ru, is linear. Initially, it was expected that this alloy would undergo i ooarscning and/or 

dissolution during the soaking period prior to the onset of deformalion at deformatiOll temp"rature. at and 

aoove 1300"C, which is bas"" on the homogenisation temperatu,..,. i coarsening causes a widening of lhe 

r ehannch between the i precipitates, which pro>'ides less hindrance to dislocation mo~ement and 

consequcntly gives rise to lower values of a~l~' How~ver. the defonnation microstructures in figure 5,21} 

show that Pt.,AI" Cr,Ru, resists i coarsening and/or dissolution even at deformation temperatures as high 

as 14[)()"C. No tramiliOll ]Xlint in a~", is observed as the alloy duel; not undergo any phase uansformatiOlls 

at the deformation conditions investigated. 

In contra.'<I to Pt.,.A1"Cr,Ru" a tramitioo ]Xlint in a "", is observed 10.. Ptw\I,.Cr. SOlllCv.here between 

defOrmation temperature; of 1200"C and 1300"C. This transition is partly attributed to the i dissolution 

that occurs at 131}[)"C and 1400"C, meaning dmt the a ..... at these defonnation temperatl!£l:s would be 

significantly lower than at I IOO"C and 120WC. By "significantly lower" it i. impli"" that a~", at I ]O[)"C 

and 14[)()"C would 00 lower than that predicted by a ,traighl line function fined and extrapolated through 

a~ .. at l100°C and 1200°C. In addition, a,... at 1200"C i •• ignificantly higherthan at 1300°C and 1400"C 

due to the partial reprecipitation of i (figure 5. Ill( e» see and the evolution of i' <.ee figu,.., 5.1 8(h» thft! 

takes place during the soaking period at 1200"C prior to the onset of defoanation dnrinS the hot 

compression test. In theory, a~ r' at I H()"C should be lower than at I 200"C due to the absence of r' at 

IIOO"C Thi. is c1~arly not the case and it can be attributed 10 lhe eMremely sluggish thermal kinetics that 

exist at deformation temperatures as low as lIOO"C, which gives rise to slow dislocation movement, that 

exceeds lh. extent of dislocation hinderance due to ~ partial reprccipitation ofr' and t~ ~voiution ofr" 

at 12(lOOC 

Figu,.., 5.24 sho"", the change in cr."" with strain rate lor Ptw\1"R14, Pt.oAl"Cr, and Pt..,AI" Cr,RuJ' Note 

that a""" fo.. Pt,;,Al"Cr,Ru-, is always guater than for Ptw\1"R14 and ?4oAI"Cr, under the deformation 

conditions inve.tigated. Ai"". a..,. for Pt""AI"Ru, is always greater than for Pto.;AI"Cr, at defoanation 

temperatures at and above 1300°C, which means that the ability of a 4 atomic percent addition of 

ruthenium to strengthen the Pt-A! system by a solid solution strengthening mechanism is greater than thaI 

achieved hy a similar acidition of chromium (note that i is absent from both PltoA.l ,oRu, and PltoAl,oCr, at 

and above 1300"C). Figure 5.25 illustrates the change in a",oo with strain rate for 1'tooA1,;Cr,Ru, and 

shows that the values of a~,. at 1200°C are always greater than at 1300°(", which is expected as dislocation 

movement is slower at 1200"C than at J300Q C. No transition point in ak,. is observed as Ihe alloy docs 

not lllldcrgo any phase transformations at the defonnation oondition. investigated. 

12t 
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Fq:u",5.13.. PI,,!., <ifhlgh lemperawre proof strength agajnst de/ormation lemperamre for I'r,w111./-r,. PlyAl,J/u, 
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FtgunJ.24: Plots of /tigh temperam", proof strength against m'ain rate for I'I,.,AI,,Ru, al 1400"C and 
1'1,.,41,,/J < at l41)()"C and 13(1()"(', 
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5.5 Post-stress aDDf"aliug 

In an attempt to repr<>eipitate tM r' phase from Pt"AlLOCr, deformed at 1400"C (at O,lIs and 1 lis) and at 

1300°C (at 0 lis), it was decid..d to anneal the deformed specimens at 1200°C for a period of4 hours. lbc 

annealed microstructures, which are shown in figure 5,26(a), figure 5,26(b) and figure 5,26«;), suggest tha! 

P4:AJ lOCr, remains single-phased after Ihc beal treatmCIlt Nole that the single-phased nature of these 

specimens were confirme<i by x-ray mapping. In contra.'<I, the specimen deformed at 1200"C, which gave 

rise to a partially two-phase mIcrostructure after defonnati<JJI (sec figure 5 _18(a)), showed a w,de range of 

distinct changes in i morphology during an annealing treatment sequence at 1200"C at varying annealing 

times (see figure 5,27), which included i coarsening and eventual disoolutl<JJI, Once again, all phases wer~ 

analysed by EDS and x-ray mapping method.. 

(1I) 1400"C, II.IA (h) UGif'C I_fl. • 

• 

(e) lJl)()"(', G_I!. 

F<gIIn 5.26: Ughl micrographs showing the grarn ,\-;D!,' ami ,\'ha{Jt's ajler anlleoling PI."AIIII:'r, "I 120(!"C for 4 
hours. 
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Figure 5.27 sho"s the ehanges in r' morphology rn Pt.,AI,oCr .. "hleh "as deformed at 12000C, during" 

post-annealrng heat treatment at 1200°C for varying annealing times. After 4 hoors (see f'gure 5.27(a)) 

rft' cob.ereocy i. lost and !he precipitates coarsen sigmficantly in C{;rtain regiOllS (regIOns A) m order to 

mmimise the surfucc energy whilst !he morphology in !he rest of the material (region B) remains relatively 

unaltered. After 8 hours (see figure 5.27(b)) the precipitates undergo substantial coarsening to form a 

conglomerate-like structure (see region A) and hnk up in other regions to form liny sirong-like struetures 

(see region B) in an attempt to further reduce surf""" ~nergy, whilst undergoing dissolution in !he r matrix 

at ccrtam regions within the material (see region C). After 12 hours (.see figure 5.27(e)) the volume 

fraction of r' is drastically reduced (see region A) by substantial precipitate dissolution and the material 

largely comprises ory" (see region B). After 16 hOlm (see figure 5,27(d)) most of the material is devoid 

ofr' (.see region A) whilst some "( join more extensively in other parts of the matenal to form larger string_ 

like structures (.see region B). After 20 hours (see figure 5.27(e)) the material is conlpletely devoid ofy' 

and comprises only ofr" embedded in the r matrix. After 24 hoors (see figure 5.27(1)) the r" dissolves 

completely and the material comprises only of r solid solution. X-ray mapping confrrms that the 

microstrncture obtained after annealing at 1200"C for 24 hours is completely siogle-phased and EDS 

analysis reveals that this single-phased structure, ,,/ueh is presumably platinnm-cnrichcd solid solution, is 

rich in platinum, aluminium and chromium. 
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(c) 12houn.- (,;Ij 16 hl",r.' 

rei 2U hours (f) 24 hOllr.' 

Fi~uN' $.27: Ughl mil_mgmph_. ,"h"wing Ih" chlm!-:~s rn Ihe / morphology in PI""lI,.cr ... whlef, 1m.' Jeformed "I 
I }()(/'C all!. li.'_ aJif,r l1fmealing ar 120if'C at dijf"n'nI <!fInealing lim...,. 
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ClL\PTER 6 

DISCUSSION 

6.1 Zener-Hollomon parameter 

1bc ZmLT-Hollomon parameter has been determined for an the deformatiO!1 conditions investigated for 

PI""AI"Ru., It, a function of true .tm1l1 (s~~ soclion 4.6) according to the method descri~d by Zhang et 

at', During the analysis 11 is assumed that the activation energy of PI" Al ro Ru.. docs nOl 'aJ)' wu.h the 

temperature of ddorrnalion Although thi, assumption i> coru;istcnt wilh the work of Robert,on and 

McShane" on Ti-10V-2fe-3AI (a Bee material) and that of Zhang et at" on an aluminium allov 60611Si 

Cp MMes (an FCC material). it may not necessanly be lrue for Ptw\llORu... Humphrey> and Hatheriy" 

have sugg""too that the acti,,,tion energle, of !\Omc metallic matenals increase with increasi ng deformation 

temperature, Unfortunately. the assumptIon that the act"atlon energy ofPtonAI,oR ...... docs not chang~ with 

temperature can only be val"latoo by conducting additional compression test.' al the mean nominal strain 

rates of I ,2/s. ()5/s and O,()6/s at 135()"C arod 13()()"C. followed by dctcnmmng th~ activation cnergl~' al 

lhL'liC <icformallon tL'1I1llCTatu"" according lO the m~lhod de,cribed by Zhang et at". Further compres'ion 

testing of such a nature would provide additional flow data that could be use<110 <IctLTITIine the acti,'ation 

energies of I't.oAlroR ...... al 135()"C arod 1300"C whIch coulll then be use<l for comparison 'Ibe .train rate 

that '" ",kct~d 10 th~ calculallOn of the Zener"HoliomOil parameter during the current analysis is Ih~ mean 

nominal strain ral~ and not the i""tantancou, ,train rate at the ",rain ofimeresl. Although this IS differenl 

from the worb of Zhang el at", where eon,tanl ,tram ml~s where u,eci, it is nonetheless a more rigorous 

approach than those Lmploy~d by RobL'ftson and McShane" and Sheen" Rd>crtson and McShane" and 

Shocn"' ,imply used th~ inillal and final .train rates in thei r r""po<:tive calculations ofthe Zener-Hollomon 

parnm~tn <Iunng non-con,tant strnin rate uniaxial compr"","on t""tlllg and in so doing, neglocted any 

effect of the 'mymg rate ohtrain """umulation experiencoo during the rest of Ihe cornpr~ssion cyclc. 1bc 

correlation of the ZL']]cr-Hollomon parameter ,,~th the defonned micre>nructures of I't.oA1LORu.. IS dealt 

with in d~taJ.llll ,ection 6.5.2. 

l2' 
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6.2 Friction 

Inspection of the load-displacement curves for Pt~lOR14 (see figure 4.4 and figure 4.5) and ~lOCr4 

(see figure 4.6) reveals that the load measured during compression testing continues to increase with 

increasing displacement, which suggests that the material work hardens throughout the course of plastic 

deformation. However, under the deformation conditions that correspond to the load-displacement curves 

in mention, it is observed that the specimens undergo significant height reductions without any evidence of 

cracking. The ability of the material to strain substantially in this manner and the evidence of metal 

softening in the deformed microstructures despite the apparent work hardening indicated by the load

displacement curves warrant further investigation into the possible effects of friction on the load

displacement data and the overall flow behaviour of the material. Friction at the loading face presents an 

additional force that has to be overcome to continually inflict deformation during compression, which is 

reflected in the load-displacement curves. In addition, the sliding component of friction causes the contact 

diameter of the specimen to increase as deformation proceeds. This implies that the surface area of the 

specimen that is contact with the deformation platens increases, which in turn causes the sticking 

component of friction to increase continuously during the course of deformation. This is manifested in a 

continuous increase in load that is measured with increasing displacement and the apparent work hardening 

response of the material as suggested by the load behaviour is an artefact of surface friction Note that any 

significant temperature variations along the height of the compression specimen would cause the specimen 

to deform inhomogeneously. If the temperatures at the two end faces were to be equal and significantly 

lower than the temperature along the rest of the height, then barrelling could be due to a combination of 

such an inhomogeneous temperature distribution and surface friction. However, it is unlikely that 

temperature variations along the height of the compression specimen are responsible for the barrelling 

observed in the current study, as the skin effect of the induction heating process ensures that the 

temperature is uniform throughout the specimen along its height. 

6.2.1 Use of a Finite Element Model (FEM) to solve the coefficient of friction 

A Finite Element Model (FEM) is used to solve the coefficient of friction so as to provide the best possible 

correlation between the experimentally measured outer barrelled diameter of the defonned specimen (dr .. ) 

and the numerically simulated outer barrelled diameter of the deformed structure (drn). This method for 

solving the coefficient of friction by means of comparing the simulated and actual outer specimen 

diameters follows the procedure employed by Thi6baut et afO. 

In reality, unavoidable sliding friction at the loading face causes the actual contact diameter of the 

specimen to spread along the platen surface during uniaxial compression. Table 4.2 shows that the final 

simulated contact diameter (des) is always greater than the initial contact diameter, meaning that the FEM 
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correctly predicts an increase in the simulated contact diameter with increasing height reduction. This 

result is expected because at a given increment in specimen height reduction, the presence of a particular 

Coulombic coefficient of friction causes the specimen contact diameter to increase. This results in an 

increase in the surface area in contact with the platens, which in tum increases the Tresca coefficient of 

friction for a subsequent increment in height reduction. Note that the sliding component of friction does 

not increase with increasing contact surface area since Amonton's law of friction states that the area of the 

contact body has no influence on the magnitude of the Coulombic coefficient of friction. Therefore, the 

FEM solution for the Tresca coefficient of friction is an average value that is taken over the entire 

compression cycle. 

Table 4.2 also shows that the simulated contact diameter (des) is always less than the actual contact 

diameter (dca). The difference in the simulated and actual contact diameters may be inherent to the 

relationship that ABAQUS® 6.2 Standard employs in solving the contact diameter based on the input of an 

average value for the Tresca coefficient of friction. In other words, in reality, the amount by which the 

increase in the contact diameter affects the Tresca coefficient of friction with increasing height reduction 

may be different from what ABAQUS® 6.2 Standard determines during the FEM simulations. If this was 

the case, then the Tresca coefficient of friction, which is solved from the FEM, would be an overestimation 

of the actual Tresca coefficient of friction. The FEM developed by Sheen" shows that the coefficient of 

friction experienced during the uniaxial compression testing of AlSI 304 stainless steel in the Gleeble® 

1500 Physical Simulator is between 0.2 and 0.3. In view of this, the magnitude of the coefficient of 

friction determined in the current study, that is, between 0.4 and 0.5, is high. This result is not surprising 

as the end faces of the platinum compression specimens used in the present study were significantly less 

smooth (refer to section 3.3.2 for the preparation of the platinum compression specimens) than the polished 

end faces of the AlSI 304 stainless steel compression specimens used by Sheen". Less smooth end faces 

means that the overall friction condition, and hence the coefficient of friction, is higher than for smoother 

end faces. The extent by which the FEM overestimates the coefficient of friction has not been 

investigated. 

The effect of the input of a Tresca coefficient of friction of zero to the FEM on the final geometry of the 

deformed structure simulated is shown in figure 4.13. Clearly, the structure deforms in pure uniaxial 

compression and maintains a perfect cylindrical (or rectangular in two-dimensions) shape at the end of the 

compression cycle. The level of strain is equal in all the discrete elements within the meshed structure, 

meaning that the specimen has deformed homogeneously throughout compression. The absence of friction 

in the FEM is thus to inhibit specimen sticking at the loading face so that the structure extends outward 

laterally along the free surface in pure sliding friction. The final deformed structure is 6.73mm in 

diameter, which is the exact dimension that is obtained theoretically when assuming homogeneous 

deformation for a specimen height reduction of 3.9mm from an initial height of 6.4mm. The logarithmic 
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(LG) true strain output of 0.51 as shown in figure 4.13(a) is also the exact value of true strain that is 

obtained when the mode of compressive deformation is assumed to be totally homogeneous. Therefore the 

localised strain output is equal to the nominal strain input in the absence of sticking friction. The PEEQ 

true strain output of 0.641 shown in figure 4 .I3(b) confirms that this form of strain output from the FEM is 

not suitable for comparison with the nominal true strain input. The output of La true strain is contnuy to 

the FEM outputs generated by Sheen39 and Bucbanan941
, both of whom used PEEQ true strain during their 

correlations of localised strain with microstructural evolutions. 

The inhomogeneous distribution in the grain morphologies and the flow patterns observed across the 

vertical etched sections of the barrelled specimens (see figure 4.11) suggests that friction at the loading 

face does have a significant influence on the flow behaviour and strain accumulation of the material when 

compressed to significant strains (ie. &>0.3). The FEM shows that friction causes the compression 

specimen to barrel significantly during deformation such that the localised strain at the centre of the 

specimen is significantly greater than the nominal strain input (see table 4.2). This finding is consistent 

with the FEM studies conducted by Evans and Schaming44 and Sheen39
• Such information provides 

prospective researchers with a more quantitative reference for effective strain values when attempts are 

made to relate the microstructural evolution of the material with the processing variables during the use of 

different deformation instruments, where the relationship between the nominal strain input and the 

effective localised strain would almost always vary. 

The development of localised strain at the centre of the simulated compression specimen is shown in the 

plots in figure 4.I4(a) to figure 4.I4(d) and reveals that the localised strain increases at a near-linear rate 

with the nominal strain input (or specimen height reduction). The close similarity in the equations of the 

trend lines that have been fitted to these plots strongly indicates that the development of the effective strain 

at the centre of the compression specimen is independent of the hot deformation variables, that is, 

deformation temperature (T), mean nominal strain rate (8) and the nominal true strain rate (8). In addition, 

the identical values for the outer and contact diameters and the localised strains obtained for Ptw\lIOR14 

and Pt~hOCr4 for a friction coefficient of 0.45 (see table 4.1) suggest that the development of the 

effective strain is independent of the composition of the material. TIle plot in figure 4.15, however, shows 

that the Tresca coefficient of friction does have an effect on the localised strain value. Therefore the FEM 

shows that it is the friction condition (and hence the quality of the surface finish of the compression 

specimen) that determines the extent of barrelling and hence the extent of strain and microstructural 

inhomogeneities of the material during compression testing using tantalum foil lubrication. This concurs 

with the findings presented by Sheen39
• The FEM analysis also reveals that neither the deformation 

conditions nor the material have any direct influence on the amount of lateral spread experienced by the 

specimen during compression. 
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6.1.1 Flow stress correction due to friction 

The Gleeble® I, Gleeble® D, von Mises yield criterion and Siebel friction correction models yield corrected 

flow curves that are significantly different for a specific compression test. It is worth noting though that 

the two most widely documented friction models, the von Mises yield criterion as described by Chovet et 

af6, Zhang et afB and Imbert and McQueen- and the Siebel friction model as described by Parteder and 

Bumens9, coincide very closely in terms of the flow stress over the entire range of true strain for every 

compression test. Several researchers, such as Chovet et at", have claimed to have used the von Mises 

yield criterion successfully in the adjustment of uniaxial flow stress data for a particular friction condition. 

The plots in figure 4.19, figure 4.20 and figure 4.21 reveal that the final outer diameters as predicted by the 

friction models at the end of deformation for every compression test are not equal to the actual diameter of 

the specimen that is physically measured in the laboratory (refer to table 4.2 fur the values of the actual 

outer diameters). Similarly, the plots show that the initial specimen diameters as predicted by the friction 

models are significantly larger than the actual starting diameter of 4.lmm. Therefore it appears that the 

friction models do not adequately account for the effects of surface friction during the compression tests 

owing to the poor predictive capabilities of the these models to solve the outer diameter of the specimen. 

The barrelling model described by BaneljeeG
, Schey et art" and Narayanasamy48,49, unlike the Gleeble® I, 

Gleeble® D, the von Mises yield criterion and Siebel friction models, at least predicts the outer diameter at 

the end of every compression cycle and the initial diameter of the specimen accurately. It should not be 

forgotten though that the increase in the contact diameter with strain is set to obey the equation that 

describes the increase in the corresponding outer diameter with strain as predicted by homogeneous 

deformation. This assumption may not necessarily be true but unfortunately there is at present no obvious 

means of predicting the variation of the contact diameter during the course of deformation. The barrelling 

model is therefore used to provide adjusted flow stress curves for all subsequent calculations that require 

flow data. 

6.3 Flow stress correction due to deformation heating 

Figure 4.26 shows that an increase in the rise in temperature due to deformation heating (AT) with true 

strain occurs with increasing strain rate and decreasing deformation temperature. This finding is in 

agreement with the studies conducted by Brand et al19 during an investigation of the nickel-base superalloy 

IN7l8. Although, upon initial inspection, the observed trends in AT with strain appear reasonable in that 

AT increases with increasing strain rate and decreasing temperature, the difference in the isothermal and 

adiabatic stress values actually increase with increasing deformation temperature (see figure 4.29). This is 

contrary to the trend expected as highlighted by the works of Semiatin and Holbrook61 on 304L stainless 

steel, that is, the difference in the isothermal and adiabatic stress values should decrease with increasing 

defurmation temperature. The source of the inaccurate construction of the isothermal flow curves is 
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thought to be in the actual extrapolation of the individual isothermal flow stress values from the In( 0') 

versus WOOlf curves (see figure 4.28). 

It is possible that certain values of h.T calculated are sufficiently inaccurate so as to give incorrect values of 

isothermal stress upon extrapolation. According to the thermal transfer model described by Oh et of and 

Semiatin et ora, it is clear that h.T is dependent on four properties, namely, the adiabatic correction factor 

(11), the energy of defonnation Oaoe or EDE), the material density (p) and the heat capacity (C). EDE was 

determined by means of calculating the area under the flow curve by the method of Riemann summing as 

demonstrated in figure 4.25. Figure 4.25 illustrates that the error associated with Riemann summing in 

terms of its use in estimating the area under the flow curve is very small and it is therefore unlikely that the 

EDE contributes significantly to the apparently erroneous h. T data. It is equally unlikely that C impacts 

significantly on the accuracy of the values of h. T. Despite C being taken as the room temperature heat 

capacity for pure platinum, it is not expected that this quantity would vary much with increasing 

temperature. C increases with temperature until the Debye temperature is reached, after which is remains 

constant with any further increase in temperature. The Debye temperature is in the vicinity of room 

temperature for metallic materials and therefore it is unlikely that the room temperature value taken for C 

would vary significantly at the high temperatures of defonnation investigated. In addition, although C is 

taken for pure platinum, it would not impact qualitatively on the rate of increase in h. T with strain between 

the different defonnation temperatures. The value of p, however, could influence the accuracy of h. T, 

since the density of the material would decrease with increasing temperature due to the thermal expansion 

associated with increased atomic mobility at high temperatures. The value of 11 would also affect the 

accuracy of h.T. Although 11 was taken as 1.00,0.95,0.90 and 0.85 for strain rates of 1.2/s, 0.5/s, 0.1Is and 

O.06/s respectively according to Dadras and Thomas", Goetz and Semiatin64 have shown that strain affects 

the value of 11 in such a way that the relationship between strain rate and 11 described by Dadras and 

Thomas" is very rarely valid. It is impossible to assess which values of h. T are inaccurate and it is also not 

possible to estimate the error associated with such inaccuracies; however, it can be concluded that no 

useful deductions may be inferred about the affects of deformation heating of the true flow behaviour of 

PtuAlJoR14 within the confines of the limited experimental results. 

6.4 Kocb-Mecking plots 

The Kocks-Mecking plots have been conducted according to the procedures outlined by Davenport et of4. 

The sharp changes in the work hardening rates, which arise from the slight fluctuations in the Zener

Hollomon parameter that occur during the non-constant strain rate compression testing, are filtered so as to 

reduce the associated scatter. This means that the actual values for the critical strains required for the onset 

of dynamic recrystallisation should be viewed with caution. The importance of the barrelling model is 
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illustrated in figure 4.41 to figure 4.44. Figure 4.41 shows no obvious relationship between the critical 

strain and the strain rate and figure 4.43 indicates that the critical strain decreases with increasing 

temperature. However, the increase in the critical strain with increasing strain rate and decreasing 

deformation temperature observed for ~lOR14 when using the flow data that bas corrected for friction 

(see figure 4.44 and figure 4.43 respectively) is more reasonable in that the trend is consistent with that 

reported by Poliak and Jonas for an aluminium killed plain low carbon steel73 and for a type 305 stainless 

steelll5. It is not possible, within the framework of the experimental procedure employed, to conduct 

Kocks-Mecking plots according to the procedure developed by Polia!<. and Jonas 73 for non-constant strain 

rate compression testing since flow data from constant strain rate testing is needed in this analysis. 

Nonetheless, despite the contention surrounding the exact values of the critical strains, it is possible to 

conclude that Pta6AlloR14 and Pta6AllOCr4 do undergo dynamic recrystallisation during the course of the hot 

compression tests in the instances where the Kocks-Mecking plots display inflection points. 

6.5 Tbe deformed state 

6.5.1 Mecbanism of restoration 

Figure 5.16 shows the deformed microstructures ofPt~loR14 within the regions that are represented by 

the effective localised strains determined from the FEM analysis. The deformed microstructures suggest 

that the dominant mechanism of softening is dynamic recrystallisation, which is characterised by heavily 

deformed grains with highly irregular, wave-like grain boundaries. During hot compression testing, the 

grains within the material are deformed due to the applied load and as a result the dislocation density is 

raised within the grains. However, due to the applied temperature whicb is sufficiently high, these 

dislocations are able to recover and reconfigure themselves into lower energy ammgements. When the 

deformation conditions favour dynamic recrystallisation, then this process of reconfiguration usually 

involves the migration of dislocations at high angle boundaries within the deformed material, whicb are 

usually prior grain boundaries. As a result, the dislocation density is reduced in these vicinities of the 

material through the reduction of stored energy by recrystallisation. 

During dynamic recrystallisation, the process of deformation and restoration is repetitive and cyclic 

throughout the course of the compression stroke. During this cyclic process, dislocations are continuously 

generated within the grain and are able to migrate and annihilate at the pre-existing grain boundaries. 

Since the dislocation density in the newly recrystallised grains continuously increases, the driving force for 

the reduction of surface energy through further growth of these recrystallised grains is reduced. Therefore 

the cycle of dislocation generation and grain boundary sliding during dislocation migration facilitates grain 

refinement and when the deformation event ceases, the frozen/quenched microstructure represents a 

"snapshot" of this process. This is seen in the portions that have been highlighted in the micrographs 
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shown in figure 5.16(a), figure 5.16(b), figure 5.16( e) and figure 5.16(f) and to a lesser extent in figure 

5.16(c), Figure 5.16(d) and Figure 5.16(g). The wave-like nature of the grain boundaries of both the 

original and newly recrystallised grains is a consequence of the process of freezing in the microstructure of 

the defonned material as dislocations migrate at high angle boundaries. From figure 5.16(a) to figure 

5 .16(g) the manner in which the grains tend to elongate in the quenched microstructure can be seen. This 

is a natural consequence of the work hardening process which leads to a texturing effect of the grains and 

elongation primarily in the direction normal to the principal loading axis. 

6.5.2 Grain size effects and microhardness analysis 

The size of the dynamically recrystallised grains is governed by the defonnation conditions, that is, strain, 

strain rate and temperature. These conditions are not easily established during hot, variable strain rate 

uniaxial compression testing. As dealt with in previous discussion sections, friction causes specimen 

barrelling which in tum causes an inhomogeneous strain distribution within the compression specimen. In 

addition, the variation in strain rate with increasing height reduction of the specimen means that a mean 

nominal strain rate has to be defined. Also. straining at higher defonnation rates causes an adiabatic rise in 

temperature within the specimen which can affect the normal flow pattern of the ma.terial during 

defonnation. Finally, the problem of overshoot, which is specific to the testing technique employed in the 

current study, causes an accumulation of excess strain at higher defonnation rates. 

The value of detennining the Zener-Hollomon parameter for Pt~lOR14 as a function of the defonnation 

conditions is demonstrated in the inspection of the defonned microstructures in figure 5.17. The inverse 

relationship between the Zener-Hollomon parameter (Z) and the ranking of the recrystallised grain sizes 

(RX-GS) (which have now been provisionally identified as dynamically recrystallised grains) for the set of 

defonnation conditions employed can be seen from table 5.1. This observed trend is in agreement with 

what is expected for dynamic recrystallisation, that is, an increase in strain rate and strain as well as a 

decrease in deformation temperature results in an increase in Z. An increase in Z implies an increase in 

flow stress and stored energy, which provides a greater driving force for dynamic recrystallisation, thereby 

leading to a finer dynamically recrystallised grain size. 

The microhardness values also increase with increasing Z (see table 5.l), which is expected as higher Z 

would lead to a finer grain size. A finer grain structure has a higher total grain boundary volume than a 

coarser grain structure and thus presents larger resistance to dislocation motion which leads to higher 

microhardness. Microhardness is also a function of the amount of residual stress in the material that results 

from the residual strain imposed by the dynamic nature of the hot defonnation process. The plot of 

microhardness against Z gives a logarithmic relationship (see figure 6.1) and the equation used to fit the 
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relationship could be used to predict the microhardness of Pts6AiloRl4 as a function of Z and hence as a 

function of different deformation conditions. 
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FlgU1'e 6.1: Plot of average microhardness against Z displaying a logarithmic relationship. 

6.5.3 Interpretation of true stress-true strain data 

(a) PtsAIIJlu4 

The deformed microstructures in figure 5.l6(f) and figure 5.17(f) demonstrate the importance of the 

barrelling model used for the correction of the flow curves due to frictional effects. The uncorrected flow 

curves for 1300°C (see figure 4.17(c» indicate a continued increase in flow stress with true strain. which 

suggests that the dominant mechanism during deformation is work hardening. However, after adjusting 

the flow curve for friction according to the barrelling model, a peak in the flow stress can be seen (see 

figure 4.23). This peak suggests the occurrence of dynamic recrystallisation at 1300°C and that at strains 

greater than the peak strain. the effect of dynamic recrystallisation on the continuous reduction in flow 

stress outweighs the effect of work hardening in raising the flow stress of the material during defonnation. 

This is achieved by means of the rate of the annihilation of dislocations and the nucleation of new grains 

exceeding that of the increase of the dislocation density within the material being deformed. Also, a steady 

state in flow stress is indicated by the uncorrected flow curves for 1400°C at 0.06/s (see figure 4.16(a» and 

1350°C at O.1/s (see figure 4.16(b», which suggest that the rate of flow stress reduction due to dynamic 

recrystallisation is balanced by the rate of the increase in flow stress due to work hardening. After 

adjusting the flow stress according to the barrelling model, the corrected flow curves show that a steady 

state in flow stress is not attained during the nominal strain input at 1400°C (at O.06Is) (see figure 4.22) 

and 1350°C (at 0.1Is) (see figure 4.23). 
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The appearance of the flow curve for 1400°C at O.5/s (see figure 4.16(c» is peculiar in that after having 

attained a peak stress at about 0.18 strain, the flow stress decreases after which it increases again at about 

0.35 strain. The unexpected increase in flow stress is probably due to some unfavourable friction condition 

that has a profound affect on the flow stress as a result of poor specimen surfu.ce finishing. Application of 

the barrelling model eradicates this anomalous increase in flow stress and the corrected flow curve at 

1400°C (0.5/s) shows that a steady state in flow stress is reached within the nominal strain input. 

The flow curve at 1250°C (at O.l/s) does not show any signs of dynamic recrystallisation even after having 

been adjusted for frictional effects (see figure 4.23) despite observing microstructural evidence for 

dynamic recrystallisation in the quenched microstructure (see figure 5.16(g». The reasonls for this 

apparent discrepancy remains unclear, however, two possible theories are offered: 

1. The flow stress adjustment according to the friction model employed may be inadequate under the 

specific friction and deformation conditions experienced during the compression of Pts6AlloR14 at 

1250°C. The barrelled diameter (de), which is used to determine/adjust the flow stress due to friction 

according to the barrelling model (see equation 4.1), is dependent on the contact diameter (de). The 

variation of de with strain is in tum set to obey the equation that is used to describe the variation of the 

outer diameter of the specimen with. strain due to homogeneous deformation, which is always a linear 

relationship. This may not necessarily be the case; that is, the variation of de with. strain may not be 

linear under every set of deformation conditions. The implication is that the actual flow curve at 

1250°C (at O.l/s) could indeed display a peak stress if the true value of de or df could be known at 

each strain increment. Unfortunately, there is no way of establishing the true relationship between 

either de or de with strain experimentally or analytically. 

2. The material might not recrystallise dynamically at 1250°C and the microstructural evidence for this 

softening mechanism (see Figure 5. 16(g» could be an artefact of meWiynamic recrystallisation that 

occurs during the period between quenching from the deformation temperature to room temperature. 

The stored energy in the material provided by the deformation process provides a driving force for 

recryst:allisation by a meWiynamic mechanism through the reduction of the stored energy available at 

the end of the deformation cycle as the temperature drops to room temperature during quenching stage. 

If this was the case, then metadynamic recrystallisation would certainly have to be the dominant 

softening mechanism at deformation temperatures greater than 1250°C. The propensity for dynamic 

recryst:allisation is greater at higher deformation temperatures where atomic mobility and hence 

dislocation migration and restoration is increased. During dynamic recrystallisation, grain boundaries 

align fuvourably so as to :t:acilitate grain boundary sliding just prior to a subsequent nucleation process. 

A nucleus for subsequent recrystallisation is thus already in existence so that when quenching 

commences, the process of meWiynamic recrystallisation is made easier at higher deformation 

temperatures. The flow data analysis does suggest the occurrence of dynamic recrystallisation at 
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deformation temperatures higher than 1250°C, so that if metadynamic recrystallisation takes place it 
, 

would mask the microstructural evidence of dynamic recrystallisation in the quenched state. 

A plot of the mean flow stress estimate (MFSE) against deformation temperature, which is shown in figure 

6.2, shows that a relatively large reduction in the total flow stress is obtained upon deformation at 

temperatures greater than 1250°C. The MFSE is given by the energy required for deformation (EDE), that 

is, the area under the flow curve that bad been corrected for friction, divided by the nominal strain input. 

The large reduction in MFSE could be attributed to the large decrease in flow stress associated with the 

annihilation of dislocations and nucleation of new grains that is cba.racteristic of dynamic recrystallisation 

The exercise of distinguishing grains which recrystallise dynamically from those which recrystallise 

metadynamicaUy would involve a detailed investigation, either by TEM (fransmission Electron 

Microscopy) or EBSD (Electron Back-Scattered DifIi"action) mapping methods, during which the texture 

of individual grains would be examined. This is beyond the scope of the present project. 
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FigUre 6.2: Plots of mean flow stress estimate (MFSE) against deformation temperature (f) showing the large 
reduction in flow stress at deformation temperatures greater than 12500C. 

(b) P'taq411.c"4 
The load-displacement data that was gathered during compression testing is converted into true stress and 

true strain data respectively using the appropriate expressions so as to assess the hot deformation behaviour 

of Pt~lOCr4. The true stress curves in figure 5.13 reveal that the metal shows extensive high temperature 

ductility during hot compression testing at 1400°C at both O.l/s and 1.1Is. The shape of the curves at 

1400°C is typical of the flow curve for a metal which undergoes dynamic recrystallisation. The true (flow) 

stress increases rapidly during the initial stages of loading due to the effects of work hardening, after which 
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the rate of increase of true stress gradually decreases due to restorative events until a peak stress is 

attained. Thereafter, the true stress decreases owing to a large reduction in stored energy by dynamic 

recrystallisation until some steady state stress level is reached, where the rate of work hardening is 

balanced by that of restoration. Both the corrected and uncorrected true stress curves show that Pts6AhoCr4 

undergoes dynamic recrystallisation at 1400°C (at O.lIs and I.lIs). 

The true stress curves at 1300°C (at 1.1Is), 1200°C (at O.lIs) and I 100°C (at 0.1Is) (see figure S.12) show 

that PtsoAllOCr4 does not undergo significant softening under the conditions of the nominal strain inputs 

and strain rates investigated. The curves are characteristic of a metal which undergoes substantial work 

hardening during continuous straining. The true stress increases rapidly during the early stages of straining 

due to work hardening and then decreases gradually as a response to restoration, however, the true stress 

continues to increase throughout the course of deformation. This deformation behaviour is indicative of a 

material which, under a given set of deformation conditions, cannot soften sufficiently in order to reduce 

the rate of increase in true stress due to work hardening beyond the rate of decrease in true stress due to 

restoration. Note that the true stress data at llOO°C (at 0.1 Is), 1200°C (at O.1/s) and 1300°C (at 1. lIs) has 

been recorded until about 3S0MPa, which represents the approximate level of true stress that corresponds 

to the maximum load of SkN recordable by the load cell employed during experimentation. Also, the 

nominal strain input of about 0.7 at 14000C and 1.1Is is attributed to the overshoot accumulated whilst 

attempting a target nominal strain ofO.S at this strain rate. 

The inflection point at a true strain of about 0.18 in the true stress curve at 1200°C could be due to 

specimen buckling. During compression at 1200°C, the deformation temperature is not sufficiently high to 

allow efficient metal flow and the expansion of the specimen along the free surface is hindered. Therefore, 

instead of the specimen continuing to be reduced vertically, it caves in along the direction perpendicular to 

the loading axis. As a result, the L VDT detects a reduced rate in the increase in displacement as the 

compression specimen continues to buckle under the applied load and this information is logged and 

translated into the true stress data, owing to the kink observed true stress curve. 

6.6 Post-stress annealing 

Post-stress annealing heat treatments were conducted on PtsoAllOCr4 that was deformed at l400°C (at O.l/s 

and 1. Us), 1300°C (at O.l/s) and 1200°C (at 0.1Is) in an attempt to reprecipitate r'. The micrographs in 

figure S.26(a) and figure S.26(b) show a slightly Jarger average statically recrystallised grain size at 1. lIs at 

1400°C than at O.l/s at 1400°C. This observation is opposite to what is expected for dynamic 

recrystallisation, that is, a smaller recrystallised grain size at the higher strain rate. During straining at a 

higher deformation rate, more deformation energy is stored in the material, which increases the propensity 

for restoration and hence recrystallisation in a response to relieve the internal stress. The difference in the 
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average statically recrystallised grain size between O.1ls and 1. lIs is relatively small despite the difference 

in strain rate being a fun order of magnitude. This is attributed to the countering effect of strain on the size 

of statically recrystallised grains. 

There is sufficient time allowed during static recrystallisation for significant grain growth and therefore an 

increase in the statically recrystallised grain size is obtained with an increase in strain. This is unlike 

dynamic recrystallisation, where insufficient time is available during the compression event for grain 

growth of any significance and thus a decrease in the dynamically recrystallised grain size takes place with 

an increase in strain. Therefore. it can seen that the increase in the statically recrystallised grain size with 

higher strain rate (1. lIs) is countered to a certain extent by the decrease in the statically recrystallised grain 

size with higher strain (0.7) associated with overshoot, during a post-annealing heat treatment performed 

on Ptsc,A! IOCr4 (which was deformed at 1400°C at O.l/s and 1. lIs) at 1200°C for 4 hours. 

The average statically recrystallised grain size is smallest for Pt~IOCr4 deformed at 1300°C and 0.1Is 

(see figure 5.26(c». The recrystallised grains grow dynamically with more difficulty at a lower 

deformation temperature due to less thermal energy being available for atomic diffusion. Therefore, the 

dynamically recrystallised grain size is smaller and hence the total volume of grain boundaries is larger at a 

lower deformation temperature. A larger volume of grain boundaries means that more sites are available 

for the nucleation and subsequent growth of new statically recrystallised grains during the post-stress 

annealing heat treatment performed on PtuAiloCr4 deformed at 1300°C than at 1400°C at the same strain 

rate and nominal strain input. 

6.7 Formability during forging 

This section discusses the suitability of the three platinum-base alloys under investigation for a turbine disc 

forging operation. It is not the intention to attempt to develop a forging schedule for the material or to 

model the material behaviour during deformation since the experimental data gathered during the course of 

this study is insufficient for tasks of this magnitude. Therefore, instead of developing a processing route, 

the emphasis is deliberately placed on the potential of these alloys to meet the microstructural requirements 

needed for finished superalloy turbine disc products and the ability of the material to flow freely during a 

forging blow without suffering cracking. 

6.7.1 Pt~loR14 

Pt~lORU4 shows the greatest potential for ductile flow during a forging stroke of significant strains (ie. 

true strains above 0.3) over a wide range of deformation temperatures and strain rates. The metal shows no 

signs of cracking between 1250°C and 1400°C at O.1ls and between 0.06/s and 1.2/s at 1400°C. This is 
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predominantly due to the softening effects of dynamic recrystallisation. Generally, the extent of grain size 

refinement at all the deformation conditions investigated is appreciable, which is largely attributed to the 

restorative effects of dynamic recrystallisation that occurs during the forging blow itself and possible 

effects of metadynamic recrystallisation that could be taking place during the period of cooling from the 

deformation temperature to room temperature. 

Although dynamic recrystallisation facilitates extensive metal softening during the stroke, the volume 

fraction of finished material that bas recrystallised bas not been determined. A large volume fraction of 

recrystallised material is obviously needed to impart the properties associated with recrystallised grains to 

as large a portion of tile material as possible. There is the possibility of achieving a large volume fraction 

of recrystallised material after single stroke forging at lower deformation temperatures and higher strain 

rates, where the propensity for dynamic recrystallisation and hence the volume fraction of dynamically 

recrystallised grains is greater. This is, however, constrained by the load capacity of the load cell and the 

flow rate through the pump of the Theta® Deformation Dilatometer. EBSD mapping would have to be 

conducted to positively determine the volume fractions of recrystallised material. 

During most industrial forging operations, the preform forging stage comprises of several blows and 

interstroke periods during which the billet is reduced incrementally along its height. Therefore it should be 

possible to achieve high volume fractions of recrystallised material by means of selecting the appropriate 

forming parameters during all blows and holding periods so as to control the desired microstructural 

evolution. The volume fraction of the grain boundaries within the material is increased after the first blow, 

which means that the number of potential nucleation sites for recrystallisation is greater for each 

subsequent blow. The potential for obtaining high volume fractions of recrystallised material can thus be 

achieved by a multi-step forging schedule during which deformation is conducted at as Iowa temperature 

as possible and at high strain rates, as well as by suppressing grain growth during the interstroke periods. 

During a forging operation, consideration should always be offered to the heating capabilities of the 

forging equipment. For example. although grain refinement is greatest at 1.21s at 1400°C, it will be very 

difficult to practically preheat and soak an entire billet to temperatures that high. Therefore it may be 

necessary to explore the forging behaviour of the material in greater depth at lower deformation 

temperatures. However, the load capabilities of the tooling equipment would have to be taken into account 

as it may not necessarily meet the requirements for forging at lower temperatures, particularly at higher 

strain rates where the flow stresses are higher. In addition, care should be taken to conduct each forging 

blow at strains that exceed the critical strains required for the onset of dynamic recrystallisation in order to 

ensure sufficient softening to prevent cracking and to allow for substantial grain refinement. 

Unfortunately, "Pts6A1t0Rt4 shows no signs ofr' formation before and after hot deformation and can for this 

reason not be used for superalloy applications. Although research at Mintek bas shown that r' formation 
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can be achieved in ~IOR1L~ after homogenisation at 1350°C for 96 hours followed by a slow furnace 

0001 to room temperature36
, it has also be shown that such precipitates are of the D024 form36 and 

PtuAhoR~ can therefore not be classified as a superalloy. Nonetheless, the forging results presented on 

PtuAll~ are valuable in that they provide some insight to the mechanisms of deformation and softening 

that operate within certain regimes of temperature, strain and strain rate. Open reports of such a nature 

have never before been made for any platinum-base material and hence the contribution in this context is 

significant. 

PtuAllOCr4 undergoes ductile flow during a single stroke at a deformation temperature of 1400°C at both 

0.1Is and 1. lis, without any evidence of cracking in the finished specimen. Once again. this is attributed to 

the extensive softening due to the restorative effects of dynamic recrystallisation, which is confirmed both 

by the analysis of the flow data and microstructuml observations. The material displays similar flow 

behaviour at 1300°C (at O.l/s) but unfortunately the flow behaviour at 1300°C (at 1. lIs) cannot be assessed 

due to the restriction of the load cell of the Theta ® Deformation Dilatometer. 

It should be noted that a multi-stroke forging schedule allows for other opportunities for significant billet 

height reduction. For example, it may be possible to inflict the majority of the billet height reduction 

during the early stages of the preform forging stage, say at 1300°C (at O.l/s) where dynamic 

recrystallisation takes place. The holding periods between strokes can then be tailored so as to allow the 

metal to recrystallise metadynamically in such a way that the residual stresses developed during previous 

blows are relieved without allowing significant grain growth. The final blow can then be conducted at a 

temperature where a high volume fraction of recrystallised material can be obtained. 

6.7.3 ~14<:r31lU3 

The high volume fraction of l' embedded in the 'Y matrix of PtsoAh4Cr~3 after homogenisation is 

extremely desirable. Unfortunately it is not possible to forge this material under the deformation 

conditions investigated. This is largely attributed to the resistance of l' to coarsening and/or dissolution 

during the holding periods prior to deformation even at temperatures as high as 1400°C. The l' 
precipitates obstruct the movement of dislocations during restoration processes thereby causing dislocation 

pileups and high residual stresses in certain areas of the material. It may be possible to forge this material 

at lower strains and higher deformation temperatures, although the latter will require a specialised form of 

heating if an entire billet is to be preheated to temperatures above 1400°C during the preform forging 

stage. Alternatively, an entirely new approach to developing a forging schedule can be adopted, such as 
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starting the billet in the cast state rather than in the homogemsed condition prior to the first forging stroke. 

The I'll microstructure would then have to be evolved during the final strokes of a multi-step preform 

forging operation. 
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CHAPTER' 

SUMMARY 

1. The homogenisation treatment produces a high volume fraction of y' arranged in a dentritic-like 

network in ~14Cr3Ru3; a low volume fraction of irregularly shaped l' in Ptst>AllOCr4; and a 

platinum-rich solid solution devoid ofy' in ~lORll4. 

2. The high temperature proof strength of PtsoAh4Cr3Ru3 is always greater than that of Pts6A1IOCr4 and 

Pts6A1IORll4, whilst the high temperature proof strength obtained for ~loRll4 at and above 1250°C 

is higher than that for Pts6AhoCr4. 

3. The change in the high temperature proof strength with deformation temperature for PtsoAh4Cr3Ru3 

does not show a transition point since the alloy does not undergo any phase transformations during the 

high temperature compression tests. The alloy resists y' coarsening and/or dissolution between 1 100°C 

and 1400°C during compression testing. 

4. The change in the high temperature proof strength with deformation temperature for ~10Ru4 does 

not show a tmnsition point since the alloy does not undergo any phase transformations during the high 

temperature compression tests. The alloy remains single-phased and devoid of y' during compression 

testing. 

5. The change in high temperature proof strength with deformation temperature for PtuAhoCr4 shows a 

tmnsition point between 1200°C and 1300°C, which is in part due to the different phase 

transformations that take place during compression testing above and below the homogenisation 

temperature. The alloy undergoes l' dissolution at 1300°C and I400°C, whilst the increase in the 

volume fraction of l' and the evolution of y" at 1200°C as well as the poor softening kinetics at 
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1 100°C mean that the high temperature proof strength of the alloy is significantly higher at 1300°C 

and 1400°C than at 1200°C and 1 100°C. 

6. Pt~lIOR14 was deformed to true strains of 0.4 and higher without cracking during single-stroke hot 

compression testing at deformation temperatures ranging :from 1250°C to 1400°C at 0.1Is and strain 

rates ranging from O.06/s to 1.21s at 1400°C. 

1. Pts~IOCr4 was deformed to true strains of 0.4 and higher without cracking during single-stroke hot 

compression testing at deformation temperatures of 1400°C (at 0.1Is and 1.1Is) and 1300°C (at O.1/s). 

Specimen buckling occurs at 1300°C (at 1. lis), 1200°C (at 0.1Is) and I 100°C (at 0.1Is). 

8 Specimen buckling and cracking within the material is commonly observed in PtsoAll4Cr3Ru3 after 

high temperature compression testing. No obvious signs of significant ductile flow are detected at 

deformation temperatures between 1 100°C and 1400°C. 

9. Metallographic analysis of the hot worked microstructures alone cannot disseminate whether the 

evidence of recrystallisation observed in the deformed states is due to a dynamic or a metadynamic 

mechanism. 

10. The stress peaks observed in the flow curves and the inflection points in the Kocks-Meclcing plots for 

the flow data that had been adjusted for frictional effects suggest that dynamic recrystallisation occurs 

in ~IIOR14 at 1400°C (at 0.06/s, 0.1Is, 0.5/s and l.21s), 1350°C (at 0.1Is) and 1300°C (at O.l/s). 

Similar evidence suggests that ~IOCr4 undergoes dynamic recrystallisation at 1400°C (at 0.1Is and 

I. lIs) and at 1300°C (at O.l/s). 

II. The extent of grain refinement and the value of the microhardness of ~lIOR14 increases with 

increasing Zener-Hollomon parameter. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSIONS 

The high temperature mechanical properties and material behaviour of three platinum-base alloys have 

been investigated. The following conclusions are noteworthy: 

1. The high temperature proof strength of Pi:s6A1lOCr4 is not governed by the homogenised 

microstructure when deformation is carried out in the vicinity of the homogenisation temperature and 

at temperatures greater than the homogenisation temperature. Instead, it is the phase transformations 

that occur during soaking at the deformation temperature, prior to the onset of deformation, which 

largely determines the high temperature strength of PtuAllOCr4. 

2. Ptst>AlIORU4 and PtsoAl14Cr3Ru3 do not undergo phase transformations during compression testing and 

therefore no transition points in the high temperature proof strength of these alloys are observed. 

3. The extensive grain refinement by the recrystallisation processes at 1400°C in Pt~hoR.l4 and 

Pts~hOCr4 is encouraging; however, further experimentation is required in developing significantly 

higher volume fractions of recrystallised material. 

4. PtsoAll4Cr3Ru3 cannot be compressed to significant strains at 10-2/s and specimen buckling and 

cracking commonly occurs in this alloy at 1O-2/s. 

5. The problems associated with friction during uniaxial compression testing complicate the 

interpretation of the flow data such that it is impossible to extract quantitative results concerning the 

hot formability of the material from such analysis. Nonetheless, the flow data analysis, in conjunction 

with microstructural evidence, provides some insight to the mechanisms of restoration. 
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CHAPTER 9 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

This study bas established a basis for future work. Two areas of focus have been identified: 

1. issues concerning the testing of experimental material 

2. issues concerning instrumentation 

6.1 Material testing 

1. The starting microstructures should be optimised prior to embarking on a more extensive set of hot 

deformation tests. This can be achieved by further experimentation with the heat treatment 

parameters during the homogenisation process. The current study bas already established that a 

significantly larger volume fraction ofr' can be obtained in Pts&AhoCr4 during a post-stress annealing 

treatment. Similarly, the development of the Pt3Al phase in the starting state of PtB<AllOR14 by means 

of slow cooling the material from the homogenisation temperature should be pursued. Testing of 

Pt~hoR14 containing Pt3Al, albeit of the 0024 form, would facilitate an easier comparison of the hot 

deformation behaviour of this material to that of ~lOCr4 and PtsoAl14Cr3Ru3, which also comprise 

ofPt3A1 embedded in (Pt) matrices in the homogenised condition. 

2. The deformation conditions employed for each alloy should be the same so as to enable a more direct 

and comprehensive comparison of the flow properties and high temperature proof strength values 

between each alloy. On several occasions during the course of testing. it was possible to obtain a 

value for the high temperature proof strength of PtB<AllOCr4 but the alloy did not show signs of 

extensive ductile flow. Therefore, if the availability of material permits, the deformation conditions 

used to obtain high temperature proof strength values and those used to assess the flow behaviour 

should be different. Ideally, high temperature proof strength values should be obtained over as wide a 

range of deformation temperature as possible, whilst the flow behaviour need only be assessed within 

a much smaller range of deformation temperatures where the material displays extensive ductile flow. 

3. For each alloy, the change in the thermal diffusivity with temperature should be obtained 

experimentally in the laboratory. This material property is needed as an input parameter for a 

thermalfthermo-mechanical Finite Element Model simulating the temperature distribution within the 
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specimen during hot deformation. Such a model would predict the temperature rise at the centre of 

the compression specimen due to deformation heating. thereby allowing a more accurate 

reconstruction of the isothermal flow curves. 

6.2 Instrumentation 

1. Constant strain rate compression testing would eliminate the scatter in the work hardening rates 

obtained during non-constant strain rate testing by ensuring that a constant Zener-Hollomon 

parameter is maintained during the course of compression. A recommended fu.cility for future testing 

is the Gleeblelll 3500 Thermo-mechanical Simulator, which is capable of conducting constant strain 

rate compression tests. Unfortunately, such an apparatus is not presently available in South Africa. 

Alternatively, the Gleeblelll 1500 Thermo-mechanical Simulator, which has constant velocity 

capabilities, can be modified to provide constant strain rate compression tests with the aid of the 

installation of a servo-hydraulic pump. This pump action can be programmed to achieve constant 

strain rate compression by means of exponentially reducing the ram velocity with increasing height 

reduction. Such modifications have been successfully reported by Zhang et af' and Poliak and 

Jonas7
4,f16. The Gleeblelll 1500 is also a cheaper alternative to the Gleeblelll 3500 version and there is 

currently a model in operation at the University of Pretoria. Alternatively, a similar modification 

could, in theory, be performed to provide a customised form of the Thetalll Deformation Dilatometer. 

2. The Gleeblelll Thermo-mechanical Simulators have a built-in water-quenching fu.cility, which is more 

effective in freezing-in the hot worked microstructure than the gas-quenchlng technique employed in 

this study. Water quenching could assist in solving the problems associated with the effects of 

possible metadynamic recrystailisation events that could be occurring during the relatively slow 

cooling periods that take place during gas quenching. 

3. The Gleeblelll Thermo-mechanical Simulators are also capable of attaining higher strain rates than the 

Thetalll Deformation Dilatometer (about lOis and lOOls on the standard versions of the 1500 and 3500 

models respectively). The improved strain control, which is also obtainable on the Gleeblelll 

instruments, would allow for better comparisons to be drawn between the microstructures observed at 

the higher and lower strain rates by eliminating the effects of the excess strain accumulated during the 

overshoot period at the higher strain rates. 

4. The Gleeblelll instruments usually require compression specimens that are 15mm in height and IOmm 

in diameter, which is significantly larger than the specimen size that is required for the Thetalll 

Deformation Dilatometer. Therefore, when intending to test platinum samples, the specimen size 

should always be weighed against the extent of the control that is required for deformation and the rate 

of cooling that is needed. 
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3.9 Temperature versus time curves illustrating the effect of the derivative control on 55 
the heating response of the metal specimen. 

4.1 Plots of true strain against sampling time for each compression test conducted for 60 
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4.2 Plots of true strain against sampling time for each of the Pt8~IIOCr4 specimens 60 
compressed to significant strain at varying deformation conditions. 

4.3 Plots of true strain against sampling time for Pt8~lIORt4 deformed at a 61 
deformation temperature of 1400°C. 

4.4 Plots of load against displacement for each compression test conducted for 64 
Pts~lIORt4 at varying strain rates and deformation temperatures. 

4.5 Plots of load against displacement for each Pts6AllOCr4 specimen compressed to 64 
significant strain at varying deformation conditions. 

4.6 Plots of hoop strain against axial strain for each compression test for Ptg~IIORu4 65 
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4.21 Plots showing the variation of the specimen outer diameter with true strain for 81 
PtstAllOCr4 as predicted for homogeneous deformation, the barrelling model, the 
Gleeble® I friction model, the Gleeble® II friction model, the von Mises yield 
criterion and the Siebel corrective function at varying deformation conditions. 

4.22 Flow curves for PtstAhoR14 as predicted for homogeneous deformation and the 82 
barrelling model at 1400°C and varying strain rates. 

4.23 Flow curves for PtstAlloR14 as predicted for homogeneous deformation and the 82 
barrelling model at O.lIs and varying deformation temperatures. 

4.24 Flow curves for each PtstAilOCr4 specimen compressed to significant strains as 83 
predicted for homogeneous deformation and the barrelling model at varying 
deformation conditions. 

4.25 Magnified portion of a filtered flow curve illustrating the procedure of Riemann 84 
summing that is used for determining the area under the flow curve, which is 
representative of the EDE. 

4.26 Plots of the rise in temperature due to adiabatic heating against true strain for 84 
PtstAltoR14. 

4.27 Plots ofln(a) against liT at different strains for PtStA1loR14 used to determine the 85 
values of isothermal stress at different strains. The plots have been conducted at 
deformation temperatures of 1400°C, 1350°C, 1300°C and 1250°C. 

4.28 Plots of In( a) against lIT at different strains for PtstA1loR14 used to determine the 85 
values of isothermal stress at different strains. The plots have been conducted at 
deformation temperatures of 1400°C, 1350°C and l300°C. 

4.29 Adiabatic and isothermal flow curves showing the effect of the deformation 86 
temperature on the isothermal flow behaviour of Pts6AlIOR14. The notation bar II 
refers to the flow stress that has been adjusted by the barrelling model. 

4.30 Plot ofln(a) against In(e) at different strains for Pts6AlloR14 used to determine the 87 
strain rate sensitivity (m) at different strains. The plots have been conducted at 
true strains above and below 0.1. 

4.31 Plot ofln(a) against m(e) at different strains for PtstAltoR14 used to determine the 87 
strain rate sensitivity (m) at different strains. The data at true strains below 0.1 
has not been included in the plots. 

4.32 Plots ofm against true strain and K against true strain for PtstAlloR14 used to 88 
solve the variation of Q with true strain. 

4.33 Plot of Q against true strain for PtstAltoR14 used to solve the variation of Z with 89 
true strain. 

4.34 Plots of Z against true strain for PtstAlloR14 at different deformation conditions. 90 

4.35 Kocks-Mecking plot for PtstAltoR14 deformed at 1400°C and 1.2/s for 92 
frictionless flow. 
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4.36 Kocks-Mecking plot for PtStAllOR14 defonned at 1400°C and 1.2/s for frictional 93 
flow. 

4.37 Kocks-Mecking plot for.Pts6AlIOR14 defonned at 1400°C and 0.5/s for 93 
frictionless flow. 

4.38 Kocks-Mecking plot for PtstAllOR14 defonned at 1400°C and 0.5/s for frictional 94 
flow. 

4.39 Kocks-Mecking plot for PtstAllOR14 defonned at 1400°C and 0.1Is for 94 
frictionless flow. 

4.40 Kocks-Mecking plot for PtstAllOR14 defonned at 1400°C and 0.1Is for frictional 94 
flow. 

4.41 Flow curves for frictionless conditions for PtstAllOR14 defonned at varying strain 95 
rates showing the critical strains for dynamic recrystallisation. 

4.42 Flow curves for frictional conditions for PtstAllOR14 defonned at varying strain 95 
rates showing the critical strains for dynamic recrystallisation. 

4.43 Flow curves for frictionless conditions for PtStAllOR14 defonned at varying 96 
temperatures showing the critical strains for dynamic recrystallisation. 

4.44 Flow curves for frictionless conditions for each PtstAilOCr4 specimen compressed 97 
to significant strains defonned at varying defonnation conditions showing the 
critical strains for dynamic recrystallisation. 

4.45 Flow curves for frictional conditions each PtstA1lOCr4 specimen compressed to 97 
significant strains defonned at varying defonnation conditions showing the 
critical strains for dynamic recrystaUisation. 

5.1 Light micrographs showing the cast microstructure ofPtgtAl lOR14 before the 99 
homogenisation treatment at 1300°C for 96 hours. 

5.2 Light micrographs showing the cast microstructure ofPtgtAilOCr4 before the 100 
homogenisation treatment at 1300°C for 96 hours. 

5.3 Light micrographs showing the cast microstructure ofPtgoAll4Cr3Ru3 before the 100 
homogenisation treatment at 1300°C for 96 hours. 

5.4 Light micrographs showing the homogenised microstructure ofPtgtAl lOR14 after 101 
the heat treatment at 1300°C for 96 hours. 

5.5 Light micrographs showing the homogenised microstructure ofPts6AllOCr4 after 102 
the heat treatment at 1300°C for 96 hours. 

5.6 Light micrographs showing the homogenised microstructure ofPtsoAl14Cr3Ru3 102 
after the heat treatment at 1300°C for 96 hours. 

5.7 X-ray maps ofPtstAl lOR14 in the homogenised state, showing the distribution in 103 
the concentration of elements across the mapped region. 
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5.8 X-ray maps ofPt8~IIOCr4 in the homogenised state, showing the distribution in 103 
the concentration of elements across the mapped region. 

5.9 X-ray maps ofPtgoAl14Cr3Ru3 in the homogenised state, showing the distribution 104 
in the concentration of elements across the mapped region. 

5.10 Flow stress against true strain at 1400°C and varying strain rates for Pt86Al IORl4. 106 
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PtgoAl14Cr3Ru3. 

5.16 Light micrographs showing deformed microstructures of Ptg~lIORl4 under 110 
different deformation conditions. 

5.17 Light micrographs showing the deformed microstructures ofPt8~IIORl4 under III 
different deformation conditions. 

5.18 Light micrographs showing the deformed microstructures ofPtg~ltoCr4 114 
deformed under different conditions. 

5.19 X-ray maps of Ptg~IIOCr4 after deformation at 1200°C at 0.1Is, showing the 115 
distribution in the concentration of elements across the mapped region. 

5.20 Light micrographs showing the deformed microstructures of PtgoAl I 4Cr3Ru3 at 117 
different deformation conditions. 

X-ray maps ofPtgoAl'4Cr3Ru3 after deformation at 1400°C, showing the 118 
5.21 distribution in the concentration of elements across the mapped region. 

5.22 Plot of true stress against true strain for Pt8~hoCr4 at a deformation temperature 119 
of 1400°C and a mean strain rate of 1O-2/s. 

5.23 Plots of high temperature proof strength against deformation temperature for 122 
Pts6AllOCr4, Ptg~lIORl4 and PtgoAll4Cr3Ru3. 

5.24 Plots of high temperature proof strength against strain rate for PtS~l1ORu4 at 122 
1400°C and Pt8~llOCr4 at 1400°C and 1300°C. 

5.25 Plots of high temperature proof strength against strain rate for PtgoAl14Cr3Ru3 at 123 
1300°C and 1200°C. 
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